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President’s Message
2018 President’s Message
Well it truly was a massive year for the Gladiators in season 2018!
This year we had 685 registered players across 30 teams plus another 80 boys and girls who played Auskick at Righetti Oval on
Saturday mornings. This was the highest number of players and teams that the Club has ever had. The growth in our girls
teams has been huge with a further 60+ girls joining our club for this season. This meant that we had more than 200 girls playing football in season 2018 and we managed to comfortably field a record 9 girls teams. Girls football is a huge growth area and
we are expecting further growth next year and beyond.
As a club our primary focus is to do our best to ensure that each and every player enjoys playing football with their friends and
develops their football skills to the best of their potential. We encourage participation at all levels regardless of a players experience or ability. Most importantly there is I think a really positive feeling across the club together with significant engagement
by our parent group.
This year we had 14 of our teams out of a possible 21 qualify for finals. Of those 14 teams, 7 went on to play in Grand Finals on
Sunday 2 September 2018 with the following results:
Boys
Under 11 Newtons (Black Division) 6.2.38 defeated Camberwell Sharks 5.5.35
Under 12 Hangers (Brown Division) 4.3.27 defeated Ashburton Redbacks 2.9.21

Under 12 Gnatts (Black Division) 4.1.25 lost to St Marys 6.3.39
Under 15 Gnatts (Section 1) 8.6.54 lost to Boroondara Hawks 12.6.78
Colts (Section 3) 4.5.29 lost to Boroondara Hawks 6.6.42
Girls
Under 12 (Gold Division) 7.4.46 defeated Fitzroy 3.1.19
Under 15 (Division 2) 5.1.31 defeated Park Orchards 3.6.24
Congratulations to all of our teams and particularly the 4 Gladiators teams who tasted premiership success. There was plenty
of celebrating done after the wins both in the change rooms post match and back at the Righetti Clubrooms later that afternoon.
Coaching Development Program
We have a first class Coaches Committee to advise and implement on all things relating to football. Its main purpose is to develop the quality of players and football in a way that is safe and enjoyable for the kids. The Committee comprises Richard
Bowman (VP), David King, Luke Darcy, Paul Cooper, Andy Seymour, Andy Nichol, Tim Gough and John Randabel. The committee is responsible for the development of the clubs coaching philosophy and the review and appointment of coaches.
In Season 2018 the Coaches Committee continued to roll out two main initiatives:
1.
the improvement in the quality of coaching with the appointment of an instructing coach. The aim of this initiative is to
improve the quality of play via the quality of coaching. The club therefore stepped up the role of Josh Bourke who is an experienced football coach (currently with the Dandenong Stingrays) and school teacher. During the pre-season Josh, in conjunction
with the Coaches Committee, developed a game and training style program which he worked on with the coaches during the
season; and
2.
the appointment of non-parent coaches in the under 12 age group and above. The aim of this initiative is to expose the
kids to a range of coaching styles throughout their junior football at the Gladiators and also provide an opportunity for the
Gladiators to develop and attract the highest quality coaches possible.
The Coaches Committee has also developed two policies which can be found on the Club website. These relate to the selection
of teams (which is particularly relevant for Under 8’s and when the number of teams in an age group changes from year to
year) and a team rotation policy which aims to ensure that the coaches act in a way which gives all kids minimum game time
and the opportunity to play in a number of different positions.
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President’s Message
Sponsors
I would like to thank our many sponsors who have contributed thousands of dollars in financial support to the Gladiators this
year.
Our Platinum Sponsors this year were Jellis Craig, Bounce, the Malvernvale Hotel and Whitbread Insurance.
Our Coaching Development Sponsors were Whitbread Insurance and Briner Signs.
Our Papunya Foundation Sponsor was Clarendon Lawyers.
We also had 30 individual team sponsors who each made a significant contribution to our Club this year.
Social Function and Friday Night Drinks
Our main social event of the year was a function expertly organised by Rohan Hughes and Charlotte Barnaby and several
others at the Garden State Hotel in the City on 16 June 2018. The night was a sell out with 220 tickets sold within a very short
period of time. It was particularly pleasing to see so many of our Auskick, Under 8 and Under 9 parents attend the function.
Many parents also continued to enjoy our Friday night drinks sessions each Friday from 5pm until 8pm.
Merchandise
Many thanks to Letitia Mclean and Sophie McLean and many others for the massive job they undertook this year with our merchandise sales. With a record number of players this was a huge task.
Medical
Midway during the season the Club appointed Colbrow Medics to provide Medics for our home games at both Righetti/Ferrie
Ovals and TH King for the remainder of season 2018. This decision was made after our fantastic Club doctors Rob McDougall
and Bob Steele consulted with our team trainers and received their overwhelming support. The Medics are experienced with
minimum qualifications of Advanced First Aid and Emergency Response Coordination (ERC), with the majority being 2nd or 3rd
year Paramedic / Nursing students. Colbrow Medics are fully equipped with a professional trauma first aid kit and first aid station signage.
Season 2019
Just a couple of things to announce for season 2019. Firstly, Stonnington Council has approved funding for new lights at
Righetti Oval so we are hoping that they will be installed ready for season 2019. In addition we are hoping to convince the
council to allow us to put some lighting in place at Ferrie Oval which would mean that we can use the ground for training nights
during the winter months. We have over the past few weeks signed up 5 platinum sponsors for a 4 year term at $30k each
which will certainly help pay a few bills. The platinum sponsors are:
Grill’d

Jellis Craig

Efex Printing Group

XBlades Sports Australia

Instacare

Each of our Platinum sponsors will have a prominent position on our new season 2019 football jumpers together with lots of
other benefits. We have room for one more Platinum sponsor so if anyone is interested in the final spot please let me or Rohan
Hughes know.
Executive Committee and Sub Committees
I would like to thank each and every one of the 30+ members of the Executive and sub committees and the 200+ volunteers for
the huge contribution they all make to the Gladiators. It would be remiss of me not to particularly mention the incredible contribution that life member Jan Gnatt continues to make to our Club.
Finally I would like to thank Matt Brown for all of his hard work and significant contribution as President of the Gladiators for
the 2017 season.

Go Gladiators!

Andrew Chambers
President
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GIJFC Honour Board
GIJFC Life Members
1989
1989
1990
1990
1990
1994
1994
1994
1994
1995
1996
1998
1998
1999
1999
2001
2005
2008
2009
2010
2011
2014
2015
2016
2017

Joe Crea
Gary Gatehouse
Bronya Lawson
Bob Symonds
Rod Woodger
Jenny Caldwell
Les Caldwell
Jan Gnatt
Simon Hanger
Allan Burrows
Juliet Thorn
Peter Scott
Michael Troon
Warren Adderley
Peter Jacobs
David Wissell
Paul Newton
Peter Vine
David Hooper
Jonathan Walmsley
Michelle Ioannidis
Mark Higgins
Rod Bryan
Paul Cooper
Greg Winnett, Fred Oldfield

100 Games in 2018
Jack Ball
Sam Bowman
Nicholas Carr-McKenzie
Ned Crummy
Flynn Griffith
James Hart
Luke Teal
Hugo Terzini
Ben Symons
Joe Clausen
Seamus O’Shannassy
Tom Nelson
Josh Nelson
James Tsakonas
Bas Lester
Max Cooper

150 Games in 2018
Rex Hooper

2017 UNDER 10 COMMEMORATIVE AWARDS
IAN HANLY MEMORIAL TROPHY

JUSTIN “JOC” O’CONNOR COMMEMORATIVE AWARD

Oscar Armstrong—U10 Newton
Sam Watson—U10 Gnatts
Patrick Sheehan—U10 Hanger

2018 UNDER 10 COMMEMORATIVE AWARDS
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IAN HANLY MEMORIAL TROPHY
JUSTIN “JOC” O’CONNOR COMMEMORATIVE AWARD

Harry Spraggett—U10 Hanger
Otto Caligiuri—U10 Newton
Nick Pritchard—U10 Vine

2018 CLUB CAPTAINS

Angus Oliphant & Atlanta Stubbings

2017* Club Best & Fairest
*Club policy is to publish last year’s Best and Fairest awards. This year’s awards will be published next year

Our congratulations go to the following players on winning the Club Best and Fairest for their team in 2017.
U9 Vine

Josh Tallis

U14 Hanger

Max Burn

U9 Hanger

Angus Ashworth

U14 Gnatt

Henry Brown

U9 Newton

Angus Joyes

U15

Jack Polkinghorne

U10 Gnatt

Will Darcy

Colts

Max Pinchbeck

U10 Hanger

Noah Jones

U10 Newton

Tom Groom

U10 Girls Hoops

Isabel Coventry

U11 Gnatt

Matthew Redenbach

U10 Girls Anghie

Caroline Buckley / Lucy Nicol

U11 Newton

Tom Farrer

U12 Girls

Maggie Mahoney

U11 Hanger

Max King

U13 Girls

Bridie Garlick

U12 Vine

Kane Emery

U14-15 Girls

Alicia Myers

U12 Newton

Cooper Lord

Youth Girls

Lantie Stubbings

U13 Hanger

Tom Murphy

U13 Newton

Luke Teal

Club Captains Atlanta Stubbings
& Angus Oliphant
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2018 YJFL Finals Series
2018 Gladiator YJFL Finalists
We also congratulate the ELEVEN teams that made the 2018 YJFL finals series .

U15 Girls
U12 Hangers
U12 Girls
U11 Newtons
Colts
U15 Gnatts
U12 Gnatts
U14 Hoops Girls
U13 Anghie Girls
U11 Hoops Girls
U15 Hanger

Division 2
Brown Division
Gold Division
Black Division
Division 3
Division 1
Black Division
Brown Division
Brown Division
Division
Division 4

Premiers
Premiers
Premiers
Premiers
Runner Up
Runner Up
Runner Up
Third
Third
Third
Fourth

2018 YJFL Representative
Under 13 Boys—Interleague vs SMJFL
Kane Emery, Oliver Badr & Ben Hill
Under 14 Boys—AFL Vic Metro Junior Championships
Hamish Heine, Gus Simpfendorfer, Luke Teal, Will Tanner, Xander McLean,
Ben Lindeman, Tom Genovese & Hugo Birks
Under 15 Boys—AFL Vic Metro Junior Championships
Henry Brown, Hugo Bromell, Angus McLennan, Scott Beilby, Andrew Mathieson,
Harry Robenstone, Ingo Dammersmith & Griffin Schultz.
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2018 YJFL Best & Fairest
Congratulations goes to the following players on polling in the top 10 of the YJFL Best and Fairest votes
for their Division in Season 2018. Well done on a great season.
U11 Black

Angus Ashworth (U11 Newtons)

2nd with 18 votes

U11 Brown

Jasper Read (U11 Hangers)

=6th with 11 votes

Ryder Daffy (U11 Hangers)

=6th with 11 votes

U11 Gold

Will Darcy (U11 Gnatts)

1st with 28 votes

U11 Girls

Lucia Turnbull (U11 Hoops)

=2nd with 17 votes

Emma Johnston (U11 Anghies)

6th with 14 votes

James Smith (U12 Gnatts)

=3rd with 13 votes

Jacob Choi (U12 Gnatts)

8th with 10 votes

Austin Prescott (U12 Gnatts)

9th with 8 votes

Max King (U12 Hangers)

= 1st with 31 votes

Tom Farrer (U12 Newtons)

= 1st with 31 votes

Matthew Redenbach (U12 Hangers)

6th with 18 votes

Quinn McKay (U12 Hangers)

9th with 10 votes

Maggie Mahony

2nd with 19 votes

Olive McLean

=8th with 10 votes

U13 Girls Brown

Rachel Crawford

=8th with 8 votes

U13 Gold

Kane Emery (U13 Hangers)

3rd with 21 votes

Oliver Badr (U13 Hangers)

=8th with 9 votes

Edward Nelson (U14 Hangers)

=2nd with 16 votes

Thomas Vorrath (U14 Hangers)

=8th with 11 votes

Henry Brown (U15 Gnatts)

3rd with 15 votes

Scott Beilby (U15 Gnatts)

=5th with 10 votes

U15 (Section 4)

Ryan Apostolou (U15 Hangers)

1st with 20 votes

U15 Girls (Section 2)

Alexandra McCulloch

=9th with 5 votes

Elodie Ferrali

=5th with 7 votes

U16 Girls (Section 2)

Sophie Tanner

=2nd with 22 votes

Colts (Section 3)

Jesse Castan

=10th with 8 votes

Youth Girls (Section 2)

Bridget Fox

1st with 25 votes

Samreen Kaur

=9th with 10 votes

U12 Black

U12 Brown

U12 Girls Gold

U14 Green
U15 (Section 1)
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PAPUNYA
The Gladiators and Macdonnell Ranges relationship continues!
In the July school holidays, two great trips took place. The Macdonnell Regional Council (MRC) Youth Services (MacYouth) group came to Melbourne from 28 June to 4 July and the Gladiators group travelled to
Papunya, spending a great few days in the community from 4 July to 9 July.

This is how it all unfolded…
The MacYouth group travelled to Alice Springs ready for an early flight on Thursday morning. They were
met at the airport on Thursday afternoon and taken straight on to the De La Salle Football Club to join in
with their regular footy training. The highly prized trip jumpers were given out before heading back to
the accommodation in Kew.
On day one the group spent a day at CottonOn in Geelong, toured through the Geelong Football Club and
the stadium and then back to Melbourne for a night at Etihad watching a riveting Friday night clash between Geelong and the Western Bulldogs.
The next day, unfortunately no Gladiators footy, but they played with the De La Salle U19 team on a
FREEZING morning in Bundoora. Fine form shown by the visitors! Luckily a warm lunch was on offer, with
the MRC group guests of honour at De La Salle. After watching a bit of the seniors game, the group went
for a stint at Bounce before heading home for pizza and to bed!
Sunday was a nice sleep in before heading into the MCG to see the sports museum and then some of the
younger lads joined in with the Guard of Honour. After watching Melbourne and St Kilda, the group headed back to Righetti for a bbq and a trip briefing for the Gladiators group travelling up this year. The group
leaders spoke about the community and cultural considerations and also gave the club a number of local
artworks in appreciation of the relationship between our communities.
Monday day was a day of rest!
Back into it on Tuesday as Equity Trustees hosted the group for lunch in the city and then they had a wander around the shops. That night, a broad group of Melbourne friends gathered for pizza at Sofia’s for a
send-off for the group.
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PAPUNYA
All travellers were up early on Wednesday –
MacYouth and Gladiators - to head to the airport, en route for Alice Springs before being
escorted out to Papunya.
After collecting supplies in Alice Springs and
crossing paths with a lad from the community
who recognised the group leaders, they set
off for Papunya. After they arrived in the
community at about 4.00pm, the Gladiators
group settled into the community centre and
got straight into the footy out on the oval. An
exciting first night in swags.
On the first whole day in the community the group met Jamie, a white fella who is now considered a local.
He took the group tool making and talked about his life journey and how moving into the area and living
with the locals had saved his life. The Papunya Art Centre was open for business, so the Gladiators spent
a wonderful few hours watching the women painting and also bought some treasures. Then on to play an
organised game of footy (the first of many!) against the locals from Papunya and the lads from Mt Liebig we lost of course!
Friday, being day two in community, was full. The group travelled to Mt Liebig (100km away) and the local boys and girls from Papunya came for a game of footy. A local leader, Dylan, who had also travelled to
Melbourne, was there and he presented the group with three beautiful boomerangs his wife had made.
Lunch was at the community hall with the locals, followed by a bush walk with Dylan as the guide up a
beautiful rocky valley into a cave. Dylan shared stories and the group learnt about the land. The drive
back to Papunya was a good chance for a snooze (for the passengers).
On Saturday, a few Gladiators parents met up with the group in Papunya for the day’s activities, which
included witchetty grubbing with the local girls and damper making before squeezing in an afternoon
football game with the group from Mt Liebig who had come to Papunya to play us again. Another trouncing! The game was followed by a cook up of kangaroo tails and the day ended with a big fire, surrounded
by our group and about 50 locals coming by throughout the night, with most of the group sleeping in
swags around the fire.
Sunday was the last day in the community so the group packed up
and said their goodbyes. They drove on to Ormiston Gorge for a
walk of the trails (with very little water pooling at the bottom) and
then on to Glen Helen Gorge for lunch and a swim. Once cooled
down, they got on the road for the trip to Alice Springs where they
stayed in cabins at the local caravan park.
On the final day of the tour they had some time to look around Alice Springs, particular note was the Telegraph Station, before heading back to Melbourne.
Thanks to all those who helped get this trip going again – a great
experience for both travelling groups and both communities.
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TIG Freight
Under 8 Gnatt

COACH’S REPORT—Tim Holt

The Under 8 Gnatt’s boys had their first introduction to competitive footy this year and they took to it amazingly well.
We had a wonderful mix of kids – we had some loud ones, quiet ones, cheeky ones and placid ones and they all mixed
together wonderfully well - meaning the whole thing just worked.
Being our first year we focussed on the 3 main phases of the game and what we had to do in each. When the opposition
have the ball – Chase and Tackle and Man up. When we have the footy – pass to a team mate in a better position and if
no one is on, kick long and quick to space. Finally when no one had the footy we had to – Hunt the Footy and Get in First.
Each and everyone one the boys showed huge improvement in all of these areas of the game and when this was coupled
with the big progression in their kicking, handballing and marking skills over the year we played some really competitive
and positive footy. In fact some of the passages of play the boys strung together working the ball from deep in defence
all the way to the forward line were simply excellent and wonderful to watch.
Along with our wonderful matches a couple of other highlights for the year were our super fun kids versus parents
“Footy Olympics” training night and the morning Kamdyn McIntosh from Richmond came down and helped us with our
pre match warm up and talk. The boys really turned it on that match and Kamdyn was very impressed.
A huge thank you to our assistant coach Rohan, our amazingly efficient and helpful team managers Dan & Rich and to
Dharshi for being our medico for the year. In addition to that a huge thank you to the parents for your buy in and assistance over the year and for helping to create such a positive and fun environment for the boys.
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TIG Freight
Under 8 Gnatt
PLAYER REVIEW
1. Harry Kenessey – young Harry was a proud member of the mighty mosquito fleet that performed so
well for the Gnatt’s all year. Harry used his super
pace to great effect whether it be chasing and tackling or when carrying the footy forward. Harry
showed his excellent foot skills right across the year
with his precise kicking a real pleasure to watch. Harry was super coachable all year and showed no fear
despite having to take on larger opponents on many
occasions. Harry could often be found at the bottom
of the packs or wrapped around larger opponents
with his super tackles.
2. Percy Simpson – Percy had a really consistent year
and showed an ability to impact the game whichever zone he was in. Percy is a lovely neat kick and passed to his
team mates’ advantage time and again over the year. Percy was also one who didn’t mind rolling the sleeves up at
the bottom of a pack and happily tackled bigger opponents. Percy was also known for his wonderful second and
third efforts each and every game. His hard running up and down the wing to find space in our last match had some
calling for the Ferrie Oval coaches side wing to be named after him.
3. Alby Mahoney – Alby was a real livewire for the Gnatt’s all year. As another member of the mighty mosquito
fleet Alby never shied away from the hard work with his chasing and tackling and work at the bottom of the packs
simply first class. Alby was wonderful going forward too with one of the highlights of the year undoubtedly being
his 4 goal quarter against a very capable opposition. Excellent at ground level through the midfield bursting clear of
the packs with his speed and driving the ball in long to the forward line.
4. Sascha Griffith – Sascha had a wonderful year and was certainly one of the most improved for the Gnatt’s team.
Sascha was always hardworking and used his fantastic pace to tackle and chase with a fearless determination which
saw him much admired by his team mates. Pleasingly as the year went on the attacking side of Sascha’s game came
along in leaps and bounds and his kicking improved enormously over the year. A real hard nut Sashca would often
be found at the bottom of a pack feeding the ball out to his team mates with clever little handballs. A high possession winner and strong defensively - a coach’s dream combination.
10.Fraser Brownhill – Fraser started the year in good form and ended it in great form. His progression over the year
was excellent and he showed improvement in every area. Very coachable, Fraser was lightning quick over the
ground with clean hands at ground level, was wonderful on the burst, had excellent kicking skills and was a lovely
mark. Showing he was more than happy to work both ways saw Assistant Coach Rohan comment at one point that
Fraser had more tackle than a fishing shop!
11. Freddy Kenessey - Freddy was a super hard worker for the Gnatt’s all year and showed great improvement right
across the season. Freddy had some very good games throughout the course of the year but finished the season on
a high point – playing his best game in the last round. Freddy showed a great ability to read the play, allowing him
to take some wonderful intercept marks, his kicking got better every week, he was happy to feed lightning handballs to team mates in a better position and he always did exactly what the coaches asked of him.
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TIG Freight
Under 8 Gnatt

12. Oscar Tuchtan – Ossy T was another livewire with a big personality. Lovely long kick and a wonderful clean set
of hands when it came to marking. Showed some real footy smarts to position himself well whether it be in the last
line of defence to cut off a certain goal or in the forward line where he regularly found space. Kicked 3 goals in a
quarter in some very wet and slippery conditions.
13. Harry Cook – the Cookie Monster was an amazing team player right throughout the course of the season. Made
a name for himself doing the hard stuff and was a ferocious tackler. The Cookie Monster also loved a don’t argue –
on one occasion having burst clear of a pack he actually stopped and waited for an opponent to catch him so he
could don’t argue him and then run off again. As the year went on Harry balanced his game out beautifully, winning
a lot more possessions and managing to kick some lovely goals for his team. Keep doing both Cookie Monster and
you will be a real asset to your team.
14. Joseph Karalapillai – Joey K was a real favourite with his team mates for his hard work and team first approach.
Joey showed a deft hand in the ruck over the year, his marking improved enormously as the season progressed and
his confidence grew and he never had issue laying a tackle. Joey’s kicking was very solid and his best work was typically saved for the in tight stuff where he would win possession and fire out a handball to his team mates. Brought
the house down with his first goal of the year – everyone loved his work.
16. Matthew Dallalana – Matty D played some super athletic football for the Gnatt’s this year. Blessed with height
and a lovely running ability Matty regularly won the ball and burst clear of the packs ball in hand. Matty had a lovely
clean set of hands which saw him take some fantastic marks for the year. On many occasions this saw Matty hit the
scoreboard for the team. Also laid one of the tackles of the year against a rampaging opponent at Kew to inspire his
team mates and win a free kick. Showed some fantastic defensive ability in the last match of the year too.
17. Sam Price – Sammy P was a real workhorse over the course of the year. Sam was another who was very comfortable doing the team things. He made some crucial tackles to cut off attacks by the opposition and his kicking got
better and better. Sammy was just starting to really build into his season when unfortunately he broke his ankle (at
school). Amazingly he came back and didn’t miss a beat – playing the last few matches of the year in fantastic form
– taking strong marks, kicking long, working hard at the bottom of the packs and still tackling beautifully. Also looks
to have a promising (non-dominant) left foot.
18. Marcus Oh – Marcus undoubtedly had an excellent year. Marcus showed an ability to play all over the groundlooking very dangerous up forward and having plenty of shots on goal. His hard running and lovely skills saw him
win lots of midfield possession and his defensive work in the backline cut off many opposition scoring opportunities. Marcus had no issue chasing and tackling and did so super well. As the year went on Marcus’s ability to use his
wonderful skills to pass to team mates in better positions was simply excellent.
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20. Andrew Martin – Andy was a real quiet achiever over the course of the year. An old school no fuss player who
just does everything right. Andy has lovely foot skills which when coupled with his excellent vision saw him set his
team mates up beautifully on many occasions. Just as happy kicking a goal up forward or passing off to team mates,
able to defend bravely down back and loved to tackle. A strong mark for his size and a lovely handballer – Andy certainly ticked all the boxes with his ability right throughout the year.

21. Charlie Rose – Charlie developed into a super reliable footballer across the year. He is a good size and used his
height to his advantage along with his excellent running ability. His speed allowed him to find space and his team
mates were happy to pass to him because he is such a fine kick. Always looked dangerous up forward and managed
to kick a number of goals for the year. Charlie is also a lovely mark but is even cleaner picking the ball up off the
ground.
22. Max Holt – Maxy had an excellent year and despite starting off at a high level also showed improvement right
across the season. Maxy was able to win plenty of possession in the midfield both at ground level and in the air,
was a huge presence in the forward line – leading strongly and comfortably taking big strong contested marks.
Maxy has a thumping kick on him and he sent home some big long bombs from downtown. In the back line Maxy
showed a wonderful ability to read the play and took a host of strong intercept marks before playing on quickly and
passing very skilfully to his team mates in space. A strong tackler and even used his non preferred left foot on several occasions.
23. James Gregory – Jimmy G is built for modern day football and played accordingly. Tall and lean and super athletic his tireless running saw him win a huge number of possessions over the year. A good strong mark, Jimmy managed to kick several goals for the year and his kicking by the end of the year was simply first class.
24. Freddy Elsom – Big boy Freddy E really grew into his role as the season went on. He started the year as a lovely
tap ruckman and then also built some winning of the contested footy in the packs and shooting out lovely handballs
to his team mates into his game. As the season went on Freddy’s confidence grew and he started to use his height
to clunk some big strong pack marks for his team. This saw him kicking the ball more and more and by the end of
the year he was roosting the ball through the goals from all over the place. A huge improver over the year.
Team Manager Report
It was an outstanding year for the U8 Gnatts. For many of the team it was their first year with Gladiators and what a
great way to start. With the nurturing coaching of Tim Holt and Rohan Price the boys really developed their skills,
improving game-after-game and, most importantly, they had a lot of fun along the way. To top it off, every week
Tim and Rohan provided an in-depth match report that News Corp could learn from. It was complete with running
commentary, highlights and coaching tips. Thank you to all the families who volunteered and helped throughout
the year and especially to Dharshi Karapillai, our medic. Without your help, the season could not have happened.
Finally, a big thanks to Troy Martin and his business, TIG Freight, for their generous sponsorship of the team.
We look forward to kick-off in 2019!
Rich Rose and Dan Oh
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BMPRO
Under 8 Hanger

COACH’S REPORT
Sportsmanship & Support & Smiles were asked for from the 18 boys that made up this superb Under 8 Hanger team – and
these three S’s were given each and every week by the boys. From the very 1 st game through to the last, and throughout all
sorts of Melbourne weather, we were very proud of the way the Under 8 Hangers; focused on enjoying footy and not squabbling with the opposition (Sportsmanship); were positive with each other no matter whether a goal had been kicked or a mark
had been missed (Support); enjoyed their footy win lose or draw – it is after all the best game in town (Smiles)!
It was so lovely for all coaches and parents to see these kids from different schools bond through the season and improve on
their skills and game day footy smarts – the improvement through the year was remarkable! On top of improving the boys’
skills we encouraged each boy to get in there and try to win that footy, or if not then to try to pressure or tackle the opposition. By season’s end we were so thrilled to see the effort by this great Under 8 Hanger team. They ran and they ran to get
themselves into as many contests for the ball as they could. They were using the footy so well. Getting themselves in the right
spots. Best of all was the way they responded a few times during the year when the opposition had had a very good quarter –
our boys never stopped trying and often turned things around to finish off the game on top – well done Under 8 Hangers!
Huge thanks to Sam for his clear and methodical approach as Assistant Coach, and for his ability to rotate 17 or 18 players
through 12 positions on the ground. Thank you to our awesome Team Manager Anna who always showed up at the right time
with a game ball, or a medal, or an email! Thanks to Angie and Mutlu – our super physios that thankfully weren’t called on too
much this year. BMPRO were out loyal sponsors this year – thank you so much Bayliss family for your support. And thank you
to all those that helped make things tick over at training or on game day – we are all so lucky to be involved in such a great club
that focuses on all the right things that make footy so great.
Andrew Crawshay
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Under 8 Hanger
COACH’S PLAYER REVIEW
1 Max Krauskopf – some of our best highlights were provided by Maxy K – whether it was chasing down and tackling players sometimes twice his size, or shrugging off 2 or 3 would be tacklers and then slotting through a banana
kick from the pocket, Max showed each week his love for footy and commitment to improve. He will be reading
this with a footy in his hands.

4 Bertie O’Keefe – a very welcome late addition to our team, Bertie was a fantastic team player through 2018. He
showed great determination to get to the contest and did some great handballs to teammates that set up some
good plays. Bertie worked hard each week on improving his skills and should feel very proud of his season.
5 Hugo Broadbent – opposition players often thought they could take Hugo on – they were very often wrong! Hugo delivered many memorable tackles through the year – one in particular on a tough day at Richmond drew a
large cheer from the crowd. He was also clever around the goals. Hugo provided a real spark for our team, often
when we needed it most.
6 Tom Spraggett – one of our many big improvers this year, Tom was fighting so hard for the footy by season’s
end. He showed a great commitment to getting involved in lots of contests and laying lots of tackles. Highlight of
the year was his goal of the day late in the season from a long way out – a perfect drop punt that sailed straight
through the middle after a great handball from good mate Will.
8 Sam Tallis – Sam often provided a great example to his teammates, including early on in the year when he
kicked the ball to a teammate, then ran forward and received the next kick from that teammate. Sam loves his
footy and made a huge leap throughout 2018. It was super to see Sam finish the year with such good skills and his
big efforts to win that footy.
9 Will Jones – Will is such a valued member of our Hanger team. Not for his skills, which improved through the
year so that by season end he had a very reliable drop punt. Not for his effort, which was always great. Not for his
fantastic goal while his dad and sister were goal umping. Will is so valued by us because of his support for his teammates and his smiles and enthusiasm each day.
10 Eddie Williams – Eddie made us smile many times through the year with his observations. Eddie’s skills improved a lot through the year, but it was his contested efforts at the end of the season which really stood out, along
with his enthusiasm for his team. Eddie became a key part of the fabric of what made our team such a great one
this year.
11 Erol Haksoz – Erol was one of our many players who were relentless in running and running and getting to as
many contests as possible. Erol has a great ability to know where to position himself – he reads the play very well.
All of this while being such a friendly and happy team member that always listens and does what is asked which
shows just how team oriented Erol is.
12.Max Perri – at season’s start Max joked that a certain round ball sport might be better than footy. We gave him
a second chance and were rewarded with a player that strengthened our defensiveness. When we need a big tackle
or someone on the goal line Max would often be there. Keep up the effort Max.
14 Hamish Ganci – one of our youngest players turned out to be perhaps our most reliable. With 4 players in each
zone there were times when opposition players had seen off 3 of our zone, with just Hamish left to get past – but
they weren’t to realise that once Hamish sets his target on you you are tackled! Conversely they just could not tackle Hamish all year. Hamish never stopped all match.
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15 Bryn Watkins – another footy die hard, Bryn does so many 1 percenters it adds up to 100% each match.
Whether it’s tackling, smothering, or just competing for the footy, Bryn provided some much needed competitiveness to the team. Taking after hero Joel Selwood with his courage, his highlights were a great goal from deep in the
pocket, and a superman style tackle on a tough day at Richmond.
16 Leo Wilson – Leo brought to this team some very good kicking, and a great knack for kicking goals. Highlight of
the season was an outstanding game at Richmond during the year where Leo had a big match, including a tireless
quarter in the midfield. Leo should feel very happy with his contribution to the Under 8 Hanger team this year.
17 Ari Crawshay – another one of our big improvers, Ari finished the season as a potent force for our team. Ari
was desperate to win the ball, used his pace to get away from his opponents, and enjoyed the reward of quite a
few goals in the late part of the season, including 3 in a quarter in one match. He showed great resilience on that
memorably cold and wet day at Camberwell.
18 Josh Lindeman – we need to put a metres tracker on Josh next year! No one runs more than Josh, whether it’s
to get to more and more contests, or to gain us valuable metres when he has the ball. One of the enduring images
we will all have from this year is of Joshie with the ball under his arm and giving opponent after opponent the
“don’t argue” before sending the ball forward for us.
19 Lyon Paulusz – A thumping kick of the footy, Lyon managed to boot plenty of goals from all around the forward
zone, and even one from the centre zone at Ferrie! But his greatest highlight took place just moments after he’d
suffered a heavy knock; he picked himself up, got back into position, and took a very courageous overhead mark
going back with the flight of the ball.
20 Angus Collett – Angus impressed from match 1 with his superb skills. It was always a joy to watch Angus swing
out onto his very trusty left boot and watch as he sent the ball on target to a teammate. But what was even better
to watch was Angus develop his competitiveness at contests, including a match at Ferrie near season’s end where
Angus’s determination was inspiring to all.
22 Jackson Bayliss – Jackson improved so much through the year, so that by end of the season he was someone we
could depend on for an important mark. Always such a happy and positive team player who gave it his all, it was a
pleasure to coach Jackson and to see him come so far this year. Jackson showed real grit in playing so well on that
very cold and wet day at Camberwell.
23 David Canty – Davey started the year one of our gentle talls that were very thoughtful around some of the
smaller opposition, but ended the season as someone
that very much got in there and had a red hot go. As a
small team we really depended on the marks he took, as
well as the improving kicking he showed. But it was his
huge efforts to get to contests that set a great example
to his team.
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Coaches Report

What a great year we had! The Under-8 Newtons came together from three schools but quickly bonded as a closeknit group. From the first training session, the boys were eager, enthusiastic and just wanted to get out onto the
field and play. Early in the season, we concentrated on honing our skills and having fun. There was emphasis on
team spirit and the importance of treating everyone on the field (including opposition players) with respect. As the
season progressed, the boys really started to click as a team and we began to string together some great pieces of
play with slick ball movement and some great teamwork. All our boys contributed to the team’s success. They really gave their all at training and on game day. When challenged, our boys pulled together and really surprised the
parents and coaches with their courage, skill and determination to improve. It has been a pleasure to coach this
team.
A big thank you to our sponsor Maybach Property Group and all the parents who helped throughout the year with
a special thank you to Penny Jaski, our Team Manager, who have kept us all in line and have ensured that the boys
have everything they needed for a fun and rewarding season of football.

David and Chris
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Player Report

1. Sam Perry – Sam’s reading of the play and his ability to get a tackle in was a big bonus to the team. Up forward,
he did well turning his opponents inside out and turning onto his trusty left foot.

2. Mikey Caligiuri – Mikey always had a go and never gave up. He is not one to flinch when laying a tackle or when
standing under the ball in a marking contest. Mikey was always at the bottom of the pack fighting to win the ball.

3. Joshua De Guio – Josh never let the opposition get an easy kick. With great and sometimes painful smothers, he
tackled vigorously and gave the ball out to our running players with his quick hands.

4. Charlie Houghton – Skilful and quick, Charlie was a spark wherever he played on the ground. Charlie kicked many
goals (I hear around 20 for the season) and gave us some great highlights. Charlie’s significant improvement over
the season came with the way he brought his teammates into the game and became a real team player.

5. Max Marsan – Max was another who never gave up and showed real courage and determination throughout the
season. He has had some great defensive games where he not only never left his opponent’s side, but also the ability to pop up and kick a goal.

6. Harry Guest – Being our youngest player, Harry is one of our most prolific goal scorers (6 in one game). His
booming left foot always found it’s mark. He had some great runs through the middle of the ground always hitting
his leading teammates on the chest.

7. Elijah Vujovich – Elijah showed some classy skills and
run. Once he got the ball in hand, he glided across the
ground often delivering the ball to a teammate with a
beautiful left foot.

8. Tom Seymour – With great skills, Tommy featured in
some excellent passages of play. A smart player who
could always be relied on to do the right thing by the
team.

9. Lachlan Foster – Lachy played the first half of the
season before joining his family on a trip around Australia. Lachy played some terrific games with his long
reach marking the ball as he stood tall in attack.
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10. Joaquim Franco Sageman – Quim’s kicks, whether on his left or right,
always penetrated and found its target. A highly skilful player and always
first to the contest. He always seemed to have time to look around and
make the right decision by hand or foot.

11. Pascal Franco Sageman – Pascal has been a great team player. In defence he’d stick to his opponent and tackle hard, up forward he’d make
space and create options, always giving 100%.

13. Aston Shevlin – Aston never took a backward step. Loved the contest.
Strong and determined, Aston became a clearance beast in the centre, a
strong rebounder in defence and a tall target up forward.

14. Will Howitt – With the best hair on the team, Will was always a fierce competitor. He always fought hard for
the ball especially when the goals were nearby.

15. Gianluca Cuscuna – Gianluca played great football consistently over the season. His kicking and running were a
highlight, setting up and being part of some excellent passages of play.

16. Mack Jaski – Macky played big and strong this season. He gave his all every week running through and crashing
packs and winning the hard ball. He scored with some big kicks out of the centre on more than one occasion.

19. Zack Jones – Zack gave us lots of run around the ground, breaking tackles and cleaning up in the backline. He
combined well in the ruck at clearances with his teammates, moving the ball quickly.

21. Freddie Barrett-Judd – Freddie, when up forward always gave us a big target. When he got his
two hands to the ball, no one could get close to
him. For a tall boy, he also had surprisingly good
ground skills which he used to score numerous
goals.

22. Charlie Spear – Charlie loved the hard contest.
He played the season with real grit and determination. When challenged, he was always up for the
fight and never gave in.
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COACH’S REPORT
It was a strong year for the Accru Under 9 Hangers this year. The season began with some dominant displays from
a few outstanding players, but as the year progressed all the Gladiators lads improved significantly and began to
play better team football leading to there being a much more even contribution across the team and less reliance
on individual efforts.
Although they didn’t always listen at training, they surprised me each Sunday with some outstanding performances
throughout the season not just as individuals, but some outstanding links of team play leading to some excellent
goals. We were fierce during the lightning premiership round clearly dominating the competition and this being one
of the many highlights of the year. But the real highlight was the massive end to the season against the Under 9
Gnatts who had gone ‘undefeated’ all year and we came out and ‘won’ against them. We really showed our true
ability and everyone stood up and played their role. This game epitomised the kind of team we are and strive to be
in the future years. The boys really topped off a great season.
We improved throughout the season on the key points we emphasised including running into the space, voice,
tackling pressure and kicking on the 45. The boys showed their improvement of this by the end of the season and It
was excellent to see they took this into their game, especially the last few games. It was a great pleasure to coach
all the boys and it would be an honour to coach them next year if you all return. Special thanks to all the parents
who have been outstanding in bringing kids to training and to games and especially in support of Damien, Ashton
and I. Special thanks also must go to Damien for all he’s done all year as team manager and without him we wouldn’t know where we are playing each week and wouldn’t have any resources to warm-up and play each week. Also
thank you to Accru our team sponsor for all they have done for the team this year.
Will Cooper
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COACH’S PLAYER REVIEW
Angus Beechey - Angus played a very solid role in the team throughout the season. As a player that is always listening and keen to learn from the coaches it was always good to see Angus act upon advice given and therefore
carry some integral plays in multiple games. Angus has shown amazing improvement which us coaches will attribute towards his attentive listening in both training and games.

Angus Brereton - Angus departed the team earlier in the season however showed great potential in the sport.
We would have loved to have seen what his talent would have turned into given the opportunity to play the full
season.
Charlie Whitbread - Charlie is most likely our fastest player, playing an integral role primarily in our midfield.
Charlie stands out mainly when he makes his iconic dash through the midfield carrying the ball as he evades oncoming defenders and then punting it forward for a goal. Charlie is however not a one-trick-pony – he has become
a very good player in all three zones.
Darby Alexander-McCurry - Darby is new to football but it only took him a few games before we began to see
him come into his own as a player. We were mainly impressed by Darby’s ability to apply pressure constantly when
in defence causing errors and turnovers. We saw Darby stick some very impressive tackles throughout the season
showing us that he has the grit to survive as a great footballer.
Evyeni Velakoulis - Evyeni entered the season as our number one ruck. His skills and confidence developed quickly and he was soon a top runner in the team. Towards the end of the season we saw Evyeni landing some very convincing ‘don’t argues’. At times he dominated in offence and proved himself a superb player.
Hamish McIntosh - Hamish has been a quiet player throughout the season but one that is always listening and
striving to improve. We were not surprised when we saw Hamish consistently carry out coaches’ instructions perfectly by using the space well and creating great plays for other boys. Hamish has the football vision we are trying
to instil in the team.

Julian Perri - Julian is another new player this year that we
saw reach peak development during the season. We were delighted to see Julian improve so rapidly throughout the season.
Julian has been seen in games using his teammates well and
playing as a team player by being there for the handball or giving it off. We hope Julian instils this spirit in his teammates and
leads them to do the same.
Leo Talmor - Leo was out for the earlier part of the season
with a wrist injury however we saw him down at multiple
games supporting the team. Leo came back ready to play with
great intent at the ball never shying away from a tussle. Seeing
as Leo missed out on a good chunk of training he still manages
to stack up well against the other players showing great natural
talent and commitment.
Leon Huffman - Leon has shown a great ability to win the ball
in any contest. We have all loved watching Leon play as when
he switches on and puts his head down going into a contest he
has shown time and time again an ability to dominate the opposition.
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Luca Heelan - Luca was a new boy entering the team this year, showing promise on his attack of the footy and
marking ability. He was an asset to the team and always there for a laugh while bringing lots of energy into the
team. He showed a lot of improvement as the season progressed and it was great pleasure to coach him this year.
Morgan Welford - Morgan returned from a great season the previous year and it was great to see his improvement. His ability to hit targets on his left foot and kick goals made him dangerous down forward and a valuable link
player in the midfield and defence. He always used the ball well and was a great contributor to the team this year.
Ned Whittaker - This boy had an outstanding season with his tremendous decision-making ability and his attack on
the football. He is a beautiful kick and his ability to take on the game and win the ball for the Gladiators made him a
valuable player to the team. He brought players into the game and was unselfish making him a pleasure to coach
this season.
Owyn Symcox - Owyn was a pleasure to coach, being able to play him nearly anywhere on the field. He presented
each week with strong tackling and manic pressure on the football. He opened up the game with his ability to handball to an open player and gave the Gladiators plenty of opportunities to score.
Patrick Devlin-Benson - Patrick was a pleasure to coach and it was great to pick up this recruit this season. His ability to kick not only accurately but seriously long opened up our game and gave us plenty of scoring opportunities
and goals. He always listened at training and during matches and that was evident in his development throughout
the season.
Sam Hewitt - Another boy from the previous season continued to be dominant through his running ability but also
through his tackling pressure and handballing skill. He always took on the game and it was good to see no matter
how many times he got tackled he never dropped his head and continued to do what he does best.
Thomas Walters - Thomas was another excellent addition to the team this season. It was a pleasure to coach him
as he always listened and developed a lot throughout the season from when I first met him. By the end of the season it was obvious Thomas had started to develop a good understanding of the game as was regularly finding himself in the contest and making a great contribution to the team.
Xavier Curran - Xavier was great asset to the team having returned from a great first season last year. He always
attacked the football hard and no matter where I put him I could trust he would perform and always do his best. He
has a great all-round game but was particularly dominant in his marking ability.
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COACH’S REPORT—Andrew Nichol
It was again a privilege to coach and develop the group of boys we had in the U9 Newtons this season. I would like
to take this opportunity to firstly thank all the boys of the U9 Newtons for their commitment to the team and
wanting to improve their individual games in the quest of being the best teammate they could be. To all parents,
who drove boys to training weekly, and where ever our games took us, thank you for giving us the opportunity to
develop your sons love and passion of AFL football, but also for your support of Matt, ‘Bart’, Nick and myself
throughout the entire season.
An enormous thank-you to Matt McCann (Assistant Coach), Andrew ‘Bart’ Lambart (Trainer) and Nick Burrell (Team
Manager), for your assistance in providing the boys with great experiences on and off the field this season. Your
support at training and game day ensured that we could all focus on our specific roles.
The U9 Newtons had a great year of continually developing individual and team understanding of the Gladiators
style of play.
Again with a strong ‘African’ theme to help the boys in their quest of understanding the Gladiators game style requirements, we had several awards to enhance these grasping of concepts, from the ‘Lion King’ (awarded to our
medal recipient), ‘Amazon Dolphin’ (turning your head looking to bring other players into the game / best teammate award), ‘Water Buffalo’ award (defensive player of the game), ‘Leadership ‘award (acknowledging a players
attitude to always ‘try’ and do the right thing) and finally the ‘Hippos Vs Crocodile’ (best offensive player).
All these awards represented key parts of how the Gladiators are looking to play, from ball movement and looking
for ‘Inside 45’ kicks or Long Down the Line, defending the opposition when they have the ball and most importantly
how to be a good teammate.
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PLAYER REVIEWS
Flynn Adler: Flynn continued this season where he left off the last, being highly competitive and our teams
‘wrecking ball’. Flynn also too learned to use his physical strength in contests, which always ensured the team benefited. His courage in the air was quite incredible to watch at times and it was this courage that ensured Flynn was
a highly valued teammate amongst all his team.
Arthur Andrews: Arthur is to be congratulated on another season of rock solid, dour play. Arthur was a great
competitor for the team across all 3 zones and his ‘handball of the season’ off the ground below his knees, was a
great example to all as to why we continue to train our fundamentals so much ready for that one handball to a
teammate who kicks a great goal.
Tommy Burrell: ‘Buz’ continued to play ‘Buz’ football this season with an aggressive attack on the ball and defending like a ‘water buffalo’. His understanding to ‘respect’ every kick, improved significantly during the course of the
season. Buz was a highly valued teammate because of the passion in which he played every game this year.
Walt Cockerell: one of the highlights of Walt’s season was the courage and leadership he displayed when having a
conversation to me about a game during the season. This was an example of the great integrity that Walt has. On
the field, by the seasons end, Walt was getting plenty of football and always looking to make good decisions with
the ball that would aide the team. Walt although small in stature never once let that stand in his way when it came
to tackling and putting the opposition under great defensive pressure.
James Coughlan: James was another new player to the group this year and he transitioned into the side seamlessly. James came to the club with excellent foot skills, which he ensured he used to the teams advantage at every
opportunity in games. His contested game and ‘hunting’ the ball improved through the course of the season, as did
the defensive side of the game. James invested into the team and our theme for the season.
Max Darcy: Max’s love and passion for football continued to grow this season. His ability to train hard and apply
skills from training into game situations was great to see. Max was a great teammate for all his teammates as he
was always looking to bring other players into the game through his decision-making. His body position in marking
contests ensured that if he didn’t mark the ball, he was able to bring the ball to ground.
Sacha Demetriou: Sacha is to be congratulated on a great season, which saw his development again make significant progress. His foot skills improved considerably and his decision making with ball in hand was always around
looking to bring a teammate in a better position, into play. Sacha was a reliable teammate in all 3 parts of the
ground this season.
Tynan Ediriweera: Tynan was a new player to the
Newtons this season and was welcomed by all players.
Tynan through the first half of the season continued to
show glimpses in games that would catch your eye as
a coach. By the seasons end, he was playing games
that would raise your eye. This can be attributed to
Tynan and his commitment to training and having the
courage to take on and then act on advice he was receiving.
Huon Forward: Huon’s commitment to working on
the fundamentals of the game ensured that the key
fundamentals of the game improved when in games.
His ability to always look to give the ball off to a teammate in a better position was great to see in a player
new to the game. Through the course of the season,
Huon’s confidence in making decisions under pressure
improved as his understanding of the game improved.
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Jack Gunn: Jack has continued to build on his team first mentality this season. His use of the ball by foot was exceptionally good off the back of making good decisions with ball in hand. His defensive game improved through his
willingness to have the attitude of a water buffalo when the opposition had the ball.
Oscar Jaski: Oscar again put together another consistent season of football. Whether he was forward, back or
midfield, Oscar’s output to the team was one of ‘team first’ and looking to help bring his teammates into the game
wherever possible. This season saw Oscar learn to use his physical strength and be strong over the ball and in the
tackle, rarely going to ground and enabling him to get the ball to a teammate.
Austin Lambart: Austin has continued to be a great ‘hunter’ of the football for the team this season. His ability to
be able to get his hands free and handball the ball whilst being tackled has helped bring his teammates around him
into the game. Austin’s willingness to chase and pressure the opposition when they had the ball helped the team to
regain possession as quickly as possible.
Harry Loakes: Harry enjoyed another season of football continually learning what he is capable of. Several times
throughout the course of the season, Harry realized how strong he was over the ball and then being able to give
the ball off to a teammate. His decision making and awareness around goal was very good and the defensive side of
his game also continued to develop well.
Rupert McCann: Rupe’s understanding of the game as a whole improved dramatically this year and this translated
into Rupe’s performances in game situations. His ability in the forward line to use the ball to the advantage of his
teammates was great to see come out in his game. His tackle pressure in the forward line was also a part of Rupe’s
game that made him a valuable teammate.
Benny Nichol: has further developed his understanding of the game in all 3 phases. His decision-making and want
to bring his teammates into the game has been pleasing to see during the course of the season. Benny’s defensive
efforts to pressure the opposition helped ensure many turnovers that benefitted the team.
Lachy O’Halloran: Lachy continued to take his game from strength to strength. His speed and power in and out of
contest was again a highlight. The great thing that Lachy was able to do with this speed and power out of contest
was to be able to bring his teammates into the game with excellent decision making. Lachy’s competitive nature in
all 3 zones of the ground again highlighted the great teammate he was to all those that played with him this season.
Joah Scher: Joah was one of the most improved players in the team this season. It didn’t matter what part of the
ground Joah was playing in, he was a highly valued team member because of the way he attacked the ball and then
used the ball to the benefit of the team. Joah’s courage with several overhead marks he took this season was quite
amazing to see.
Alexander York: AJ’s transformation into Australian Rules football continues to be a highlight of coaching the Newtons. AJ’s understanding of the game, love of the game and skill acquisition over the past 2 seasons has been great
to witness. AJ certainly new where the goals were when forward as well as looking for teammates in better positions to ensure the team scored. AJ’s defensive game improved throughout the course of he season.
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COACH’S REPORT
The 18 boys that made up the Under 9 Gnatts should all be very proud of themselves. The most pleasing aspect of
the season was watching the boys develop into real playmakers. Half way through the season it was evident that
many in the team had developed real awareness that is needed to play AFL. Although we don’t score, I was pleased
to see that the boys had a real drive to kick more goals than our opposition. In tight situations, handballing was
cleverly used as a first option, the ball was often passed off to team mates in the forward line, the mid field worked
really hard to ensure the ball went forward more often than it entered our backline, and those in the backline burrowed in to move the ball back to our mid field. We had a number of aspects that we wanted to concentrate on.
Be first to the footy, keep your feet, tackle hard and always look for a team mate. Kick to space when you can, and
just have a crack. All of the boys played as a team, and developed their skills. During my last 3 quarter time address,
I asked the boys to put in a great final quarter as it would be that quarter they would remember the most until next
years season. What a superb last quarter it was. I really do feel that the boys will develop a huge amount over the
Summer, and will be ready for Under 10s.
I would like to thank all of the boys parents and friends who helped make the season a massive success. I enjoyed
observing the subtle coaching of the boys from our focused goal umpires Christian Johnston and Mark Brownell.
Mark Darley was over worked as our trainer, Heath Matthews was calm and calculating as our assistant coach and
Dave Barnaby made sure everything ran smoothly throughout the season, yet again. A final thank you to Stu Lewin from Mills Oakley. The Gnatts and Gladiators appreciate your support.
Rob Elsom
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PLAYER REVIEW
Alexander Ang – Always reliable, as a coach I
always feel confident when Alexander has the
ball in his hands. He always takes the ball
cleanly and thinks before he gets rid of it. He
can deliver the ball with pin point accuracy. It
was a shame for Alexander that the season
finished with an injury but his contribution
during the year was terrific.
Charlie Lewin – Charlie always relishes his
time in all positions on the field. His overhead
marking is still his strong point, as is his ability
to pick the ball up cleanly from the ground. Always happy to learn, I will miss his questions at every break.
Ethan Herbert – Ethan was one of 3 new recruits for the year, and he had a massive impact. Words that come to
mind are speed, fantastic all round skills, and the ability to read the play, often dropping a kick behind and coming
up with the footy. Ethan had a very solid and consistent season.
Max Johnston – Max showed a huge amount of improvement throughout the year. You made a number of second
and third efforts to get the footy and it was sensational to watch. Your game against Hawthorn Citz at Glenferrie
Oval was your best for the season. You were consistent throughout the year and never gave up. You are a great
listener and followed instructions perfectly.
Thomas (Wombat) Findlay – There comes a time when nicknames are cemented and never forgotten. Wombat,
you would disappear for a few seconds, and then emerge from the bottom of the pack with the footy. You showed
aggression, with a smile on your face, and a huge amount of courage in every game you played.
George Barnaby – As the season progressed, George cemented his spot in the back line. George saved many goals
on the last line of defence and also tackled hard all year. Well done George, your kicking has improved remarkably.
You finished the season strongly and seemed to really enjoy your footy.
Lachlan Wang – Lachlan also joined us for the first time this year. Lachlan was a great contributor and we saw his
footy brain really develop. He made a number of fantastic contested marks and was great in traffic. He has a fantastic attitude and was gaining in confidence every week.
Jack Darley – Jack had another great season. Riddled with injury throughout the year, Jack absorbed a number of
big hits week after week. He is certainly not afraid to attack the footy and get right into a pack to get his hands on
it. Kicks the ball superbly on the run and is a very balanced footballer.
Tommy McLennan – Tommy, you had a cracker of a year! You showed great evasion skills as you continually twisted and weaved your way out of trouble. I loved watching you grow in confidence and start to take the opposition
on. Your kicking has really come along,
Hunter Cook – Hunter really enjoyed his footy this year. Your goal in the final game of the year was fantastic. It
came at the right time and lifted all your team mates. You have a great attitude and you contributed throughout
the year with words of encouragement and your endeavour for the footy.
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Albert Elsom – Albi had a consistent year. Albs I really enjoyed your focus during the games and awareness of the
footy at all times You are beginning to read the play which is great. You continue to tackle strongly and your competitive nature showed out as you continually fought for the footy. We just need to work on ‘selling the candy’, and
not getting caught.
Riley Cook – Riley, your confidence really improved throughout the year. The contrast between your first game
and your last was huge. Your mark against the Sharks was fantastic, and your handballing was a real highlight. Your
go to tool is your handball, and you managed to fire them out of a pack regularly. You are always happy and present.
Tom (Bieberlo) Brownell – Again Tom was our highest goal scorer for the year. Tom has a number of tricks including strong overhead and chest marking, set shots at goal and slotting them through from tight angles. Your set shot
drop punt from a long way out in our last game against the Sharks was your best goal of the year. You are a pleasure to coach.
Benjamin Aziz – Ben joined the Gladiators this year for the first time. Playing a lot of time in the mid field, Ben did a
great job moving the footy through to our forwards. He linked up with team mates showing some great hand balling skills, and the opposition would remember a number of great tackles. Thanks Ben, you did really well in your
first year with the team.
Roy Matthews – Roy loves a goal just as much as anyone out there, and we were wrapped to see him sneak some
home. Playing mostly in the forward line I did enjoy watching Roy find space to open it up. Roys bouncing of the
footy really progressed throughout the season and he backed himself as he sprinted towards goals on a regular basis.
Zac Cumberlidge – They don’t get much tougher on the field than Zac. Undoubtedly our most consistent player
throughout the year, Zac is a real playmaker. Zac can play in every position and is certainly hard at the ball. For me,
your tackling was a real highlight. It will be really exciting to watch Zac develop over the years.
Sash Yuvaraj – Sash very rarely puts in an
average performance. Plays with confidence
and flair. In our top 3 players every week.
Highlight for me was against Ashburton
when Sash took on the point post, and won!
Google Leigh Matthews Point Post – you will
enjoy it Sash! Crashing a contest became
second nature. What a great season you
had!!!

Mason van der Heyden – Mason played
most of the year in the mid field and worked
hard throughout the season developing his
skills as a ruck man. His skills really improved, especially his kicking. Well done Mason! You obviously put a lot into improving
your skills outside of training, and it showed.
Mason would always support his team ma-
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Under 10 Gnatts—Girls

COACH’s REPORT

I had a lot of fun coaching the girls this year and I hope the experience has been the same for each player. I
would like to thank all the wonderful parents who were very supportive of the coaches and for the positive
attitude from the side lines. Over and above my general thanks I’d like to make special mention to Belinda our
Team Manager who did a fantastic job in her first year as a Gladiator and my Assistant Coach Jonathan
Brookes. Thanks guys you made it enjoyable and allowed me to focus on the girls.
Success as a team is measured in many ways. For me at this level it’s about learning the basic’s of the game in
a positive environment. Developing skills by initiating fun simple activities at training and coaching in a style
that enables the girls to learn and understand the game.
To all the girls you have all showed huge improvement during the season with many highlights and I congratulate all of you on this. We had some cracking games, win or lose we had fun and enjoyed each others company. I look forward to seeing you all turn out for the mighty Gladiators again next year.

Shaun Prescott
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PLAYER REVIEW
Lucinda Black – one of our “smalls” with a knack of reading the game well, especially in the forward line.
Lucinda was a great trainer and always willing to listen and carry out instructions. Well done Lucinda.
Amelia Brookes – a talented player who hits the ball at full speed. Played some exceptional games in our back
third with her dash being a real highlight. You’re a gun, Amelia!
Rosie Crump – missed the first half of the season through injury but got herself right and came back in fine
form. Tall and strong Rosie is hard at the contest and played some great games in the time she had with us.
Great job Rosie.
Ava Garson – a determined player who can burst through any pack. Ava had a great season and proved she
can play in any position very well. One of Ava’s best qualities is her willingness to listen and carry out instructions. Fantastic Ava.
Jessica Jennings – tall and strong, Jess had a fine season. She has great hands, is an excellent kick and takes a
great overhead mark. Well done Jess.
Grace Kenessey – a consistent “small” with a knack of reading the game well, especially in the forward line.
Grace was a great trainer and always willing to listen. Well done Grace.
Zara Lanigan – a naturally gifted footballer who can play any position. Zara uses the ball well and brings other
into the game. She loves to gather and run with the ball to gain team advantage. A great talent.
Maddison Lavery – another girl who improved dramatically in the second half of the season. Maddy was always at the bottom of the pack but it was around the goals she did her best work. Maddy was always happy
and a wonderful team player.

Genevieve O'Callaghan – a fearless player who attacks the ball, the player and the pack with courage. Gena
has great pace and loves to take the game on with her run and carry style of play. A big season.
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Ariella Pike-Meyer – a quality player often found on the outside of the contest to receive a handball and then use
her pace. Ariella worked very hard on her skills at training and enjoyed a fine season.
Lucy Prescott – Lucy’s second half of the season was outstanding due to her willingness to compete at ground level
and handball to teammates in a better position. Awesome Lucy.
Emma Prescott – a reliable run and carry player with a thumping kick. Emma’s overall season was consistently high
and she was a major contributor to the team’s success.
Matilda Richards – agile and skilful, Matilda proved to be an asset for us no matter what her position. A natural
competitor with an eye for a goal Matilda had a great season.
Lucie Thompson – courageous, fierce in contested situations, Lucie was fantastic to watch. Always smiling and a
pleasure to coach. Well done Lucie.
Annabel White – a skilled player who never wasted a possession. Annabel was another one of our “smalls” who
worked in tandem with her great mate Maddy.
Mikayla White – another girl who improved as the season went on. Mikayla’s second half of the season was outstanding due to her competitive work and she worked really hard at training on improving her skills.
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Mills Oakley
Under 10 Hangers

COACH’S REPORT
Twenty three boys from just 2 schools including 4 new to Aussie Rules came together to form the mighty Under 10
Hangers. As a group we had a plan to listen , learn, play as a team & have fun. As Individuals we wanted the boys
to develop their skills & bring their own style into a fast running play on at all costs don’t mind if you get tackled
philosophy.
Highlights for the season included coming back from 4 goals down (in the first 5 minutes of the match!) to
beat eventual premiers Preston. Another highlight was the boys will & determination in torrential rain(many
games were called off) against Richmond, I still don’t know how we managed to score 1 goal , little alone 9 for the
match! My other highlight was the re match against Preston when we only had 15 available players. After being
well beaten for 3 quarters, the boys outscored the opposition by 4 goals in the final quarter.
Season 2018 could not have happened without a magnificent job by our tireless team manager David Ruddick(it can
be a tough job, however David never looked rattled & could well be in the front running to retain his position in
2019!!!).
To Stuart Lewin at Mills Oakley Lawyers, you have been a very loyal team sponsor & you too look good for season
2019. David Leeton as assistant coach was sensational with his help at training , mentoring the interchange boys on
match day & just his overall presence around the group-thank you Dave. Finally, to Simon Doak, Chris McKay,
Dean Robb & Ben Jones for all your help & assistance at some interesting & wild training sessions & again on game
day. In summary, I was very privileged to coach a great group of kids & I have had a lot of support from all the
parents & I hope to see you all back again next year.
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PLAYER REVIEWS
2. Oscar King - A super keen player who developed well over the season. Oscar is a quiet achiever. He goes about
his work on field with the minimum of fuss. It was great seeing Oscar learning the various facets of footy. I was very
impressed with his attitude especially as it was his first year of footy & he never missed a training session. Keep
smiling Oscar!
3. Josh Icasiano - A determined and focussed footballer. Always listened to the coaches and played whatever role
he was asked to do. Josh has great skills. He tackles very strongly and has a strong defensive mindset when required. Josh is a real team player. An enjoy to watch & coach!
4. Seb Elliott - A smart little goal sneak. Seb had an uncanny knowledge of where the goals were(he finished on top
of our goal kicking ladder with 17 goals!). Seb was ferocious at the ball and ducked and weaved himself into space.
He also proved to be very resilient during the season, copping many bumps & bruises along the way. I thoroughly
enjoyed coaching Seb & look forward to watching him kick many more goals in 2019!
5. Ollie Abela - Ollie is a quick running type of player. Ran into space and drove the ball hard into our forward line
regularly. Ollie regularly found himself playing on the wing & was part of building the wall brigade. He loves to entertain at training & always has plenty of questions & feedback for the coaching staff. Don’t’ change Ollie you are a
real character.
6. Josh Ruddick - Josh spent many a game at either half back flank (building the wall) or in the forward pocket
where he managed to consistently kick goals or feed the ball to the other forwards . Whether it be training or game
day, Josh is fully focused & listens to every word his coaches say. Josh has lots of potential & I look forward to seeing him continually improve.
7. Lucas Jones - One of our mosquito fleet running players who unfortunately missed several games due to injury.
The coaches really enjoyed seeing Lucas develop his skills over the season.
He always came to training with a smile on his face (even when he was injured). Another young boy, we look forward watching develop in the coming years.
11. Mitchell Robb - A dependable player who played whatever role was required on him. Mitch is super quick and
knew when to attack the football. Mitch is the type of player every team needs. His focus at training & on game
day is to be congratulated. He also knows how to kick a goal when moved forward. Well played Mitchy!
12. Emerson Marshall - Emerson is one of the great improvers for the year. He never gives in and chases hard continually pressuring his opponents. He thinks quickly and makes good decisions with the ball. As the season progressed he was able to impose himself on more and more contests and began to have a real impact on the play. A
very good team player who works hard to bring others into the game.
13. Max Tucker - High flying Max Tucker is a very exciting player to watch. Even on the coldest day Max works up a
sweat by running non-stop. He has an exceptional work rate and willingness to get to a contest. He is fearless in
and under and always looks for a team mate in a better position. When up forward Max can take a spectacular
mark and is a very reliable kick for goal. Congratulations on a fine season.
14. Harry Spraggett - Harry has had a phenomenal year. He is the type of player who always seems to have a little
bit of extra time. He has great awareness and a brilliant ability to read the play. That along with his speed and ball
skills make him a potent mid fielder. He also can not only pick out a forward on a lead but is also very dangerous
around the goal. He is an accomplished kick and is great with either a snap and set shot.
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16. Bart Leeton - Bart has had an excellent year. His speed and efficiency with the ball is a great asset to our team.
Bart hunts the ball and delivers it skilfully into our forward line. He is unselfish player who always looks for the best
option for the team. Bart’s physical fitness enables him to run all day and he is often seen leaving opponents in his
wake as he breaks the lines and looks for a team mate upfield.
17. Sam Doak - Sam is a hugely valuable player with excellent skills with both hand and foot. He reads the play very
well and regularly provides goal assists to his forwards. When playing in the mid field he provides fantastic drive
and is very good at getting in and under the packs to get the contested ball. He has great composure with the ball
and seldom turns it over.
18. Nick Leeton - Nick is a hard-running player who works tirelessly around the ball. He puts his body on the line
and works hard to extract the hard ball. He can switch between being a strong defender to an attacking midfielder
without missing a beat. His excellent speed and strong tackling often put the opposition under pressure causing
them to turn the ball over to our advantage. Well played Nick.
20. Nick Howitt - Nick has had a most consistent season culminating in being presented with the award for being
most consistent player in season 2018. He is a most versatile player, playing in most positions on the ground
throughout the year. Nick had an outstanding day at the finals & probably again was the most consistent in all
three games. Like many others, Nick is a willing listener & loves to action the coaches instructions. It was an absolute delight to coach you this season-all the best Nick.
22. Nathan Mckay - Nathan was one of our unsung heroes in 2018. Always at training, happy to volunteer to play
in the back half every game , & a very good tackling machine! Overall, he was a most valuable team member & a
fantastic boy to coach. What a great introduction to his first ever season of footy. I look forward to watching Nathan’s progress in the years to come.
23. Damon Bendschneider - Damon spent a lot of time at Centre
Half back in 2018 marshalling the troupes & building that wall!
Whilst Damon, could play well in most positions it was CHB that
he grabbed with relish & looked very confident for a boy in his
first season of footy. Damon is a very disciplined chap & always
listens to instructions & never whinged if asked to play in a position where he may not have wanted to play. If there was an
award for most improved in season 2018 it would have been won
by Damon. All the best Damon.
24. Charlie Winneke - Charlie is a great little footballer. With
some excellent guidance from the coaches, Charlie really started
to develop into a smart footballer. Charlie knows how to position his body to his advantage. A very good team player who
works hard to bring others into the game. Congratulations Charlie on a fine year.
25. Matthew Jones - “Jonesy”-Whether it be kicking goals(& he
kicked the second most for season 2018), kicking in from full
back & consistently hitting targets at centre half back or working
hard in the ruck, Matthew was extremely reliable. Matthew was
also another boy who never missed a training session & always
gave 100% Another good year by Matthew & I’m tipping an even
better season is in store for 2019.
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27. Will “Tuffy” Richards - “Tuffy” played a
key role in season 2018. Will found himself
holding down Centre Half Forward in a lot of
games & fed the ball quickly into the full forward line. Later in the season he had a few
runs in the Ruck & his tap work was outstanding(bring on 2019!). His attention to detail at
training has to be congratulated & he was always keen to impress the coaches. Will
is another one to watch in the future.
28. Campbell Bates - Campbell being one of
the taller lads, played in many key positions in
season 2018. From Full forward to centre Half
forward, ruck & full back, Campbell was always rock solid. He has a very safe pair of
hands & rarely drops a mark. Whenever he
played forward, he was dangerous around the
goals & ended the season snagging a couple of
goals late in the year. Well done Campbell.
29. Josh Lewin - Josh has come along in leaps
& bounds in season 2018. Wherever we played
him(Ruck; centre Half Forward or Full Forward)
his presence was always felt. Josh is a strong
mark, kicked quite a few goals, & can tackle hard but fair. I definitely noticed that he had a strong finish to the year
& would say that 2019 could be another exciting year for Josh.
30. Henry Campbell - Henry had an outstanding season in 2018 culminating in him winning our best & fairest for 2018. Win , lose or draw, every week Henry
gave 100%. His attack on the footy, his long kicking
(with plenty of goals) & strong marking were all a delight to watch. I have never seen a boy sweat so much
in winter!!! Congratulations Henry on a magnificent
season.
31. Flynn McKenzie - Flynn is a quiet achiever. He goes
about his work on field with the minimum of fuss. He is
a very solid defender who knows how to be in the right
place at the right time. He tackles very strongly and has
a strong defensive mindset when required. When in
the forward line he can be a real handful to the opposition and has a great knack of scoring a goal exactly
when needed
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Under 10 Newtons

COACH’S REPORT
What a great year from the Castran Gilbert U10 Newtons. As a team they have really developed and we are
starting to see them all become competitive little footballers and the way they all play as a team has been a real
highlight. As a team they have shown they have the ability to be super competitive in highest U10 division (Gold)
and this is as a result of them playing as a team.
Apart from 2 or 3 games, we were competitive all year, and given we still rotate all the players across various positions (which a lot of other teams don't) it is a real credit to the way they all compete and try their hardest. It has
enabled everyone to develop their skills and learn how to play different positions, but it has also helped the players
learn how to work together as mates.
It is a shame that the season seemed to pass so quickly (especially after the school holidays), but we hope everyone
has had an enjoyable season, and that everyone comes back next year.
Every player should be proud of their contribution to the team, but also of how they have performed individually. I
thought it was appropriate to provide an end of season player wrap to highlight some of the contributions that
each of them has made to the team this season.
A big thanks to Larry for assisting with the coaching and Clark for all the organisation as team manager and the
work behind the scenes. Vinnie did a great job as trainer and thanks to all the parents for their contribution as volunteers and supporters at training and on game days. Teams don't function without everyone chipping in and you
all made the season great success.
Curtis Reid
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PLAYER REVIEWS:
Felix Fink - Felix was a new member to the team this year and what a great season he has had, and a great addition
to the team he has been. He is a player, who has quietly gone about his business with commitment to his role in
the team. He is always prepared to listen and follows instructions and when we played him one out in the goal
square at Surrey Park he delivered with a critical goal. As the year progressed his confidence grew and he was always prepared to get in amongst the action and I can see Felix developing into a damaging wingman in the future.
James Keenan - Jimmy was out of the blocks with a huge start to his Gladiators career with a huge first up game
against Canterbury. What a new recruit and addition to the team. Jimmy continued this performance across the
year and became a fierce competitor in the midfield, whilst at the same time he loved heading up forward to kick a
goal. He finished the year equal third in the goal kicking with 7 goals and his performance was spread equally over
the year. He was a terrific contributor to the team who was a pleasure to coach given his positive can do attitude
and will only continue to improve over the coming years.
Xavier Balot - Xavier was another new member to the team this year and what a great contribution he made. Xavier loved the forward line and was rewarded with a great goal against Surry Park. Xavier greatest improvement
though was his work in the packs where he would continuously feed out handballs to his team mates. Xavier
bought a real competitive spirit to the team, had a great year and was a great addition to the team.
Sam Mellor - Another new player and star recruit to the team this year and what a player he became. It took Sam a
few weeks to get to know his team mates, but once he got a feel for the speed of the game he became one of our
most consistent players. Sam’s pace was a real asset to the team and his ability to run an bounce really broke the
game open. His silky skills a keen eye for a goal saw him rewarded with 2 goals against Mary’s but it was his four
quarter performance against Fitzroy on Righetti oval that showed us Sam’s improvement. Sam’s ability and adaptability to play in all positions across the ground is a real strength. A great year from Sam.
Harry Tennent - Harry was one of our most improved players this year. Harry’s improvement especially in the second half of the year was testament to his attendance at training and his dedication to work on this game. Harry’s
work up forward was fantastic and he was awarded an MVP against Banyule for his commitment to fight to keep
the ball in our forward line. Harry’s goal against Heidelberg in Round 12 was a real highlight for the year as was the
teams celebration where the players all ran up to Harry to celebrate. Well done Harry on a great year.
Charlie Alder - Charlie has had another great year. He was a regular contributor across the season and has two
standout games were round two against Fitzroy where Charlie was at his roving best with regular centre clearances,
while his game against Surrey Park at TH King late in the season was terrific. After playing a few quarters for the
Under 11’s Charlie came out and kicked two quick goals in the first quarter to get us off to a great start. Charlie
reads the play well and is always in the thick of the action while his pace gives him an advantage in the middle. Charlie finished the year off strongly and had a great season for the Newtons.
William Gregory - William has taken his game to a new level this year. William’s hard work and practice has continued to see his kicking skills improve and it was great to see him deliver a few passes with his opposite foot later
in the season. William uses his pace to his advantage and his run and bounce helps get the ball moving our way.
William’s individual highlight for the year was his late goal against Surrey Park. His goal was on the run from a difficult angle (I think he actually ran towards the boundary) sealed victory late in the game was a very special moment
for William but also the team. A great year from William.
Tom Cowlishaw - Tom showed huge improvement this year. Tom has a huge passion for the game and his training
and commitment to work on his skills outside of training and match day will hold Tom in good stead. Over the year
we have worked out Tom loves to run in straight lines and attack the footy and found his preferred was an elusive
forward late in the year. Tom kicked a couple of key goals for the Newtons including an important goal in the last
game of the Lightening Premiership. Well done Tom on a great year.
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Max Israelsohn - Max has had a huge year of development. Max was our handball specialist last year and this
continued further this year. Max’s poise and vision when he has the ball is fantastic and he is always looking to
bring his team mates into the action. He is a great team player and is always playing with a huge smile on his face
which is hopefully an indication as to how much he enjoys playing with the Newtons. Max's biggest improvement
was his ability to read the situation at hand and make the right decisions when he has the ball.
Dylan Lang - Dylan was out of the block early in the season and has an amazing ability to read the play and has a
real hunger for the football. Forward or back, Dylan is a significant contributor to the team. He was a regular goal
kicker and finished the year as our leading goal kicker with 11 goals which given he missed the last 4-5 games is a
great effort. Dylan reading of the play and intercept marks were a real highlight as he became an important swing
player that could help fill the gaps where needed. Dylan has developed into an all-round player and has the ability
to play across all parts of the ground, he was severely missed in the last 5 games. A great year from Dylan.
James Hay - James loves a challenge and responded to being given a specific roles this year. James’ reading of the
play significantly improved this year and his contest work and marking in the a key game against Heidelberg was
critical for the team staying in the contest. Last year James was a specialist defender and tagger but this year his
contribution to the midfield and forward line was fantastic and he continued his strong tackling.
Will Johnson - Will continued on from last year as a super determined and competitive player. Will's courage is
highlighted every week with the way he attacks the football. This year Will stepped up to become a very handy goal
kicker and finished 2nd in the goal kicking with 8 goals. He is always in the action and trying to win the contest and
his two goals against Macleod in the first quarter got us off to a great start. Will is very easy to coach and always
listens to instructions and Will remained one of our most consistent players and was another great year from Will.
Cameron Azzopardi - Cameron has continued to grow as a footballer this year. Cam started the year with a focus
on using his pace and developed this across the year to be a great tackler and a real competitor. His game against
Hawthorn Citz in the wet was a standout. He was taking on the best team in our competition and his tackling and
handballs in close were a real credit to his competitive spirit. Another great year of development from Cam.
Tom Whitbread - Tommy has had a terrific year and was a real pleasure to coach. Tommy’s pre game speech was a
highlight for the year and just shows his passion for the team and his enthusiasm is infectious. Tommy loves to help
the Newtons but he even loves to help out the opposition when they are short of players. Tommy was able to
sneak in for a goal for the opposition which put a huge smile on his face but did draw a few laughs from his team
mates. Tommy is tough, determined and really improved his skills over the year.
Otto Caligiuri - Otto is an extremely coachable player. Otto will play his role for the team regardless of what position he is asked to play and will also give it 100% effort. He reads the play extremely well and when we asked him
to build the wall he was always there, set up, an in the right position. Otto had a standout game against St Mary’s
where gathered multiple positions in his usual sweeping role but also through the midfield. Otto is another one of
our ultimate team players and is always trying to bring others into the game. A great year from Otto.
Charlie Williams - Charlie’s performance just built momentum the longer the season went and he was a very consistent player for us this year. He left us last year as our most dominant overhead mark and finished this year having continued that trait but also becoming a key centre half forward, centre half back as well as our key back up
ruckman. Charlie became extremely versatile and I think Charlie liked the challenge of playing the stronger teams
in the competitions as two of his best games were against Hawthorn Citz and Banyule. He also had a great game
against the Ashy Redbacks where he kicked 3 goals. Another great year from Charlie.
George McKeon - Just like last year George gave 100% and when the team was under pressure he seemed to try
harder and harder and fight for the Newtons. George seemed to love playing out an Banyule with our first game
early in the year he was a standout as our best player for the day, but this was backed up with a highly competitive
display second time round as well as the lightening premiership. George’s ability to adapt to different positions on
the ground is one of his real strengths and has become an all-round player and a very consistent performer.
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Hamish Sheehan - Hamish has shown terrific development across the year. Hamish has become a player who is
hungry for the contest and has continued to improve each game. Hamish put his hand up each week to tackle the
most dangerous small forward and found his preferred position as the back pocket. Hamish became a goal saver
and would regularly smother or tackle at very opportune times and saved multiple goals. Hamish was our best
player at locking the ball in while we were under pressure and was critical in building our solid defence.
Cristian Maziotis - Cristian really developed over the year and has shifted from an elusive forward to being one of
our most consistent defenders. Cristian kick two goals against Kew earlier in the year but as the year unfolded he
saved more and more goals and led our defence. This was highlighted clearly in at the Lightening Premiership. Cristian's ability to progressively run and carry the ball really opened up our games and his passion and enthusiasm is
really clear. A great year of improvement by Cristian to become an all-round player this year.
Alex Dreaver - Alex remained our go to ruckman this year and carried a huge work load when we asked him to ruck
on some occasions for 2 or 3 quarters. Alex would continue to tap the ball to our advantage in the ruck and dominate in the midfield. Alex had a few stand out games this year but none more important than when he continuously built the wall against Surrey Park to continuously defend and keep the ball in our forward line. This was critical in
keeping us in front and being able to hang on for a great win. A great year from Alex.
Angus Joyes - Angus had another fantastic year this year, and his ability was missed by the team in the few games
he wasn’t able to play. He is a great in and under footballer who really enjoys playing in the midfield. His determination and hunger for the footy is great to watch. He has a great change of direction and manages to break tacklers
to find space in traffic. Not only was Angus strong in the midfield he was also extremely valuable when he played
across half back and defended really well. Angus would always give 100% and finished the year with some great
games including his 3 goal performance against Ashburton.
Billy Reid - A very consistent year from Billy. Billy finished the year equal 3rd in the goal kicking with 7 goals but it
was his competitive spirit and tackling pressure that was his biggest area of development this year. His goal saving
chase and tackle at St Mary’s was a real highlight alongside his 3 goals against Kew. Billy never gave up and in
games were the opposition were stronger than the Newtons, Billy would put his head over the ball and try his best.
His kicking skills continue to improve and this has helped Billy effectively pass to his team mates as we move the
ball forward.
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COACH’S REPORT—Paul Murphy
2018 saw a list of 24 boys transitioning from the modified, zoned based junior football to the bigger ground, 18 players
on the ground game of football. We had 7 new faces join the Vines family topping up our talented list from U9’s. We concentrated on a fast paced brand of attacking football, employing solid defensive and tackling skills. The boys responded
exceptionally well to fast paced football coaching and improved their abilities every week and throughout the season.
Opposition coaches were impressed with our boy’s linking style of play, and this is credited to the consistent numbers
that fronted to training every week, and the positive, can do attitude shown at training. After moving to the Black Division the Vines won 6 games, but more importantly the boys showed a real “never say die” attitude dropping only 4
games. Those games were always close and lost by a matter of points after coming back from initially large margins.
A big thank you goes to Ella Sciberras, who stepped into the Assistant Coach role, and provided me with invaluable game
day and training night support. Also thanks are in order to Peter Keller, who after some good natured cajoling took on
the Team Manager’s role and proved to do a stellar job in managing the game day logistics. Thanks also go to Matt
Crowe, Michael Graves, Stuart Roe, Bruce Pritchard, Russell Johnstone, Rayden Tallis, Gautam Vaddadi, Piers Canty and
Murray Bartlett who acted as runners, water carriers and trainers, the Vines would not have taken to the field without
their contributions and support. Also, thank you to all the unsung heroes who volunteered for duties involving time
keeping, boundary umpiring, goal umpiring and umpire escort, they make game day work.
I’d also like to take this opportunity to thank our major sponsor, Make a Difference Office Machines, we’re all grateful for
your support. Thanks to each and every one of the boys for their outstanding effort this year, I am immensely proud and
it has been a privilege to have coached such a fantastic team. I wish you all the very best in your footy journey, you’re a
fair, tough and committed team, Go Vines.
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PLAYER REVIEW
2. Zach Bartlett – Zach really improved his game this year and was regularly seen under the packs getting the hard
ball, and providing a reliable kick to his teammates. His attack on the ball was sometimes overlooked on the field,
but he continued to show perseverance, which can only consolidate his game into next year.
3. Alfie Graves – Alfie was another who relished the “in and under” grunt work this year. He fed the ball out to
teammates with accurate quick hands. He was often seen at the bottom of the pack, going in tough and pushing the
ball back in to play. Alfie’s skills developed well over the year and he picked up the “Most Improved Player” award
this year.
4. Campbell Roe – Campbell earned himself the distinction of being the first Vines player to get a “tag”, and this
was well earned as Campbell showed nimble footwork and sure hands in the forward line, he also regularly used his
left foot which gave him another side of his body to use. This versatility will hold him in good stead for next year.
5. Nick Pritchard – Nicko threw himself into the contest this year. His attack on the ball, especially in the forward
line earned him many opportunities in front of goal, which he regularly converted into valuable scoring for the
Vines. His commitment, agility and skill set has been excellent throughout the year.
6. Jake Warren – Jake continued from last year’s form to demonstrate a willingness to get the hard ball, and also
make the strong tackle to the opposition when he didn’t have the ball. His speed, hand eye coordination and natural ability to read the play were valuable skills for the Vines.
7. Elliott Brownhill – Elliott really showed a lot of dash this year, both with carrying the ball, and also chasing down
opponents. Elliot’s effort and pace showed him have a breakout year, and demonstrated that the larger ground was
to his advantage as a footballer.
8. Freddie Sternson – Freddie had a very good year, and showed a lot of improvement with his ball skills. He was a
solid and reliable member of a team that loved to “link up” to move the ball from the backline into the forward line.
He had the demonstrable ability to translate the skills learned at training to game day.
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10. Benjamin Murphy – Benjamin was the most reliable defender this year, and took many marks that stopped opposition teams from scoring. He also regularly used his left foot to great effect, and was often seen crashing into
packs to feed out a handball to a teammate in a better position.
11. Aidan Hughes – Aidan improved exponentially this year, he demonstrated a willingness to put his body into a
position that enabled him to get the hard ball, and assist his teammates to recover and move the ball quickly. Aidan
worked hard on his skills and this was demonstrated on game day, his improvement has been notable and this can
only consolidate in to next year.
13. Nimalan Suresh – Nimalan “the extractor” had a really impressive season. Nimalan was often the guage for the
Vines, if he played well, generally the team played well. Nimalan often picked the ball up and drove it forward with
long kicks that gave the Vines the upper hand during game play. As such Nimalan picked up the team’s “Best and
Fairest” award.
14. Noah Dore-Smith – Noah was one of our new faces, but by the end of the season progressed into one of our
integral and pivotal players. He was impressive in defence and stemmed opposition attacks very efficiently. Noah
worked hard on his kicking and is now confident in his movement by foot.
15. Charlie Canty – This year Charlie continued to demonstrate his fondness and efficiency around goals, and kicked
a substantial number during the season, significantly contributing to the Vines winning streak. Charlie always listened to instruction and was keen to continue to improve, whether it be kicking for goal, or attacking his marks.
16. Thomas Lindeman – Thomas hit both the ball and the opposition with gusto, his game play was tough and fair,
which turned the ball over to the Vines advantage on several occasions. In one game, both he and a team mate hit
an opponent fairly but solidly one after the other, and the opponent wasn’t quite sure that he wanted to go the ball
again, oh well, that’s footy. Thomas’ ball skills are solid and his tackling is impressive.
17. William Keller – William loves to get “in and under”, and was often seen at the bottom of the pack. Unfortunately, William copped some heavy knocks this year, but continues to bore in which is a testament to his attitude,
and an example for his teammates.
18. Asten Sciberras – Asten was playing some pretty good football for the Vines, but unfortunately decided footy
wasn’t the game for him and his absence was felt by the team.
19. Toby Crawshay – Toby’s form improved and consolidated this year, he really showed a great focus on getting
the ball, taking risks and moving the ball forward. Toby was one of our important “link” players this year and was a
worthy “Most Consistent” award winner.
20. Vihaan Vadaddi – Vihaan developed an attacking side of his game this year, and
confidently used his pace and skill with the ball, earning some consistent and valuable scoring for the Vines. He was a regular and impressive sight breaking away from
opponents in the forward line.
21. Charlie Flack – Charlie was a newcomer to the Vines who tried his very best at
training and game day. His positive attitude and ability to embrace all aspects of
tough, tackling footy was admirable. At the end of the season Charlie played his best
game and started to use his size and presence to our advantage.
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22. William Crowe – William is one of the Vines great contributors. He regularly attends training and works really
hard on his kicking, marking and handballs. William was another player to gain confidence in getting the ball and
feeding it out in match conditions and assisted many of the Vines in gaining advantage and movement forward.
23. Evan van der Heydon – Evan had a great season, and his style of play assisted us in our attacking ball movement
forward. Evan always tried hard around the stoppages and was keen to utilise his long kick, often to our advantage.
Towards the end of the season Evan was picking out teammates and hitting them by foot, which is admirable precision footy.
24. Josh Tallis – Josh continued to look like a balanced player with the ball, and his long kicking certainly aided the
team in fast and attacking ball movement. Towards the end of the season, Josh was jumping up and attacking the
ball in the ruck, trying to provide the Vines with an advantage in first use of the ball.
26. Max Jowett – Max always looked as though he enjoyed his football. He worked hard on attacking the ball, and
put his body in to good positions on game day, giving the team, play day opportunity. As Max’s confidence in his
ability continues, his improvement will be noticeable into next season.
27. Bradley Johnstone – Bradley joined the Vines this year and missed the first 4 games with an arm injury. Once he
could participate, Bradley displayed his ability to read the play to get himself into the best position to get the ball
and then show his skill with the ball, by both hand and foot. Bradley was a great asset to the team and picked up
the “Runner Up Best and Fairest” award.
29. Julian Li – Julian really responded to the skills and tackling activities set at training, and his confidence grew to
the stage where he had strong and true hands in the forward line, ensuring that he was first to the ball in marking
contests. Julian really listened and executed instruction to the best of his ability, and as such took the “Coaches”
award this year.
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COACH’S REPORT
What a season. History makers for the U11 Gladiators. Twenty two boys from 10 schools including 2 new to the
team came together to form the under 11 Newtons. For most of the team it was their third year of football and by
the grand final the boys had played a cumulative total of over 1000 games. The first 2 years having been based on
basic skill development and a simple game plan around the three F's theme of being Fierce at the contest, Forty five
degree angled kicks and Fast play on football.
This year the boys learned to push up and stay within 2 kicks of the contest and setup the best defence behind the
ball in the competition. They learned how a strong wind would influence when to switch the ball into the corridor
and when to defend long down the line. They learned to never take a backward step in a contest and the joy of
playing and triumphing on tough days with belting hail and freezing winds. They learned the benefit of working a
little bit harder and a little bit smarter than their opposition.
The season was planned around building momentum in the 10 games before the school holidays with training twice
per week. Initially we worked on ball skills then threw in more physical elements of tackling and body contact. The
boys were given a mental and physical break for 4 weeks around the holidays with no training and encouraged to
share their best holiday snaps on WhatsApp. Sammy’s horseback shot won his mum the best photo award. Coming
through the mid Winter period we were more sluggish than planned but the boys still managed to finish second on
the ladder at the end of the regular season due to their great early season form.
The second semi final was played in treacherous conditions, but the boys played amazing football showcasing everything they had been working on as a team to thoroughly outclass Hawthorn Citizens who had finished on top of
the ladder.
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Up against a slick Sharks outfit in the grand final who had beaten us by 9 goals in the back end of the season we
knew we had to bring our best game. We played solid footy early but found ourselves down by 27 to 8 at half time.
Never having won from behind we knew the odds were stacked against us.
The boys were having none of it and wanted reward for their commitment to the cause during the season. In an
inspiring display of grit and determination they stepped up to the plate and took the game on in the second half
fighting back to win an epic match by 3 points. The difference in the end was the passion, spirit and intensity displayed by every boy. The little finger on the ball, the drag on the opposition jumper combined with listening and
executing on our game plan was a great reward for a season of hard work by all.
To Tim at Anchor Point you have again been a loyal and much appreciated team sponsor. Thank you. A big thank
you to Charlie and Tony who have been the club’s finest couple of team managers. Your organization, planning and
managing is the glue that helps bind players, families, club and coaches together. We couldn’t do it without you.
Ben, Tim, John and Steve, you have been a massive part of the team’s success this season with your contributions
at training, post match analysis and on game day in your various roles as coaches, runners and trainer. Thank you
all. Thanks to Dave our boundary umpire and expert ball collector and Justin, our specialist finals goal umpire and
time keeper.

Lastly the input and help from all the families makes all the difference in giving the boys a chance to play team
sport in an enjoyable environment.
Groomy
PLAYERS REVIEW
2. Sam Bayles. Sam was our premiership captain inspiring the boys to follow his selfless attack on the contest. His
confidence and contribution grew throughout the season to become our stand out inside ball winner. Ferocious
around the contest with fierce flying tackles, quick reflexes, good skills and super quick over the first few steps, he
worked closely with Tom to extract the ball from stoppages. No matter what the state of the game Sam always
gave his all, inspiring the boys around him. His outstanding season earned him third place in the best and fairest
award.
4. Will Bond. Bondy had several best on ground performances in the
early part of the season before being struck down with a severe stress
fracture to his lower leg. He is a real leader on the field with his strong
contested style game. He can play anywhere but was most damaging
at full forward with his ability to play tall while also fighting hard to
win the ground ball. Even when injured he was at every match, in the
huddle to spur his team mates on.
5. Andy Oliphant. Andy is a strong tackler and was a passionate contributor over the season racking up his 50th game for the club. He loves
fighting hard around the contest when on the ball and played some of
his best games as a defender. Against St Mary’s he positioned himself
perfectly to score a goal and is one of the best on field talkers in the
team. Great work Andy.
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6. James Dunlop. JD had another fantastic year. A classic utility player he can play all positions and was crucial to
our success. Most damaging as an attacking half back he was an outstanding interceptor both for ground balls and
marks. He has silky foot skills and could always be relied upon to hit up a team mate. He added strong tackling to
his impressive skill set to become the all round footballer. He finished a close fifth in the best and fairest.
7. Harry Russell. Harry played his best footy up forward. A strong mark, he took a classic one hander in the semi
final while holding his opponent out with strong body positioning. Harry is a long and accurate kick when having a
set shot and scored some beautiful goals. Over the season he continued to develop his ability to run to successive
contests and tackle strongly culminating in his best game of the season in the grand final.
8. Dan Coshutt. Dan had a cracker season. Impenetrable early in the season at full back he relished his opportunity as a mid fielder. A strong and accurate kick Dan was an invaluable contributor with his repeat efforts, bullocking
around the contest or when setting up behind the ball. As a link up mid fielder Dan makes good position to receive
and always distributes the ball well. He capped off a great season finishing runner up in the best and fairest award.
9. Ben Burnes. Burnsy played most of the season in a defensive role. An outstanding reader of the play he was
always in the right position to intercept and repel opposition attacks. Over the season he developed his ability to
attack the ball with confidence and vigour from the get go. He is now a strong overhead mark which will be a big
asset for him going forward.
10. Stirling Walmsley. Stirlo knows football. Clearly talented and creative, his execution is best when self confident and instinctive. He played good footy back, forward and mid showing his adaptability and understanding of
the game. He had several outstanding games taking on the opposition, running hard and kicking goals. He racked
up his 50th game early in the season but saved his best game for the grand final. Thrown forward when the team
looked to be gone he was everywhere, manning up their danger man and running off to bag 3 match winning goals.
11. Angus Ashworth. AA has talent. His ability is backed by a quiet but fierce desire to excel and win. Early season
he played outstanding football as an inside mid but played his best football as an outside mid-forward runner. AA
combines his elite running capacity with slick footy skills to give opposition players and coaches a challenge they
can rarely match. He was awarded the most valuable player award and finished a fantastic 2nd in the YJFL best and
fairest awards.
12. Angus Robinson. Robbo flies under the radar just popping up at the right time to do the right thing. A regular half
back he knows where the ball is going and rarely misses.
Clean hands and good judgment under pressure, he always
gets the job done. He is a strong intercept mark, gets the
quick handball off in congested play and looks for the angle
kick from the back line. He is developing his ability to run at
pace to repeated contests.
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13. George Guest. Georgie plays with passion and always
has a crack. He played much of the season as a winger
learning to set up behind the play when needed, when to
run forward and showed he knew how to bring the ball
back into the corridor with angled kicks. His kicking on the
run continues to improve and he played for the team magnificently in the grand final when asked to run with an opposition player. Without his selfless efforts the result in the
grand final would likely have been different.
16. Gus McAndrew. “G force” started the season in the
mid field, running hard and straight at the football and
through the opposition. Down back he again held us together in the last line of defence with his grit, determination and relentless tackling. On many occasions, he
stopped certain goals as a last man in defence. He has
strong hands overhead, is a long and strong kick and was a
key player in our team.
18. Teddy Symons. Teddy “Claws” has the strongest hands
in the business, never missing an overhead marking opportunity. Early season he was devastating around the ball
learning to get the ball onto his boot quickly. In the finals he demonstrated his football smarts running to receive in
the key scoring zone. Teddy is now a confident kicker of the ball and scored a pressure goal in the grand final
against the odds. He racked up his 5oth Gladiator game milestone.
19. Flynn O’Halloran. Flynn was back after his rookie season last year, pumped, passionate and set to go. His
kicking had improved immeasurably in the offseason. He started the season in the ruck learning to jump hard at the
contest and cover the ground getting to stoppages. He clearly relished brief stints as a forward always running hard
and fast to find the ball. In the finals he played a valuable role behind the ball mopping up whatever came his way.
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20. Tom Groom. As a fourth year player Tom’s experience was invaluable in structuring up behind the
ball and bringing the ball on angles back into the corridor. This was a key to the team’s performances over
the season. He is now a solid kick on the run and a
strong tackler always fighting hard even when rucking
against much taller opponents. In the grand final he
had a cracker shutting down the opposition ruckman
and deservedly winning the umpire’s award for best
on ground. He had another consistent year helping
him to the team best and fairest award.
21. Jackson Armstrong. Jacko was undecided about
playing footy in the early season but once he got the
team vibe of success there was no holding him back.
A good mark and skilful kick of the ball Jacko loves
being involved. He was a key forward for most of the
season and showed strong overhead marking and
attack on the ball kicking several multi baggers. He
was a valuable player in our finals set up.
22. Oscar Armstrong. Ossie’s kicking, ball handling and marking is top shelf. As the season progressed he took his
skills from the training track into games. He was our key kicker from full back and became adept at picking the ball
up and kicking it quickly long and wide from defence. He is a good reader of the play knowing when to run off and
being aware when to run back to defend.
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24. Luka Nomikoudis. Luka is a coach’s dream. He listens to instructions and executes perfectly. He played mostly
as a defensive winger, getting behind the ball to help defenders when needed and was always driving the ball back
into the corridor when launching attacks from the halfback line. Sometimes unseen, he is always in the right position. He saved his best performances for the finals with two determined and outstanding games that were instrumental in the two wins.
25. Adam Rixon. Adam was back for his second season. He has good footy skills and is an accurate kick. He
played most of the season as a forward with a strong goal awareness and sense of where to be at the drop of the
ball. His confidence continued to develop over the season and he worked hard on attacking the ball, tackling the
opposition and being able to absorb physical contact.
30. Justin Kohn. Jussie was a late addition to the squad. Once he saw how much fun the boys were having he
knew he had to jump back on board. He reads the play knowing when to move into the contest and went to sit
back. Most damaging around goal he kicked them with both feet, from the point post and around the corner. He
plays his best footy when he runs hard to contests and attacks the ball.
33. Louie Harrison. Louie had his rookie year coming into the side for his first season of football. What he may
have lacked in kicking experience he made up in raw desire. Hard at the ball with a strong instinct to compete Louie
became a key part of our forward structure, attacking marking contests, breaking opposition tackles and regularly
scoring goals.
35. Rupert Scarborough. Rupe’s footy had a big step up this season. A regular at training, he benefitted on match
days and reached his 50th club game. Early season he played as a key forward showing his ability to compete for
and win the high ball. In the back end of the season he played as a last line of defence tall regularly outmarking his
opponent.
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COACH’S REPORT—Matt Reid and John Randabel
Our primary objective is for our players to: “Have fun and love playing footy”. Our Philosophy: RESPECTED - respect teammates, supporters, carers, coaches, umpires and opposition players – Earn RESPECT!. FEARLESS – Attack on the ball, Tackle
Hard, Be Daring, Never Stop Trying. ENJOYMENT – SPIRIT, TEAM FIRST, LOVE THE GAME!!!!
A really important part of being a member of the Gnatts Under 11’s was to follow our Team Rules: All players must listen to
the coach; we respect each other and the opposition; we have FUN, regardless of the score; we give 100% effort at all times
and we encourage our team mates. The training regime and game day strategies were designed to improve and focus on key
areas. Each week our game plan was to: 100/200 Rule (100 Kicks / 200 Handballs) at training; Hunt the ball, be courageous,
tackle hard; Move the ball quickly – play on / reel and go / turn and go; Use the Corridor – 45 Kick Inside; Handball – Use the
Runner; Look lateral (Amazon Dolphin) / Switch – Look Inside
At the heart of everything the Under 11 Gnatts did, our overall rule was “NEVER STOP TRYING YOUR BEST”.
There were some challenging times in the second half of the season but it was amazing to see the improvement of all the kids
and see them gel and play great team football. There was more emphasis on playing the “Gladiators” style of play this season
when the boys took this on there were some breathtaking passages of play that AFL teams would be proud of, and the skill
level of our boys was just sensational! Keep practicing the basics; Kicking, Handballing and Marking (Both preferred & nonpreferred). All the best players and teams do the basic skills better and more often than the others!!
We have thoroughly enjoyed coaching this season and it has been very rewarding seeing all the kids improve and grow in confidence. If the kids have had nearly as much fun as we have, then we have achieved our goal!
To the team manager, Nick Condon, thanks for being so organised and everything you did to make the season run smoothly.
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PLAYER REVIEWS:
3. Jackson Brooker “Jumping Jacko”, Played 14. In his 2nd season as a Gnatt Jumping Jacko has gone from strength
to strength. Always with a smile on his face and the look of someone who loves what they are doing, Jacko is a
great teammate and great to coach. Jumping Jacko played some great games where his pace and ability to tackle
and then run off with the ball are definitely the strengths of his game.
7. Tommy ‘The Terminator” Freeman, Played 14 (13 - Under 11s and 1 - Under 12s). Tommy played a fantastic
third year for the Gnatts. The fearless Terminator continued with his aggressive style of play, and even with the
protection of his helmet still caused some nervous moments for his parents and coaches as he copped numerous
bumps and boots in his head. There were numerous highlights during the season, but overall watching his pace
and balance when pouncing on the loose ball was great to see. A big focus needs to be protecting your head when
going for the ball, by getting your BUM into the dangerous spot and NOT your head.
8. Monty “The Mont” McCann, Played 14 (12 - Under 11s and 2 - Under 12s). The Mont has been a Gladiator for 7
years having completed 3 years of Auskick and 4 years of under-age football, a great achievement!! Blessed with
pace and great skills, he has a big impact on games and his kicking skills are particularly great to watch. As his confidence grows, we think the Mont will start to dominate greater chunks of games, especially given how fit and fast he
is. He always turns up with a big smile, loves being around his footy mates and loves having a joke and a laugh.
11. Sam “The General” Watson, Played 14. Sammy The General has been a Gladiator for 7 years having completed 3 years of Auskick and 4 years of under-age football, a great achievement!! The General gets better every year,
through his ability to learn and his confidence. He is great at reading the play and can play in most positions. He
listens to coaches and is always trying to implement the skills and tactics that his coaches say. Once again, he was
fantastic to coach.
13. Will “The Hay Maker” Haywood, Played 10. The 2018 season
for Will The Hay Maker was of continued improvement. Will always turns up to training and games with a smile on his face a
friendly personality, happy to be with his mates. Will’s best pieces of play were when he used his height a strength the wrestle
the ball, gain possession and the amazing goal he kicked against
Park Orchards!!!
16. James Graham “JG”, Played 14. JG applied himself well in his
second season with the Gladiators. He worked on his game &
continued to improve his footballing skills. He was so close to
scoring his first goal with nearly the last kick of the season. Another pre-season should see JG take another step forward with
his football.

17. Tom “Superstar” Skaro, Played 11. Tom S showed steady
improvement over the season. He adapted well to the Gladiators’
style of play and looked to switch play or be in position for the
switch. His forward craft was a joy to watch as he was always
putting himself in dangerous positions. With another year under
his belt we are looking forward to seeing what he can produce
next season.
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18. Lachie “LachSTAR” Reid, Played – 15 (13 - Under 11s and 2 - Under
12s). Lachie had another stellar season he should be proud of. His
trademark courage was again on show for all to see as he consistently
won hard ball after hard ball. His reliability down back was a real plus for
his team and his hard work around the ground was a great example for
all his teammates. Another great season!

19. Benji “Silky” Randabel, Played – 17 (14 - Under 11s and 3 - Under
12s). Silky’s trademark skills were again on display in 2018. Like Jayden
Short of the Tigers, Benji is the “go to” person when a great kick is required and on a number of occasions is slotting great goals from a long
way out. Other great memories include the run and dash and bounces
down the ground and again finishing with a lovely kick. As his confidence grew, we started to see the tough Benji come to play and we
would love to see some more of the rough and tumble.
20. Ollie “The Sharp Shooter” Condon, Played 12. Ollie is one of those
players that you know when it is game time he will be ready to perform.
You can play him anywhere on the ground & you know he will get the
job done. His football knowledge continued to develop and he always seemed to be in the right position at the right
time. He is a great teammate & a joy to coach.
21. Digby “The Dominator” Shevlin, Played 13. Diggers the Dominator was an invaluable contributor to the team
in 2018. He once again used his strength to great advantage whether as a backman or up forward. He took some
great marks and kicked some wonderful goals. Diggers always turns up to training and matches with a smile and
loves playing with his teammates and they love playing with him.
22. Lochie Scarff “Loch the Rock”, Played 3. 2018 was the second year for Loch the Rock as a Gnatt. As a dual
winter sportsman, juggling both rugby union and AFL, it was hard for the Rock to play too many games. But he
showed his great dedication to his teammates to come and play when he could. He continued on from 2017, laying
some great tackles!! We thank Loch the Rock for his great efforts and respect.
24. Hamish “The Hammer” Robson, Played 11. The Hammer took another big step forward with his football this
season. He worked really hard on his skills & this really paid off for him over the season. He showed we could give
him a job & he would carry it out to the benefit of the team. His tackling was again a feature of his game & an inspiration for his teammates. His football continues to improve & will see him take another step forward again next
season.
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26. “Jumping” Jake Turnbull, Played 11. Jake had another season of great development. He showed the
benefits of the hard work he put in over the season
with his skills showing vast improvement. His running
ability was a great strength for his team & his will to
chase, pressure & tackle was a thorn in all opposition
sides. Great season Jake! .
27. Jono “Hanger” Haig, Played 14. 2018 was the second year for Jono Hanger Haig as a Gnatt. Jono was a
consistently good trainer and always enjoyed training
and game days. During 2018 we saw a big lift in his
confidence which led to some really great marks and
kicks in very tough parts of the games. He showed a
big improvement in all areas of his game. With confidence building his pace and tackling became more and more
evident.
28. “Leaping” Louis Emmett, Played 10 (9 - Under 11s and 1 - Under 12s). Louis was a valuable member of the
Gnatts & his ability to mark everything in his area was a real asset for his team. His work around the ground gave
his team great drive offensively and his defensive work was as solid as any. He reads the ball well & is a teammate
you can rely on to win one on one contests consistently. Looking forward to seeing more of his great work next season.
29. Will Darcy “The Dominator”, Played 17 (14 - Under 11s and 3 - Under 12s). Darce had another remarkable
season. His ability to read & set up play was remarkable. He was a real driver of the Gladiators game style continually looking to play on, switch & move the ball quickly. His game took another step forward this season with many
of the opposition trying to tag him (sometimes with 2 players), but he just left them in his wake as he set up forward attack after forward attack. Another superb season Darce!!
30. Thomas “TK” Kokosoulis, Played 13. TK should win the league recruit of the year award!! What a first season
with the Gladiators. TK looked like he had played the game for numerous seasons as his ability to read the play &
take the game on was one of a veteran player. He added much needed height and some real strength to the team
& his no fuss attitude was a joy to watch. Great to have him in Gladiator colours & we are looking forward to seeing
many seasons of his great play.
TEAM MANAGER’S REPORT—Nick Condon
It’s been another big year for the team and it was great to be back helping out as Team Manager. There were a lot
of highlights, particularly with 8 players reaching their 50 Game Milestone during the season. We also had a few
challenges, most notably getting a full team on the field each week with our smaller list. This became even more
difficult later in the season, as injuries and school holidays took their toll. First and foremost, a massive thank you
to our incredibly dedicated and passionate coaches Johnny and Matt. Our boys have been extremely fortunate to
have this highly skilled, experienced pair coaching them for another year. And the improvement in the boys’ game
year to year is testament to their coaching ability. I’d also like to thank the boys (and their parents) from the other
Gladiators teams, who helped us out over many rounds, substituting our injured or unavailable players. We saw
some terrific, gutsy performances from these fellas that made a real impact on the ground. Thanks of course once
again to Grant Shevlin for his work as trainer and to he and Allison for their generous sponsorship of the team,
through their business St Kilda Road Chiropractic. Finally, thanks to all the parents, for your willingness to assist
with the various game day roles required – the demands have been greater this year and I’ve been grateful for your
help and cooperation. Special mention to Annelies Turnbull for helping out as Team Manager early in the season
and also to one of the club’s hardest working volunteers Sophie McLean (Watson), who also helped out as TM and
was our stand in trainer on the most challenging morning of the year!
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COACH’S REPORT
Another great year from the U11 Hangers. The boys have now been playing together for as many as four seasons
and this familiarity really showed through with a fantastic team spirit and sense of the collective. We celebrated 50
Game milestones for Ryder, JT, Harrison, Alex, Gus and Paddy, had a number of memorable, come-from-behind
victories and played finals for the first time. Most importantly, every boy in the U11 Hangers improved and is a
better player today than he was in March.
Season 2018 was a vintage one, but here are some of our wishes, hopes and dreams for Season 2019:
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Break that banner curse. Banners had been a kind of kryptonite with losses, season-ending injuries, shocking
weather and not to mention a few disasters of missed photos from parents. Hopefully Paddy’s 50th buried
this hex once and for all!



Invent a special armour for when Antarctica comes to visit. On those mornings when the thermometer is at
freezing, the oval is under water and hail is coming in sideways, let’s find something to wear in addition to
shorts and a singlet. Training tops, 2XU/Skins shirts and maybe snorkel and flippers will become Hangersissue clothing for such days.



Extend the family connections. On occasions we’ve seen multiple Hewitts, Sternsons and Sheehans on the
field at once. But next season let’s find a way to fit three Keenans into the team. Sure Mac has had little bro’
Jimmy, but Fletcher, the Keenan family dog, has also been seen patrolling the TH King boundary in his Gladiators jumper. Come on YJFL – MAKE IT HAPPEN!
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Hey, rollover DJ! Parents love Rich Mann’s 1980s inspired pre-game tunes. Now it’s time for the boys to curate the motivational tracks.
Goal celebrations. Harrison’s cartwheel, so long the benchmark, has this year been challenged by JT’s twofisted salute to the sky. Come on Hangers! Work on your moves!
Take out the trash. Let’s consign Fortnite talk and dances, which dominated training this season, to that box
where fidget spinners and Minecraft is stored.
Questions, questions. As we leave the three-quarter time huddle, no one to ask “which way are we kicking
again?”.
Alongside Phar Lap’s heart and images of a lion, the “fighting essence of the U11 Hangers” should be internationally recognised as a symbol of strength and courage. Let’s petition our local members of parliament to
get this done.

Big special thanks to the 2018 support crew:






Jason Winnett, trainer, sponsor and leader of the Hangers cheer squad for all your efforts.
Simon Hewitt. If umpires barely receive due recognition, then boundary umpires get even less. Not you
though! Keep on running Simon!
Rich Mann. When our season was spiralling out of control, the sheer mad scientist and inspirational brilliance
of awarding a cake to for the goal of the week arrested our decline. In the so-crazy-it-just-might-work category, but you pulled it off!
Simon Jones, Matt Sheehan and Anders Opray, the Nobel Prize for services to motivational speeches, the
tackle-them-hard-and-run-them-off-their feet tacticians. In short, the Hangers coaching Brains Trust.

Leaving the best until last, here are the stars of the show:

PLAYER REVIEWS

2. Eric Wiseman. It was just a little thing, but it best sums up Eric’s importance to the team, when against Camberwell we noticed that the opposition coach had decided to play without a ruckman and just concede hit outs.
Such was Eric’s dominance that the opposition were forced to invent new positions.
6. Noah Jones. In and under, crashing and bashing through, Noah was our prime midfield mover. In atrocious
conditions against Preston and in the Elimination Final against St Mary’s, Noah led the way and kept on trying his
heart out. An inspiring example to all.
7. Ryder Daffy: The force of nature. Intimidating with his ferocious attack on the ball and cerebral with his reading of the play across half back. Ryder inspires all of his teammates to walk tall. It’s a measure of how highly regarded he is that Ryder finished Top 10 in the League B&F despite missing a fair chunk of the season through injury.
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8. Lochie Mann. Skilful and accurate, Loch was our break-glass-in-emergency move to the forward line when we
needed a few goals in the last quarter. His game against Whitehorse Colts was a match winner for us.
9. Lachie Onslow. Lach has great aerobic capacity and his dashing and graceful running across half back was a
real feature for us. He really stood up with a BOG against Heidelberg late in the season.
11. Gus Sheehan. Everyone has always known that Gus has speed down the wing, but this year he added having
a real dip and going in hard for the ball when it was his turn. Picked up a lot of important possessions, none more
so than against Heidelberg in our late-season 8-pointer.
12. Harrison Hewitt. Super dangerous across half forward where he provides such an important link. The highlight of his season was when we played the Redbacks, against whom he was on fire. Three goals (and a few more
behinds!) in a match-winning, come-from-behind effort where he was the difference.
13. Rupert Sternson. Close to the most improved player on the team. Roo is has strength, speed and concentration. But most of all, he’s disciplined. We all loved his game against Fitzroy when he took out the opposition’s best
player who was 20cm taller by playing him like a glove – to the extent of even following him to the interchange.

14. Xavier Winnett. Our rock at Centre Half Back, around whom the team was built each week. But also the ruck
battering ram and swingman at half forward. It all started for X-factor in our game against Banyule with a switch to
and destruction of the opposition’s best player.
15. Xavier Opray. Big, mobile and fast across half forward, XO’s trade mark was running up into space from 20m
away to take a big overhead mark and then boot it downfield to a teammate. When we needed a few big marks
against Heidelberg, XO pulled down double digits to be our target man.
16. James Truelson. Plugger! Over 20 goals in a season and he didn’t even make it into the forward line until
Round 3 against Ivanhoe when he kicked the first of many bags for the season. Huge target and deadly accurate all
season. A star is born!
17. Zane Austin. Played a blinder against St Mary’s. On a day on which we copped a thrashing, Zane went in hard
all day and never gave up. Proved that concentration and aggression at the contest can take you far. Looking forward to seeing more of this in 2019.
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18. Paddy Sheehan. In his 50th, a must-win against Heidelberg, Paddy played the best game of his career that was
capped off by kicking the sealer with a minute to go. The stuff that fairy tales are made of!
19. Will Kaufman. Will has really come along nicely and improved every season. With experience has come confidence and Will is now a dependable member of the team whether forward of back. Highlight was definitely his
big goal in the Round 2 win against Warrandyte.

20. Sam Hughes. Another whose confidence has grown with experience, Sam has a great ability to read the flight
of the ball in the air. The highlight of the season was against Fitzroy where he followed up a great mark by going
back and launching a huge torp at the grandstand end of TH King.
21. Alex Messina. Once again Al was our ever-dependable bookend, each week taking the opposition’s full forward and nullifying him. His game-saving marks in the goal square against Ashburton got us over the line. And didn’t he love it when swung forward to wreak havoc against Banyule!
22. Will Crowhurst. Strong, low centre of gravity and a lovely side step, Will is our Mr Dependable and can always be relied on to play well. So many highlights in the season, with the best his 4 goals in a quarter against
Banyule, although come to think of it the sealer from the boundary against Fitzroy was pretty nice too!
23. Mackenzie Keenan. A dangerous weapon across half back or the wing, Mac could be seen sprinting and taking a few bounces before launching the ball down to our forwards. His stand out performance was against Fitzroy
when he seemed to have the ball on a string.
25. Julian Doyle. From having never played before, by the end of the season “Doyled” became legitimate verb in
the English language, meaning to completely shut down an opponent. Jules was the master of the aerial spoil none
more so than against St Mary’s where he didn’t let his opponents get a touch all day.
26. Jasper Read. Never, ever, ever stops or gives up. Plenty drop their heads when we’re getting beaten, or conditions are ugly. But not Jab, who made an early statement in his domination of Camberwell and continued to be
recognised as one of the Top 10 in the League by the end.
27. Ollie Schofield. A born leader and our best footy brain, Ollie is also strong, with great hands in tight and a
fantastic kick. Plenty of highlights, although ours was his leadership in the Elimination Final as he kept the backline
together, repelling constant attacks and has the confidence to run off his man and help his teammates.

We had a great 2018.
Let’s make 2019 even better.
GO GLADS!!
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COACH’S REPORT—CHLOE BURKE
2018 was a fantastic year to be a part of the Under 11 Anghies at GIJFC. Firstly, I would to express how privileged
and thankful I am to have been embraced by such a passionate, friendly and welcoming group of players and parents in my first year of coaching. I am extremely grateful for the support I have been given by everyone involved in
this football team.
Girls football is something extremely special, and the way in which Glen Iris support it, is second to none. Each girl
in this team should recognise their important place in the growth of women’s football, and feel proud to belong to
this club. Without the commitment and dedication each girl has displayed over the course of the year, the game
would not be what it is. I encourage each girl to come along again next year, and continue to play a role in this
skyrocketing development, particularly given the talent and potential each girl has demonstrated throughout this
season.
I would like to commend each player on their spirit and commitment. The individual and team improvement that
has occurred over the season is outstanding. We have worked hard on many aspects of the game and every girl
should feel enormously proud of the way they have developed their personal ability over the weeks.
This is a
testament to their hard work and determination at each training session and match.
I would like to express a massive thankyou to everyone for helping to make this season what it was – to every parent who took on a role week by week, your support does not go unnoticed.
In particular, I would like to
acknowledge the hard work of Sandra, the best team manager in the competition, for the all the hard work she
puts in to ensure that we are all in the right place, at the right time (and with the right shorts on!). The smooth
running of each game day would not be possible without all that she does and we are all so thankful for her dedication to this team.
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To James, CJ and all the other parents who have helped by not only running around on game day, but also at each
training session, you support is invaluable. To Ferg, I could not ask for better a better mentor to have guided me
through the very beginning of my coaching endeavours. I have been extremely well looked after and I could not be
more thankful for the encouragement you have provided me with. To our financial sponsors, Hair Hub, from the
Falcone family. You support is also greatly appreciated, allowing the girls to get out there each weekend. I cannot
wait to see what the future holds for this special group of girls, enjoy the summer, and I will see you all back at Glen
Iris next year!
PLAYER REVIEWS
Ineke Adler – It has been wonderful welcoming Ineke to Glen Iris this season. She is a hard running, all round team
player who tries hard each week to develop her skills. I have enjoyed helping Ineke understand the fundamentals of
girl’s football and have loved having her as my ‘side-kick’ through her injury. A great year Ineke, I hope to see you
back again next year.
Emma Bardsley – Emma has been a been fabulous component to our team, particularly in our back line this year.
She is a smart footballer, with an extremely good understanding of the game. Upon captaincy, Emma flew, she has
a great natural leadership ability which will be a great asset to her game in the years to come.
Ava Black – Ava was a fabulous recruit to Glen Iris this season. As I am sure her teammates would agree, Ava brings
a positive, ‘have a go’ attitude to each session. She has embraced footy with open arms, getting out on the field
each week and having a crack. This is wonderful to see as a coach. I hope to see Ava continue to enjoy her football,
her speed and positive mindset make up essential components of a great footballer, we would love to have her on
board again next year.
Caroline Buckley – Caroline has been one of our most reliable players this year – you know what you’re going to
get each week. As well as being one of the tallest players in our team, Caroline zips around the field, as fast as anyone. Her incredible tackling and foot skills were the key components to her game and I look forward to seeing how
she continues to develop them. Her enthusiasm and determination have made her a pleasure to coach this season.
Nora Dandurand – Nora was an extremely valued character of our team. While her season has been hindered with
her ongoing knee injury, when Nora was out on the field, she delivered. She put her best foot forward, was a strong
encourager of her teammates and always had a positive attitude no matter the result.
Well done Nora, I look
forward to seeing you continue to develop your football.
Sienna Duncan – Sienna had a fantastic year with the Under 11 Anghies. She was an enthusiastic and determined
player, who wasn’t afraid to take the game on each week. Sienna developed her foot skills greatly over the season,
adding to her fantastic tackling and running ability. A great season for Sienna.
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Alice Dunlop – Alice became a STAR for our team towards the later part of this year. There were many times this
year that, without Alice’s ‘Jack Riewoldt’ goal kicking style, we would have struggled to make it across the line. Her
development to reach this point was largely due to the commitment she gave, being attentive and working hard at
each training session. Well done Alice!
Sophie Dunlop – Sophie’s football ability is coming dangerously close to challenging her cartwheeling prowess. Sophie brought a smile to every game. She worked hard for the team, putting her best foot forward each week. Her
teammates value her presence on the field. It has been a pleasure to coach and have a laugh with Soph each week.
Ella Eagleton – Ella’s foot skills were greatly valued by the Under 11 Anghies this year. She was a hardworking individual who gave her best to improve each week. It was so pleasing to see Ella get out there every week and having
a real crack, taking on girls more than double her size. I hope to see Ella continue to develop her game over the
years to come.
India Falcone – Coaching India this season has been very enjoyable. She is an extremely attentive and respectful
young footballer. India was always prepared to hear advice and apply it to her game. She became a vital part of our
backline over the year. When the ball was in India’s hands, there was always a sigh of relief from teammates,
coaches and supporters - confident of her fantastic decision making and skill execution. A great season India!
Anna Fergusson – It has been a pleasure to coach Anna this season. Anna is an extremely polite and respectful player off the field, but she always bought her competitive edge on game day. She added great run, not only to our midfield but also to the forward line; giving the team greater versatility. I look forward to seeing how Anna continues to
enjoy her football. She was a highly regarded member of the Under 11 Anghies.
Isobel Hay – Issy’s enthusiasm and bubbly personality brought vitality to each training session. She was a committed team player, who gave her best effort each week. As a result of this, Issy has improved her skills greatly over
the course of the year and is rapidly learning how to put her skills to use on the field. I look forward to seeing her
go from strength to strength. Well done Issy!
Emma Johnston – It has been a joy to coach Emma this season. Her incredible skills and knowledge of the game are
a testament to her hard work and determination. Whilst she was always a consistent individual performer, Emma
has developed an ability to bring her teammates into the game. She is developing the valuable qualities of a leader,
both through her voice and her actions on and off the field. What a season Em!
Amber McDonnell – Amber was a great character amongst our team. While she struggled with her knee over the
year, Amber’s enjoyment of the game was evident when she took to the field and she always gave her best. Amber
brings a smile every week and that is one of the many reasons her teammates value her spot in our group.
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Lucy Nichol – Lucy was a highly valued member of the Under 11 Anghies. She was a fierce competitor who loved
getting in and under the contested footy. She played her role for the team wherever she was needed. Across the
ground, her versatility was one of the great aspects of her game. I look forward to watching Lucy continue to develop in her many years of football to come.
Lucy O'Brien - Lucy has had a great season this year. She comes to each session with a smile on her face and
mindset that is ready to learn and develop her skills. Watching her gain confidence in her kicking ability was a joy.
She was a great captain when required and always committed to playing her part for our team. Well done Lucy.
Alice Samios – Alice was an extremely important player to our team this year. Alice’s lightning speed and knack to
find the right option was pivotal in our forward line this season. Her ability to run and carry with the ball also allowed her to be a very handy interchange into the midfield when she was needed. A great year for Alice.
Gabrielle Simcox - Gabby was one of our backline heroes this year. Her ability to read the play and engage in ‘smart
footy’ was highly valued by the player-group and coaches. Not afraid to put her body on the line, Gabby’s defensive
ability stopped many opposition goals. Her spirit and enthusiasm are infectious; vital qualities that ensure team
cohesion and success.
Charlotte Tadgell – Once the layers of ski jackets come off and she gets out on the field, Charlotte is the type of
player who can be relied on to give her best. She is a hard nut around the ball, and when in game mode, her tackling ferocity is a valuable asset to our team as she’s not afraid to tackle opponents twice her size. A great year for
Charlotte.
Sarah Tanner – In her first season of footy, Sarah has become an extremely admired member of U11 Anghies. Her
skills and knowledge of the game have improved dramatically over the weeks, and it is fantastic to see the way she
is enjoying this wonderful sport. We loved having her on board and we look forward to seeing how she can continue to build her game.
Imogen Teal – Immy has been a joy to work with this year. Immy is always willing to listen and work to improve her
skills; because of this she has become a comfortable player within our team. She provides great run through the
middle with precision kicking and is a tackling machine! I look forward to seeing Immy continue to improve her
footy over next couple of years.
Amelia Whittaker – Amelia’s improvement over the course of this season has been outstanding. She has become a
crucial link in our team due to her ‘in and under’ nature, hunting the footy, and using her great long kick, ensuring
that the ball continues moving our way. She is a humble achiever but deserves high praise for the development she
has made over the course of this year.

TEAM MANAGER REPORT—Sandra Buckley
It has been a pleasure taking on the Team Manager role for a second
season with the Anghies girls. The girls have had a fantastic season and
developed so much both on and off field. Ensuring they had an enjoyable season and continued to develop their passion for the game was a
big priority for us. This would not have happened without the wonderful coaching team and parents who provided support and encouragement every week and happily carried out any duties allocated to them.
A big thank you to Chloe for taking on the role of Coach. Our girls have
been so lucky to have had a fantastic female footy role model and
many opposition clubs commented on how lucky we were – we
thought so too! Finally, thank you to the amazing Falcone family for
sponsoring our team once again.
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COACH’S REPORT
With pre-season training kicking off on mid-March, the Hoopers season ended with a preliminary final loss on 26
August against a rampaging Templestowe outfit. Overall it has been a season of many highlights and continuing to
build a good team environment while focusing on teaching the girls the fundamental skills of football.
From the off-field team of Fi Finster, Andrew Tulloch and Ronnie Calvert; we have had a great time coaching and
managing the Hoopers in 2018. We have had amazing support from the Gladiators as a club and especially the other girls team coaches. The Gladiators have a great culture and the club has done a huge amount to embrace and
promote girls football and we are very lucky to have our children involved in such a positive environment.
Also want to thank the parents who consistently helped out at training: Pete Stafford, Gerald Betts and Scott Emery. It makes a huge difference being able to focus on specific skills when we have the extra coaches at training.
On the football front the Hoopers finished the home and away season in 3rd position with win loss record of 9 wins
and 4 losses. Perhaps the telling statistic was that our losses were all away from home and on much bigger grounds
than the Ferrie Oval against a combination of the top 2 and bottom 2 sides. The girls played a brilliant first final
against Richmond in the rain to make it through to a preliminary final against Templestowe. The Hoopers were
overpowered in the preliminary final, with Templestowe bigger, faster and more determined across the ground.
Another successful season and the girls should be very proud of how much they have improved.
Thanks to all the parents for your support, oranges, snakes and doing all the important match day jobs.
Andrew Tulloch & Ronnie Calvert
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TEAM MANAGERS REPORT
Congratulations to the girls on a fantastic season. The improvement of every player has been wonderful to watch.
They are enthusiastic and love their footy. The friendships between the girls have strengthened and we see that
when Ronnie and Andrew can’t get them to be quiet when trying to give instructions!! They welcomed our new
players without hesitation and now they are all firm friends. Their support of each other is wonderful. Junior football isn’t possible without the support of many people. A huge thank you to our sponsor War Hunt Financial Services for supporting our team. Thank you to Ronnie and Bubs for their enthusiastic, dedicated and caring coaching
of the girls. They give up their time each week for the team. They are wonderful teachers and their love of football
has clearly transferred to the girls. We have had another great year and that couldn’t have been possible without
our incredible parents. Always willing to take on a job, coming and cheering on the girls and offering to help wherever needed. This makes our work so much easier. Thank you Parents!! To Sarah Heine and Jo Dixon, thank you for
assisting the team with helping as trainer and Jo for stepping in as TM at the beginning of the year. And of course
‘my girls’! I love coming to training and the games to see beaming smiles and happy players. That is the best reward. Knowing they are having the best time makes everything easy. I love being a team manager for this team.
Unfortunately, we didn’t have the finish we would have liked, but the girls fought so hard in our final match against
a team that were just too strong on the day. They never gave up.

Let’s keep that fighting spirit going for next season. Here’s to a wonderful year of football in 2019.
Fi Finster
PLAYER REVIEWS:
24. Maggie Betts- This year was Maggie’s first season of AFL and she quickly acquired a taste for taking the ruck
duties – wherever she was playing. Maggie’s skills improved every week and with her height and athleticism Maggie was a wonderful addition to the Hoopers.
23. Annabel Calvert - Annabel carried from last year as an athletic, skilful player who increasingly was able to read
the play. Annabel continued to improve throughout the season and left a big void when she was unable to play in
the finals.
11. Ivy “Vee” Cockerell - Ivy provided enormous value to the team again this year. With a fearless desire to get the
ball and great tackling skills, Ivy was able to play on the best opposition players. Ivy plays with passion and inspires
teammates around her to give it their best.
17. Julia Conheady - Julia loves her footy
and plays with a freedom that makes her
a popular member of the team. Julia’s
highlight was a goal in the last quarter of
the elimination final that left the Richmond opponents scratching their heads.
26. Isabel Coventry - After winning the
B&F in 2017 Isabel had another wonderful
season, with an infectious enthusiasm on
game day whether in the ruck, up forward
or the backline. Isabel has enormous talent and a great future in the sport.
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29. Brigette Dixon - Brigette again made a wonderful contribution to
the team to the team, with her athletic capacity and football skills.
Brigette was a leader on the field and read the play beautifully, often
playing a kick behind the play to great effect. Brig’s game in our preliminary final loss to Templestowe, was just sensational holding our defence
together in a torrid first half.

28. Sophie “Sticks” Dixon - Sophie is one of our taller players and was
a handful for opposition opponents. Sticks developed her superb marking skills (hence the nickname) and became very valuable in defence
and attack, including a number of multiple goal games.
8. Skye Emery - Skye was one of the leaders of the team last year and
continued to make a wonderful contribution. Skye follows instructions
very well, is a great team player and reads the play naturally. Skye continues to improve and is a very skilful player and deserved winner of the
award for Runner Up in the Best & Fairest.
10. Sophie “Gertie” Farrer - Sophie runs all day and tries incredibly hard on match day. Sophie’s skills are very
good and this year she developed her ability to read the play and position herself in space to receive possession.
27. Chloe “Finny” Finster - Finny is one of our most reliable and consistent players. She has great game sense
and positions herself really well. She has a beautiful long kick which she uses to advantage either out of defence or
shooting accurately for goal. She has a great sense of humour and loves a bit of banter at training too.
4. Lucy “MG” Gough - When Lucy limped off the field during our first game of the year against Fitzroy, we hoped
it would be a sprain. Unfortunately, a broken bone in the foot meant MG was out for the season. We really missed
her run, bounce and skills on the bigger grounds.
30. Chloe “Greenie” Green - Greenie is an extremely dedicated player, playing every game and rarely missing
training. She has worked diligently on her skills again in 2018 and is a terrific mark. As she builds up more confidence in 2019 we look forward to her developing into a key forward and ruck player with great presence.
22. Sophie “Swizzles” Heine - Swizzles is the heart
and soul of the Hoopers. She is super passionate
about her footy and her teammates and she brings
some razzle dazzle to the team, whether it be scintillating blind turns, cartwheeling across the ground or
bringing gold and blue face paint for special occasions.
Swizzles has great skills and finished the season off
leaving nothing in the tank against Templestowe.
20. Saachi Hogerhorst - Saachi is another first-year
player in 2018. Tall and athletic she looked a very exciting prospect in early season training. Unfortunately, a serious knee injury (not football related) kept her
off the park from Round 2 onwards. We look forward
to having her back in 2019.
21. Lucy Hunt - Lucy also joined the Hoopers in 2018
and although a new recruit, early on showed a great
appetite for going in for the contested ball and laying
tackles on the opposition. We are really looking forward to Lucy building her confidence in 2019 and
think with her pace and skill will be a big asset.
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14. Rosie Rush - Rushy is real dynamo out on the park. Super competitive and with amazing goal sense she is
great fun to watch. Her finals performances were outstanding with 5 goals against Richmond completely covered
in mud and a stirring effort against Templestowe including 9 tackles in the third quarter she played her heart out
for the team.
18. Coco Sargent - Coco joined the Hoopers as a first year AFL player in 2018. Coco has worked very hard on her
skills during the year and arrives early to training to do some extra kicking. With good pace and growing game confidence we are looking forward to big things from Coco in 2019.
25. Louella Simpson - With MG out for most of the season, Louella was our sole Hoopers redhead. She did the
sisterhood proud! Louella is a fierce competitor doing battle in the air and at ground level. She was happy to compete against much bigger opposition (especially Templestowe ruck) and took some awesome overhead marks
through the season.
6. Chamonix Stafford - Cham is another of our more experienced players and leaders. She has a never say die
approach and is extremely athletic and talented player. Cham is happy to run all day, tackle, chase and put pressure on the opposition. She reads the play well and is a long and accurate kick.
12. Milly Tulloch - Milly has continued to improve her game in 2018. She loves the team environment and is a
committed team player, playing every game. Milly has really improved her marking and kicking skills throughout
the year & loves spending time in the ruck. Milly also brings a great sense of humour to the team and makes training a joy for everyone.
1. Lucia “Lulu” Turnbull - Lulu is the Hoopers most experienced player and she had another wonderful 2018 season. Lulu is a leader on the field, always going for the ball, running tirelessly and reads the play brilliantly. It was a
season highlight watching her run through the 50-game banner out at Templestowe. Lulu capped off a terrific season as winner of our Best & Fairest award and also runner up in the YJFL Best & Fairest! Congratulations Lulu!
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COACH’S REPORT
The Gnatt’s embarked on another tilt at the premiership after falling one short in 2017. A new division with different teams saw us kick off the season with the first game on Righetti for the club – and a commanding 63 point win.
A few tough games followed in the higher division before we were settled into the Black division for the 2018 season.
A 6-team division gave us multiple opportunities to play and learn against our opposition, as well as a good chance
for a finals berth. A host of new players joined the team who were playing their first year of football for the club.
Their new energy and desire for success and enjoyment served us well as we started to come together – winning
our first 4 games in the division. It was clear that although we had played some tougher games, the division belonged to St Mary’s and ourselves. We had a battle on our hands and knew we had to build to beat them.
The holidays and latter part of the season came at a huge cost – as Will Walker and Jacob Choi both went down
with season ending injuries, a real shame for the way they were playing. Standout defender Ed McKeon also
suffered a concussion and missed the last 3 rounds, as we snuck into 2nd position on the ladder playing with less
than 18 players for the last 5 weeks. It was a credit to the core of our team and how well we worked to get us into
the double chance – and with 20 available players for the Qualifying final we were ready to play.
A cold day at Rathmines Road saw us get jumped by St Mary’s and we needed to compose and show our famous
Glen Iris spirit to beat them. We were brave and in the cold and horrible conditions found a way to turn a 15-point
deficit into a 6-point win. 2 weeks later we would face them again. The big dance was a battle of the heavy weights.
On a large ground in Watsonia North we went toe to toe the whole game with St Mary’s. It was an extremely well
fought out and tight contest that we just couldn’t get there in the end. A brave effort but coming up short in the big
one.
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I’d love to thank XBlade for their work as our sponsor this year, as well as Shaun, Anthony and Peter as a coaching
group. You gentlemen taught me a lot about not only the boys, but also myself and that is myself I thoroughly appreciated. To our TM Rich, I couldn’t have asked for any more in a person and your care for the boys is second to
none. To all the parents and the club for their support I also like to say a big thankyou. It was one hell of a rollercoaster, but I’m so proud of the spirit from the boys all year and loved every minute.
Sam Sherlock

COACH’S PLAYER REVIEWS
Austin Prescott. Austin was the general of the forward line in 2018. A player who used his body very well and
was solid overhead. Our leading goal kicker in 2018 with 17 goals.
Hayden Jones. The rock of our team. His ability to adapt to different roles in our team and strength to the backline in the second half of the year made him a real asset. He was phenomenal in the finals.
Jonathan Claydon. The long lethal lefty was devastating for teams across the halfback. Loved driving forward and
was a threat around the goal! Great season for a first year player.
Lucas O'Callaghan. Showed his full value in the big games. Outstanding at winning his own ball and a demon
tackler. Was the most important player in the Semi-Final.
Patrick Murray. The Gnatt’s best pest. An aggressive player who excelled behind the ball and looked most dangerous breaking the lines. A great finals campaign.

Jacob Choi. You wouldn’t believe Jacob is a first year player. His athletic ability and strength was unmatched by
anyone in the competition. 8th in the League B’N’F shows how vital he was.
James Smith. Creatively brilliant and could turn it on at any moment. Stood up when it mattered and was a
threat in the forward line. 3 goals in the final was his best performance, and well done on finishing Runner Up in
the B’N’F + 3rd in the League.
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Lewis Bird. A wonderful goal sneak in our forward line. Kicked 3 in a quarter against Beverly Hills and was a lovely kick of the football.
Maksem Walker. Finished top 20 in the league best and fairest for a reason. A solid defender who knew how to
take on the game – and was truly brilliant in the finals.
Ned Smith. The Best and Fairest for 2018. Ned was a standout from start to finish and his powerful running and
strong overhead marking made him a force to our team. His back end of the season was outstanding – including the
finals.
Hayden Stephenson. Someone who in the right position could take over a game. Hayden found his home on the
wing, as he slotted into the wide role we needed to perfection. Beautiful right foot and a very smart player.
Jack Whitbread. The engine room. Hard running, hard tackling and hard at it describes how powerful Jack could
be. Took over the game at Kew, strongly impressing the umpire/coach.
Ed Mckeon. Mr Consistent in our squad. Very reliable behind the ball and an extremely smart player. Great overhead and a valuable asset to the team.
Jadyn Lok. The pocket rocket. A brave and charismatic person with a cheeky attitude showed his improvement
every week. Great on the ground and worked hard to get into good areas – an excellent season.

Maximus Gray. One of the biggest break out players in the competition. His finals series was outstanding as he
was a natural back man being calm under pressure. Best game came in the Final where he was brilliant.
Patrick O'Shannassy. A very smart player who used his strength over the ball very well. When the ‘animal’ came
out he was dominant in his position and his Grand Final was excellent.
Alex Edmonds. A very strong year including a dominant display in the very first game. Kicked a few goals along
the way and was a solid tackler.
Charlie Purcell. 2nd in my voting on the coaches’ award for his commitment and energy toward the team. A stand
out season as an onballer as his work rate and ability on the ground was second to none. A lovely person who was a
valuable asset to the team.
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Max Doak. Very energetic and bright boy who showed his heart
every week. Gets into good spots and was handy getting the ball
forward. Super kid and I loved his enthusiasm.
William Walker. Pity about the injury before the holidays as he
was stringing together great games week in week out. A hard tackling, dynamic and ferocious midfielder who had a lovely long kick.
Hope he continues his football and is more careful at skate parks!
Jack Saville. 2 goals in his first game showed his promise for the
year. We were glad to have him in our team when he wasn’t on the
tennis court as he used his strength and was a great mark.
Oscar Jack. A lovely boy who worked as hard as anyone to improve. Became a valuable asset to the forward line as he read the
ball well and got himself in good positions to off load. A great season indeed!
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COACH’S REPORT
We were taken on quite the tumultuous ride when we were first selected to be in the under 12 Gold division. Although, we competed every game, it was clear that the opposition were much stronger than us and we were moved
into the Brown division. Once we were moved into a division much more suited to our ability, boy oh boy did the
talent begin to shine. Whether it be rain, hail or shine the boys would always be committed into throwing the body
on the line for the benefit of the team. As our boys began to listen and adapt to our style of game plan of moving
the ball forward at all costs, making sure to lead hard for the ball and not to be afraid of mistakes, wins began piling
up. However, due to a draconian system, despite beating three of the top four sides and having the most wins since
grading we missed finals due to our early season losses. Although the Under 12 Newtons did not make finals, I
believe our season was a success. It was an absolute pleasure to coach all of you boys as they were eager listeners
and learners and we hope all of them continue working on their skills over summer and play on next year.
I would also like to give a big thank you to Susie Farrer, who, without her this whole team would fall apart. Susie
spent countless hours behind the scenes to ensure that every position was filled and every parent (and coaches!)
knew where they were going each weekend. Also, a big thanks to Nick Strauss for his guidance and Kat Allen, Bob
Steele and Brett Hucker for helping with the major game day roles. In addition, we would like to once again thank
all the parents who helped out on game day, whether it was as something as simple as handing out snakes or helping us coaches run the warm-up drills. As Nelson Mandela once said “teamwork makes the dream work” and by
doing these perceivably small things it was greatly appreciated in making our dream work.

Pete Sahut & Jack Kneale
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PLAYER REVIEWS:
Tom Farrer. Tom was dominant all season, he gave his everything each week and would always be found at the
bottom of the pack. His ferocious tackling and team first mentality set the tone for the rest of the boys and over the
season he continued to work on his leadership, efficiency with the ball and left foot.
George Simmons. George was the team’s hard man. He is a versatile player who wasn't afraid to do the team
things, whether it be tagging a dominant opposition player or clunking marks and kicking a couple of snags up forward. His aggression towards the football didn't waver all season and he was a pleasure to coach.
Henry Steele. Henry was a very valuable player to the team this season. When Henry took the game on and used
his lightning speed he was dangerous. His commitment to his fitness this season and his tackling pressure have
been impressive. If Henry can improve his kicking on the run and continue to keep his feet he will become an even
better footballer.
Nico Nash. Nico was a reliable defender all season. Nico consistently put his head over the ball, and the pressure
he applied in the backline each week saved many goals and left the opposition looking over their shoulders each
time they went near the ball. He put his body on the line for the team each week and I have no doubt he will continue to develop as a footballer in the coming years.

Max Bodon. Max continued to improve throughout the season. His courage in marking contests and around the
football is second to none. Max was a very versatile player who could be used in the midfield, to steady up our
backline, and more often than not, to provide a link up kick from our forward flank into the hot spot. Max will continue to develop into a great footballer in the coming years.
Tarkan Kaya. Tarkan could often be mistaken for Daniel Rioli this season. He continued to apply pressure in the
forward line all season. He starred in his game as captain, giving his best performance of the season laying multiple
tackles and booting two goals. Even when thrown into the backline, he adapted quickly and wore the opposition
player like a glove.
Edward Hill. Chilly was a reliable defender for the team. He commanded the backline each week and helped the
team rebound the ball into the forward line. His football IQ was impressive, and he was sorely missed when he had
to leave us for the snow. Chilly was very coachable and a valuable team leader.
Tom Hucker. Huckz continued to improve and adapted to the different challenges thrown at him throughout the
season. At the start of the season Huckz was dangerous up forward, he wasn't afraid to take an overhead mark no
matter who he was competing against. But Huckz soon had to switch roles and when moved into the backline, he
lead from the front with his fierce tackling pressure. He helped rebound the ball into the forward line and always
did what was best for the team.

Mitch Begley. Mitch kicked the most
goals in the team this season and is the
Eddy Betts of the team. Mitch always
knew where the ball was going to go and
often looked for a cheeky crumb goal
when the ball was brought to ground in
the forward line. Mitch is a great footballer and was a pleasure to coach. If he can
work on his hand placement when kicking
the football, he will improve even more in
the coming years.
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Charles Gray. Charles provided run and carry along the wing all season. He began to create space and switch up
the play as his football IQ improved tremendously. Charles was very dedicated to his footy this season and this dedication became evident as his kicking skills continued to improve each week. Charles will grow into a very strong
footballer if he maintains this dedication and works on his left foot.
Harry Cohen. Harry was a great team player. He often put his body on the line for his teammates and continually
applied tackling pressure in the backline. Harry was quick to take off and take the game on when he had the football in his hands, providing run and carry for the team. If Harry continues to take the game on he will progress even
further as a footballer.
Ed Strauss. Ed was as tough as nails all season. He was often placed in the centre and the backline. When placed
in the centre Ed used his physicality to help our midfielders dominate the contest and when thrown into the backline he led from the front, using his football IQ to move the ball and take some fantastic overhead marks.
Kip Scarborough . Kip began to dominate games more and more as the season progressed. His commitment to
his fitness paid dividends as towards the end of the season he worked with Oscar to dominate the ruck contest. Kip
was also a very versatile player, he was impressive overhead, whether it was in the backline or the forward line. I'd
like to commend Kip for the way he has approached his football, he was a pleasure to coach.
Hamish Crawshay. Hamish has a strong overhead mark and often worked hard in defence to hold up the play in
order for teammates to get back and help out, which saved multiple goals. Hamish used his strong marking ability
up forward, and the opposition teams often found him difficult to defend. If Hamish's confidence continues to grow
his football will grow with it as he is a talented footballer.
Ed Fox. Unfortunately, we lost Foxy due to injury for most of the season. Foxy has great foot skills and football
IQ, as he was able to read the play before the opposition on many occasions. Foxy developed into a handy half back
who could play forward and sneak a few goals if needed.
Oscar Ashworth. Oscar has become one of the most dominant rucks in the competition. Using some of the skills
he has developed from other sports, he was able to use his deft touch to give our midfielders first use of the footy.
It was extremely pleasing to see his overhead marking as well as his kicking rapidly improve.
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Alexander Roberts. Robbo was much loved by all his teammates. This was mainly due to the fact that whenever
the game was on the line, he would always make sure he did all the small 1%ers such as shepherds and smothers,
to give them the best opportunity to win. Robbo approached each game with the right mentality and always kept
the ball in front of him when clearing it out of the backline.
Tiger Robenstone. We were extremely pleased with Tiger as he continually adapted to each role we asked of
him. Often, we would switch Tiger from down back to the ruck and sometimes even up forward. His game improved out of sight in the last few weeks of the season when greater responsibility was placed upon him. As Tigers
confidence develops, his football will continue to follow.
Alex Bruce. Brucey was often given the tough task of playing down back on the oppositions small forwards.
Brucey showed his extreme resilience and heart, regardless of the score board and was a genuine team player
throughout the season.
Ned Cox .Ned was extremely dedicated in training with both the coaches impressed with how far his kicking has
improved. The standout part of Ned’s game throughout the season was that, regardless of whether he was in defence of attack his tackling pressure was immense as he was pivotal in holding up the play or creating a turnover
when this was needed.
Lachie Fortey. Unfortunately for the Newtons we lost Lachie halfway through the season. Lachie was sorely
missed as he was a key aspect of our defence who helped create a link with our midfielders and often started our
forward momentum out of our backline. In Lachie’s last few games with us, he began to read the play and start to
understand how the opposition were going to try and bring the football into their forward line. This was impressive
to see.
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COACH’S REPORT
Wow what a season the U12 golden girls have had, plenty of highs and plenty of lows with injury and defeat along
the way, which ironically set us up for success in the end. With a large squad of 25 girls including 8 first year players
it was going to be a tough ask to make it into the finals this year. Not only did we make it into finals we won the
grand final against a very strong Fitzroy side that were clear premiership favourites.
To think we considered relegating the girls to a lower level at the start of the season and they up and win the top
division is really remarkable. It really is amazing what a great attitude and best effort can achieve on any given day.
I have thoroughly enjoyed coaching such a vivacious and gorgeous group of girls this season, I just love their enthusiasm for the game, not forgetting the all-important social aspect footy brings with it as well! A successful season is
only possible due to the great support you have around you and what a support group we had. Thanks to our assistant coach Russell Johnstone who has brought great knowledge and experience to our team this season. Thank you
for your endless energy, I have thoroughly enjoyed the journey this season Russ. Nat Simmance our team manager
is one of the best in the business, your attention to detail Nat and your can-do attitude to organise us every week
has been impeccable, and we are so appreciative of your support. Kate Cowlishaw our trainer extraordinaire, thank
you for bringing such professionalism to our side. Your assessment and treatment of the girls when they are injured
and vulnerable has been such a reassurance to all of us, we know that our girls are in the best of care with you so
thanks so much for all that you have given to the team this season. Brendan thanks so much for being our specialist
trainer on Friday nights, your experience in teaching the girls such a variety of skills and drills really gave them an
incredible football foundation to grow with. Also, a very big thank you to the parent group for your amazing support of us and your girls, 2018 was such a successful season due to you all being so involved and supporting the decisions we made. It was no easy task having 25 girls in the squad and only 16 girls able to take the field each week.
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To have a squad that was so diverse in their skills with some girls having already played 5 seasons to girls who had
never really kicked a football was challenging. We have tried our best to be as inclusive as we could be and have
the best possible outcome for your girls each week. Here’s to back to back premierships for our girls in 2019. Go
Gladiators!

Larnie Morrison

COACH’S PLAYER REVIEW
Sasha Dickson - The first year rising star, what a season you have had Sash. You brought to our team such speed
and determination. You could run all day long, continuing to provide us with such depth in our team. We have
loved having you in our team and were so disappointed to see you injured this season. We know you will be back in
2019 bigger and better than 2018 if that's at all possible. You are our smiling assassin that is for sure and a delight
to coach.

Zara Moore - What a fantastic season you have had Zara you should be incredibly proud. You have a natural
sporting talent, your running game and hand eye coordination is one of the best in our team. You are so versatile in
any position we play you in and your tough exterior fooled your opponents but we know the real Zara and her shy
and very kind heart.
Jaime Tucker - Jaime hands down you are the most improved player in our side this year. You are a natural defender and it didn’t matter if we put you in the mid you just naturally gravitated back to your natural defensive play. Not
only do you have great skills you have a thirst for knowledge about the intricacies of the game and you use these to
yours and your team’s advantage. Well done to you on a cracking season.
Alexander Louie - Xannie your mum and dad's love of team sport has definitely rubbed off on you, as you are such
a team player and so willing to learn what was on offer at each practice session and implement it on game day.
That look of pure self-satisfaction on your face when you kicked the first goal in the grand final melted our hearts.
You have great speed Xan and incredible ball interception skills that will take you a long way in your sporting pursuits.
Zoe Kritikides - Zoe it makes me smile just thinking about what to write about you, you have such spunk about you
and this transpires into how you play the game .You put your very own stamp on how you play the game, you are
not a hard at the ball kind of girl but one that uses your quick feet and low centre of gravity to put you in great position to dispose of the ball. You bring a great energy to our team, well done to a very consistent season.
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Laura Talbot Laura or should we say Pearl which is your new alias football name the girls have created for you! I
distinctly remember you on your first training session you had such a nervous but excitable energy that was so palpable. Your witty personality and straight talking gave you instant acceptance as a first year player into the team.
To be honest when I saw you kick the ball I knew we had our work cut out to get you up to speed and to your credit
you never gave up and just embraced it. You took that oval frustrating object and somewhat tamed it with your
spirit to improve. You are hard at the ball and a natural defender and you have been such an asset to our team on
and off the field Pearl!
Polly McHarg- You are a ripper Polly with personality galore. You have combined your love of theatre into your
football skills and I have no doubt you will make it to the big screen one day playing the part of the remarkable story of women's AFL. Maybe you could also direct and produce it and have the rough looking bunch of Gladiator Girls
starring alongside of you! Not a week would go by when Kate Cowlishaw would say to me "geez that Polly is
tough". I would look horrified at Kate and say "do you think she should come off?" as Polly is sneaking her second
goal for the day, a bit late for that Larns! As a first year player you have excelled all of our expectations of you. Always endeavouring to be first to the ball and hard at it with your team mates at the forefront of your thoughts.
Claudia Graham - Yet another success story as a first year player on our team. You really had a desire to learn and
give it a go which we all admired in you Claude. You have a lovely demeanour about you and are such a quiet
achiever. You should be really proud of your efforts and the improvements you have made this year. You melted
our heart when we shared our facts that nobody really knew about us to help strengthen our team bond. You announced that "I am one of 4 girls and I have a disabled sister which I am so proud of". We are certainly very proud
of you and the impact you have had on the team this year.
Alice Gunn- What a burst of energy you bring to our team Alice. You have great speed and agility with your distinct
golden ponytail a dead give-away in amongst the bottom of the packs desperate for the ball. You are so versatile in
the positions you can play and I would label you as an incredible all-rounder. Always keen for a challenge with the
competitive spirit definitely running thru your veins. Your contribution to the team this year has been remarkable
and we really missed your presence in finals and were so very disappointed for you not to physically compete. Your
encouragement and presence on the sidelines was certainly a big driver for us all. Thank you also to your mum and
dad for sponsoring our team this season, their contribution to the team through sponsorship was invaluable.
Sienna Richards - Sienna you bring such a great flare to the game and have gained much confidence throughout the
year. You always have a smile on your face and you read the play so well. Your hunger to learn and improve is
strong and I have no doubt your footy will continue to develop and your game will just get stronger and stronger
every season.
Eliza Angus - You are a typical 3rd child Eliza, you are bold and go in hard and think about the consequences later!
You have the best laugh which is more of a chuckle that brings out your mischievous side. You combine your cheerleading skills with football to your advantage and I am just waiting for the day when you can tuck that ball under
your arm and do a one handed cartwheel towards the goal and convert it to 6 points. You should be really proud of
your improvement this year Liza and the impact you have had on the team. Well done on a great season.
Hatty O'Keeffe - Hatty our little pocket rocket! What you lack in height Hat you make up for in ability and skill. Out
on the wing and back pocket are my preferred positions for you which demonstrates what a versatile player you
are. You have a smile that lights up our change rooms especially when you are receiving your many praises for your
great efforts. You give your opponents a false sense when your small frame takes the field but BAM are they on the
back foot when you take off. We love your 2nd and 3rd efforts Hat and your ability to just chip away at it. Your experience is shining thru with a couple of seasons of footy under your belt now. You are such an asset to our team
Hat and one of the many fantastic contributors that allowed us to play finals footy.
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Holly Adler - Holly your skills have improved out of sight this year. Your best attribute is your running game and
when you can get the ball into the clear you are a force to be reckoned with bringing that ball into our attacking
zone. We fear that you may not come back next year after your dad Jamie being our runner in the finals and the
pressure we put him under! Please don't let that deter you! You have such a happy go lucky nature which brings
with it calmness amongst your team mates. Thanks for your contribution to the team this year it's easy to see that
you have loved your footy and this has led to a successful season for you.
Maggie Mahony - Mags what a great season you have had, we know how much you love your footy and that has
encouraged Dad and I to put up our hands and help out at the footy club over the last couple of years. We have you
to thank for the enjoyment we have had in helping your team grow and progress. You have formed what will be
lifelong friendships at the Gladiators and learned great life lessons already and this is one of the reasons we are so
encouraging for you, Greta and Alby to play a team sport like we did growing up and still play now, as the benefits
are priceless. May you continue to grow and develop as a player and continue to be as hungry in life as you are for
the football.
Annie Seymour - Annie your transformation in body, growth and attitude has been off the chart this season. You
are a born leader and growing up in a football loving family you never stood a chance but not to love or play the
game! You have led by example this season and provided the encouragement and advice that many of our new
players needed to hear. Giving a 110% you were instrumental in finals this year and 2 goals in the grand final was
icing on the cake. Well done to you on a great season.
Ollie Mclean - Ollie the hustler which means "a state of great activity", I think this pretty much sums you up Ollie.
You are proud and passionate about your footy and just love to play on when the footy is in your hands. You finished the season off strong and you were the number one goal sneak for us this year. You doubt yourself at times
like we all do but stay true to your natural instincts and let your footy do the talking when it comes to taking on
your opponents. You are the team firecracker Ol and were instrumental in firing us all up in finals.
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Abby Levin - Abby what an attribute you have been to our team, not only in terms of height but in terms of enthusiasm and determination. You wear your heart on your sleeve; what's not to love about that. Every week you just
gave it your best, what you lacked in skill being a first year player you made up for in sheer determination. You
should be beyond proud of your efforts and your contribution to the team this year. Your skill level has gone thru
the roof since you first started at the club and you are such a force and powerhouse in the ruck for us. Awesome
work Abby.
Arabella Spraggett - Bels your skills have really improved this season and you have developed into such a great
player that provides confidence to your team mates in so many varied positions. Your defensive skills are your biggest attributes and your running game continues to improve. Your best game was in the grand final where you
stepped up and played with such confidence. We have loved having you as part of the team this season Bels and
the respect you have shown to us coaches and your team mates is really impressive.
Holly McGee - Holly what a surprise packet you have been in an incredibly positive way. You have chipped away on
your skills and been a sponge at training improving your skills weekly, the transformation has been incredible. I
would love to have some footage to show you how far you have progressed from your first training up to now.
Those tackling bag drills have really paid off for you Holly and I have been in awe of your boldness going in for the
ball in defence. Well done to a great season and thank for your contributions towards a stellar year.
Zoe Cowlishaw - Zoe you continue to amaze us with your enthusiasm for the game, your best attribute is by far
your tackling and the way you stick out your glutes, a girl’s best attribute when it comes to taking on your opponents. You also have a thirst for the game’s knowledge and really do listen to our comments at training always tyring your best to replicate it. I just love how much of a team player you are, when it comes to shepherding you are a
standout at this with your arms always out protecting your team mates. We loved hearing about your team building fact of becoming an ice-cream maker entrepreneur, I have absolutely no doubt you will achieve what you set
your mind to.
Imogen McCulloch - "G" our power house forward and goal extraordinaire. Your skills and strength have been such
an attribute to our team this year and your genuine love of the game is obvious in your body language. You train
hard and you play like you train with determination and a winning mindset. You are a great leader and always have
such constructive feedback for us as coaches and your teammates. We love your work ethic on the field G and your
sportsmanship.
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Chloe Johnstone- Thanks for your contribution to the team this year Chloe, your strength and use of your body allowed us to play you in attack and in defence which is such an attribute. You are very composed on the footy field
and you do use your knowledge to the team’s advantage. It's clear to see that your mum and dad’s knowledge and
love of the game has rubbed off on you and your work ethic on the field is really commendable. You are such a
team player Chloe and your improvement throughout the season was obvious. We were so disappointed for you to
sustain an injury that put a hold on your footy. Upwards and onwards to 2019 Chloe.
Pippa Reid - Pippa what a season you had this year, unfortunately is was cut way too short by an injury and much
to yours and our disappointment it sidelined you for far longer than we imagined. You have an incredible spirit Pip
and turning up to our games to support your team every week was so encouraging for us all. You should be so
proud of the way you have conducted yourself as this injury has provided you with resilience that you probably
would not have known you had, so something very positive to take away from the negative experience. You have
great footy skills and your running game was a real contributor to own team’s success. 2019 is so your season!
Bella Wilson - Often we refer to you as the queen of tackles, you have such a solid game Bels and you are so very
versatile that we have absolute confidence in any position we play you in. You always give it your best in such a no
fuss manner and just get the job done. This has been your best season by far and you have matured into such a
great player. Your knees have given you such grief this season with the incredible amount of growth you have experienced but your resilience allowed you to soldier on. You have been such a great leader and mentor this season
Bels and should be very proud of your success this season.
Cassie Jennings - A solid performance from you this season Cass, being a first year player you have shown great
determination to master the skills of kicking and learning the flow of the game. We have really enjoyed your team
spirit and the fact that you have had your fair share of setbacks with injury and illness has made it a tough season
for you to really hit your stride. I have no doubt that your season in 2019 will see you develop in confidence. Thanks
for your contribution to the team this year, we have loved coaching you.
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COACHES REPORT:

As first year coaches, we both had the absolute pleasure of coaching a highly skilled team as this one. We
started off the year really strong, we were still getting to know the boys so we played the first couple of
games with what they already knew from the previous year and taught them various all-round skills and
game plans. We were really impressed with their attitude, skill and knowledge going into the season and
throughout. We lost some games that we should have won this season, but everyone came to training
because they knew that there was room for improvement and we worked and those exact things. This
being the first year coaching we were exhilarated when the siren went at the end of the game, the boys
worked so hard over the season and 100% deserved every bit of it. We have both got to know each and
every player really well and learnt so much from them and David King our mentor who was spectacular to
have in our first year, the experience of coaching has made us both better coaches and we are strongly
constraining coaching for years to come.

Max Pinchbeck and Tom Hill
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PLAYER REVIEWS:
Matt Redenbach. Matt had an outstanding year. Playing with a new side was hard at the start but he was greeted by his new teammates very quickly and earned respect straight away. Matt was seen as a leader. His voice on
and off the field was excellent to see. Matt’s skills on both left and right is amazing and his leap to fly for a mark his
huge.
Tom Wenzel. Tom was outstanding this year. He grew as a player and as a leader with his voice in the backline
and from taking a mark with one hand, he is now taking a mark with two hands which is great to see. Tom is the
best intercept marker the league has ever seen. Tom is a very reliable player and wish him all the best.
Benjamin Pritchard. Benji grew as a player which was great to see from a coach’s point of view. His kicking skills
developed throughout the year and Benji was backing himself to take a mark. He was a pleasure to coach this season and can’t wait to see him become a better footballer.
Max King. Max is a pleasure to coach and had a fantastic season. His attitude towards the team is always positive
and is enthusiastic about all aspects of the team. Max’s skills and knowledge is outstanding and he uses them to
help the other team mates when they need help. Max’s effort to scoop the ball and kick on the run is very impressive.
Ethan Karamitos. Ethan was a small and dangerous little player in the forward line. Ethan’s forward pressure was
outstanding to watch. From the start of the year, he couldn’t hit targets like how he can now. His run and intent for
the footy was unbelievable and will always give you his best effort.
Tom Kellock. Tom was one of our smallest players but that didn’t matter because he would always put 100%
effort into each game. It was very amusing to see Tom “ankle break” players nearly every game because his ball use
was very silk. His tackling and speed was outstanding to watch.
Will Hansen. Will did very well this season listing to the coaches and doing the best he could. He is a smart footy
player and has the footy brain when playing in the games. Will is a silent but deadly player when it comes to footy
and to see his skills improve out of sight was excellent to see. Will would give 110% each game.
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Nick Perry. Nick played every game this year and it was shown on the field that he was unbelievable at everything he did. Nick played forward and midfield throughout the year and was very dangerous. Nick kicked some
cracking goals near the boundary line and that got both coaches out of their seat and was always setting up goals.
Joe Williamson. Joe was a key lockdown defender this year. He would never let his man out of his sight and
would always do the best for the team. His voice on the field was great to see and everyone listened to him. Joe’s
skills improved with taking some great marks in the games.
Franky Cuscuna. Franky had a marvellous season playing forward and back this year. We would always have him
one out in the forward line to make his defender feel dangerous and he would do so. Franky took some high flying
pack marks and kicked some ripper goals and both coaches were very happy with his improvement this year.
Aido Stewart. Aido has played some outstanding games this year, using his speed and agility to score many goals
down in the forward line. Some of the goals Aido has scored this year have left the coaches and parents on the
sideline speechless. Aido is very much a team player and the team values that highly.
Tom Conroy. Tom’s dedication to the team is always there. Tom is a great boy to coach and always puts in 100% in
at training. He has shown us that he is the hard man on the field always at the bottom of the pack fighting for the
ball. His tackle count this year was phenomenal.
Elijah Brown. Eli’s season was perfect. His ability to hit up a target and during training and game day was awesome.
Eli would fly for every mark and he would take them right on the chest. His tackling pressure was very good in the
backline and forward line. Eli always wants to give his absolute best for the team.
Alec Iser. Alec was one of the players both coaches saw as a player who developed the most this season. Alec
would always give 100% to every match and training. His skills grew every training session and during the game, it
showed. Alec was our back up ruckman and he would do a marvellous job at it. Alec’s tackling and marking was incredible to watch at the end of the season.
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Xavier McDonald. Xavier was one of our fastest players and was very dangerous on the wing. Whenever he had
the footy, the coaches just told him to run which Xavier did and no one could stop him. Xavier’s skills improved this
year with his kicking and fight for the footy.
Raphael Buxton. Raph was a team player. His skills from the start of the season were okay but now, he can show
he can use the footy so well. He would always keep the ball in front of him and his body work was excellent.

William O’Brien. Obi is a great kid to coach, he is always listening to the coaches when we are speaking whether
its game day or at training. We as coaches are very impressed with how much Obi has improved his skills during the
course of this year. He is always coming up to us after training and asking what he can improve on and he makes
sure that next training that he can work on those skills, as a coach’s point of view this is very impressive.
Jonty Iser. Jonty unfortunately broke his arm and missed the first few weeks of the year but when he started
playing with the team again, he would always do his absolute best for the team. Jonty would play backline throughout the season and would never let his man touch the footy. He would also be another back up ruckman and we
would win some important clearances due to his rucking ability.
William Genovese. Billy G has grown as a quality player this year. His skills with the footy have developed rapidly
throughout the year and with his thumping left foot, he would be hard to stop of the half-back line. Billy’s run and
carry with the footy was exceptional to see and this helped out our team a lot.
Henry Longbottom. Henry was always switched on at training and during game day, he was always pumped. At
training, he would always ask questions and do his best of the ability. His fight for the footy was there and used his
voice on the field very well.
Quinn McKay. As our only main ruckman, Quinn had an exceptional year with learning new skills and becoming
the best ruckman in the U12. He was seen as a leader to his teammates and the coaches who also saw him as an
outstanding leader. Quinn has been an absolute pleasure to coach this year and we wish him all the best with his
future in his footy career.
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Thanks also to:
Jason Perry, from Premier Commercial who generously offered to sponsor our team. What a year it was…..many
thanks Jase!!
Kate Perry, our trusted and reliable trainer week in and week out
Angus McKay, our trusty game day runner each game
David Iser, our weekly reliable goal umpire extraordinaire
Paul Conroy, our dedicated boundary umpire
Tracey Mansfield, who assisted the umpires each week as umpire escort on and off the ground
Mark Wenzel and Jason Perry as our loyal water carriers each game
Lou King as team manager

And thanks to all the parents, undertaking weekly tasks allocated to them without complaint. You all helped whenever asked and offered to help when you weren’t asked. You made my job very easy so thanks very much!!
Our season would not have been possible without the dedication of our coaches, Max and Tom, who were always
encouraging and teaching the boys to be better footballers. Their first year of coaching was all about having fun,
making friends, improving their skills and of course a win was always pleasing. Their passion, enthusiasm, commitment and genuine interest was getting the best out of the boys. This led to a successful season and winning a Grand
Final!!
Thanks to the 21 boys for a great year…..to win a Grand Final was a great way to finish a fun and successful year
with a great bunch of boys. Well done boys!!
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 50 GAME PLAYERS!
William Genovese
Will Hansen
Xavier McDonald
Tom Kellock
Benjamin Pritchard
Henry Longbottom
Raphael Buxton
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TEAM REPORT
It was a big build up to the season with rounding up numbers to field two u13 teams and then the rigorous and difficult
process of selecting the teams which carried on up until round 5.

We commenced in brown division and had a close win against Hawthorn Citzs who had beaten us in a practice game previously. We then had some strong performances the following 3 weeks and were 4 from 4 so were put up into the Gold
division. By this time the boys were grasping certain structures and roles which then held us in good stead for some
tough opponents in Gold.
We had some very good wins against quality opposition sneaking home against Kew/Greythorn and Ivanhoe by under a
goal. The boys were playing some very smart football at this stage and regardless if we were winning or losing they did us
proud with their endeavour, pressure, tackling and compliance to the game plan. In games and during training we balanced their development both with skills and game knowledge with a laugh and some fun competitive drills which the
boys thrived on.

A massive thank you to the team manager Braeden who did a great job and also o the 3 assistant coaches in Gerald, Richard and Scott. Also a big pat on the back to Rohan who rarely missed a training session, who was our runner and was all a
good positive influence on the boys.Thanks to the parents who were a great support to the boys and coaches and last
but not least to the fantastic young men in the team who were courteous, thankful and just a joy to coach.
The sponsorship by the Bertalli family business Patterson Cheney Motors was well received and appreciated.
We gave Balwyn a big fright in the final and played some very good football so couldn’t be prouder of the group.
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PLAYER REVIEWS

Oliver Andrews - A true backman who competed hard in his one on one battles, no fuss just got the job done.
Strong in the air and on the ground and played as a backman should by do the basics well consistently.
Ollie Badr - Very skilful, good speed and endurance and a smart footy brain allowed him to dominate games. Very
strong in the air or on the ground , a good decision maker and ability to use both sides of his body with a desire to
effect the outcome of games made him a very difficult player for the opposition to nullify. Followed instructions
really well and was a real leader both on and off the field especially pregame warm-ups!
Joey Bartelli - A big improver throughout preseason and in season with his ability to straight line the ball and keep
it in front and a desire to stay stronger over the ball for longer. His skills continue to improve on both sides of his
body as does he overhead marking.
Ned Betts - Played predominately as a back all season due to our teams needs but could have quite easily gone to a
wing or forward and had some really good impact. With his speed, endurance, discipline and skill Ned can become
a very good player. Spoilt really well on many occasions which shows he is a real team player.
Kane Emery - A real live wire with explosive pace and ability to exit contests either right or left due to strong skills
on both sides. His run and carry with ball in hand broke the lines and really setup some great passages of play. Also
very smart around goals.
Liam Greening - Has good pace and reads the game quite well. He contributed best when he worked hard to be
strong in contests both in the air and on the ground. Showed some elevated capability at the end of the season
when it counted against strong opposition.
Sean Griffiths - Great to have Sean as part of the team even though due to schooling/travel he found it hard to get
to training. Shows great leadership and voice and is a fierce competitor who has very good skills and a footy brain.
Played key back or forward and always got the job done.
Archie Gough - Very reliable, hard at the contest and rarely beaten. Played mainly as a backman with stints on the
wing and was always a strong contributor. A delight to coach.
Ben Hill - A lot was asked on Ben being our tallest player and played key position forward and back and also in the
ruck. His speed, leap and agility were a real weapon for us and he competed really strongly and was a catalyst for
our strong end to the season. Started to understand the game better as the year went on which helped him assert
himself on games.
Charlie Hume - Very strong when at the contest both on the ground and in the air and uses the ball well. Was hampered for some of the season in his ability to cover the ground due to carrying an injury, but when his work rate
was up as it was the last 6 weeks of the season he stood out with his efforts. If he concentrates and works on his
fitness he has a big future ahead in footy.
Jackson Jamieson - Played in the backline and always compete hard while giving us some drive from defence. Executed some wonderful spoils and as the season went on his marking and run and carry kept improving.
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Joseph Klotz - Played both forward and back in many games and adapted to each role and what was expected in
those roles really well. Always competed hard kicked some crucial goals and also defend well when back.
Cooper Lord - Great footy brain, excellent skills on both side of his body by hand and foot and willingness to understand and execute certain roles asked of him made him the ultimate team player. His consistency and work rate
were first class with many of his efforts going unnoticed as they were the sacrificial acts that he does consistently.

Alex Marro - Took on most of the ruck duties for a big part of the season and his competitive nature and strength
really shone out. Against taller opponents he battled hard, never gave up. Restricted with injury in games and with
training at the back end of the season didn’t help his fitness but still soldiered on and competed hard.
Nicholas Oakley - His speed and ability to read the game allowed Nick to be proactive when playing in defence and
to create drive when playing on the wing. Very good at setting up the correct structure at stoppages which allowed
him to defend or attack in equal parts. A strong finish to the season.
Aaron O’Hara - Came into the side after about 4 rounds and really helped us with his strength around packs. He
played well as a backman and also on ball with some big tasks against some of the opposition better players. Never
backed down from a challenge and his strong competitiveness allowed him to fight games out to the end.
Alex Shears-Jones - Played in the ruck and forward for most of the season and went to full back in the last few
weeks and final. Always gave his best, competed hard and never complained about what role he was asked to play.
Did a great job at full back on some tough opponents to finish the season in style.
Jackson Smith -Took some time to find his feet and believe in himself after cementing his place in the Gold team
after round 5. When he did work hard at training and back himself in games he got the results that he would have
been happy with as l was in the back end of the season and the final. He halved contests, ran hard and used the ball
well at the end of the season.
Ben Sutherland- Had a strong season mainly on the wing with some stints in the backline. Wherever he plays he
was more than reliable winning his battles against his opponent more often than not and rarely put a foot wrong.
Has good skills on both sides of his body.
Tom Watson – Tommy played his role as mainly a small pressure forward with occasional stints in the backline. Followed instructions really well, tried his hardest, kicked a couple of crucial goals late in the season and his pressure
helped create other goal opportunities.
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COACH’S REPORT— Julian Daffy
In the 2018 season the Under 13’s Gnatts had what could only be described as a “roller coaster of a season” with
some amazingly hard fought wins over Hawthorn Citizens, Parkside, Ivanhoe and Park Orchards. However, it was
our final round encounter against top placed North Brunswick that was the highlight of the season, with a “come
from behind” victory to finish the season.
The awards for the season are:
BEST “ONE ON ONE” DEFENDER – Lachie Brown. When playing deep in defence, Lachie saved multiple goals. His
ability to read the play and sum up the situation was sensational and this enabled him to adapt quicker than his
opponents and win the “one on one contests” on most occasions.
MOST EXCITING PLAYER – Kyle Grieve. A new player to the club this season, Kyle could easily have also won the
“Most Fun at Training” award. Kyle lifted the team at training with his infectious and fun loving attitude. Kyle is
also a “lethal” player when he has the ball in hand and he used his best attributes, pace and skill, to create many
forward opportunities.
MOST VERSATILE – Finn Bromell is the sort of player that every coach loves. Put him forward and he will kick a
goal. Put him back and he will dominate the air. Put him in the midfield and he will set up play time and time again.
Finn developed a fantastic ability to change his game depending on the needs of the team and he was one of the
most valuable players this season. 7 GOALS
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MOST ATTACKING AT THE FOOTY – Hamish Wilkinson set the standard in terms of his physical attack at the football. On countless occasions, Hamish crashed into the packs and his opponents and his appetite for the contest was
first class.
BEST MARKING PLAYER – Tom Handbury. With one of the safest pair of hands in the league, Tom took multiple
marks each game and was always creative with the football. He also showed great leadership and commitment to
the team by taking on the key defensive roles most weeks.
BEST TEAM MAN - Oli Maughan. Oli had a great year in 2018, with significant improvement in every aspect of his
game. He always gave his best effort and was rarely beaten by his opponent. His tackling and second efforts at the
contest enabled his to impact more and more each game.
COACHES AWARD – Henry Elliott. Henry threatened to take apart some games and we were waiting for that
breakout game up forward. Once we realised that he has excellent kicking skills we used him more on the wing and
this enabled him to get much more of the footy.
HARDEST PLAYER – Campbell Findlay. Always prepared to take on any opponent, be they big or small, Campbell
dished out massive tackles all season. His running and pack work was exceptional. We started the season with him
in key defensive spots, but eventually we needed his hardness at the footy, where the action was and he worked
his way into the midfield.
MOST CONSISTANT PLAYER – Kristian Toraki. One of our hardest running players, Kristian constantly put himself
into the contest. Each week he was exceptional with his ability to find the footy then distribute it with precision.
He maintained this high standard all year.
BEST INSIDE MIDFIELDER – Sammy Heine. Sammy could have also got the award for the best “Don’t Argue” or even
the “Best Tackle”, but that would be underselling how good his season was. Sam has developed his game enormously to evolve from a “Stay at Home” forward to a powerful inside midfielder. His ability to handball whilst being tackled is sensational and he was the catalyst for the team’s late season improvement.
MOST ATTACKING DEFENDER – Archie Collopy. All season we urged the boys to be attacking with their footy and
Archie was the personification of this mentality. At every opportunity, Archie was prepared to back himself and
take on his opponents. He also demonstrated his incredible pace over the ground to save many goals.
MOST DETERMINED – Noah Holuigue. When it was game time, Noah always focussed and he consistently delivered
some awesome football. His work in the stoppages was sensational and his tackling and chasing always kept our
opponents worried. Noah also managed some great defensive spoils throughout the season and became a really
important part of our midfield.
MOST IMPROVED – Oli Williams. After sitting out the 2017 season, Oli came into the team unsure of how he would
go. Each week, as his confidence grew, his impact on the game also improved. He started to crash the packs, dominated the ruck contests and also got plenty of the footy around the ground.
BEST REBOUNDING DEFENDER – Louis Cox. One of our best kicks of the footy, Louis flourished this season when
thrown into the backline. Often beating much bigger opponents in the air, Louis developed into an attacking and
rebounding defender. His ability to set up play from defence was critical in our wins against Park Orchards and
North Brunswick.
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BEST FIRST YEAR PLAYER – Mikey Beaton-Wells. When we needed a lift in the midfield, Mikey would always step up
and have a vital possession or lay an important tackle. His running and skill level was already at a great level when
he joined the team, but his improvement throughout the season was massive.

FIFTH BEST AND FAIREST – Kyan Daffy. In terms of growth and improvement in their game, few players can match
what Kyan has achieved this season. His appetite for laying big tackles is enormous and he was rewarded with
more holding the ball decisions than any
other player. His ruckwork and pack
marking also became significant weapons
for the team.

FOURTH BEST AND FAIREST – Spencer
Hunter. Considering that Spencer missed
a few games due to injury this season, to
still come fourth in the B&F was a sensational result. Spencer is one of the most
creative and crafty players in the league
and his quick thinking work in the forward line helped him create many of our
goals this year. 12 GOALS

THIRD BEST AND FAIREST – Leo Agacy. Hard working and creative is the best description of Leo’s game. He always
worked himself into the ground by running as much as he could, but it was the way he evaded tackles and delivered
the footy that elevated his game this season from good to great.
JOINT BEST AND FAIREST – Zac Dunphy. Initially played as a key position player, we soon realised that Zac had
more to offer the team than just being a big body. He became one of our on field generals and played predominantly as a midfielder throughout the course of the season. As the year progressed he covered more ground and
he had more impact each week.
JOINT BEST AND FAIREST – Harry McCorkell. Harry
was our highest scoring player this season and his
goal in the dying seconds against North Brunswick
was breathtaking. Harry also was one of the hardest
working players, often running the length of the
ground to create play and help his team mates. 22
GOALS
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Sarah Heine also needs to be recognised for her marvellous effort all season. Not only was she the driving force
behind the creation of the second team, but she also became the Team Manager when we needed her. The dedication to the club and the boys that Sarah shows each week is a shining example of what the GIJFC stands for.
Wizz Fizz was the team sponsor this year and they should be thanked for their generous support.
When we hadn’t won a game for what seemed like an eternity, the boys always came to training with a positive
and fun attitude. It was a delight and privilege to be involved with this group of young men and they deserve every
accolade and compliment that they receive for what was a fantastic season.

Team Managers Report—Sarah Heine
Having been a trainer for a number of seasons this year I moved into the role of Team Manager, and I have loved it!
Yes it’s a big job, but the U13 Gnatt’s are a great group of boys who have grown and developed so much over this
season, and the parent group has been so supportive of the boys and of me, willing to lend a hand at the last minute whenever required.
I am so proud to have been part of this team, the boys have worked hard, maintained their focus, and most of all
had a LOT of fun across 15 weeks of football. Beyond a doubt the season highlight was round 15, when we played
the division leaders North Brunswick for the third time. They are a tough opponent with some very strong bodies,
and we went into the game with only 14 of our regular players. Ably assisted by Jackson Smith and Jo Klotz from
the Hangers, our boys put on an amazing display of ‘never say die’ footy, coming away 2 point winners – just awesome boys!!
I think that everyone in the Gnatt group would agree that the great season our boys have had can largely be
attributed to the fantastic coaching the boys have received from Julian. He has provided the boys with enormous
encouragement and motivation, and been a magnificent role model for hard fair play. Julian has always kept a calm
head, stayed focused on the boys, and helped each of them to develop their confidence and game skills. Thank you
Julian, and bring on season 2019!
Milestone Games

Kyan Daffy 50

Sam Heine 50

Kristian Toracki 50
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COACH’S REPORT
22 girls, 16 on a field, 2 coaches, one team. For a team who had never played as a team before, the girls did not
show a moment of weakness. They worked together through defeat and victory to fight their way into finals where
they earnt their place in 3rd. Every week the girls brought everything to the game, they brought the new skills from
training, the old skills from last season and the skills from their homework.
This season wouldn’t have been possible without some of the fabulous people behind the scenes. I would like to
thank David Wilson our assistant coach for allowing me to steal his coaching position and help to teach me the
ropes of coaching. Emma Green and Anna Wilson for keeping all the parents and myself organised. I want to extend
a big thank you to our sponsor Preston Green Wilson & Co. Last but not least, I want to thank the parents for
getting the girls to and from training and games, for filling the needed positions, for putting up with me when I
made the girls stay later after training and for allowing them to be a part of girl’s football.
As a first-time coach I was very nervous to starting my coaching career this season. Yet, everyone has made it such
a wonderful experience. It has been wonderful having the opportunity to work with the coaches and most importantly the girls. It has been wonderful getting to know you all and watching you develop as individual and as a
team. I wish you the best of luck for the years to come and I can’t wait to see what happens.

Ines McKay
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PLAYER REVIEWS
Indy Adler – Indy is a well-rounded player who was always happy to play in both the forward line and the back line.
She was reliable and a great leader for all the new girls both on and off the field. Indy always offered a new perspective and a valuable opinion when attacking a problem on game day.
Willow Clarke – Willow was always in at the bottom of the pack. She was quick to the ball and throughout the season we were blesses with seeing her find her feisty side emerge. Her fight was missed in the finals due to injury, but
her determination will serve her well for years to come.
Camilla Coventry – Camilla was one of the loudest people on the field and also at training. Her work ethic and love
for the sport was clearly evident when taking on feedback and asking for advice to attack a situation.
Rachel Crawford – Rachel only started playing football this season and quickly developed into a key back player.
She demonstrated great awareness of where both the ball and her player were at all times. Rachel also won the
Best and Fairest vote because week in week out she had a strong influence on the game regardless of the outcome.
Charlotte Dawson – At the start of the season Charlotte was thrown the task of being the second ruck man even
though she wasn’t the tallest in the side. Her determination to learn this new skill and keep up with the play as
both ruck man and rover was extraordinary.
Laura Flack – The heart of the defensive structures. Despite an injury part way through the season Laura responsible for saving goals from being scored. With her amazing saves and consistently accurate kickouts she led the
charges for scoring opportunities in our forward line.
Niamh Game – As a new player to the game this season Niamh has shown tremendous improvements. She has
worked hard on learning the basic skills while also gaining knowledge on the more complicated areas of the game
such as working through the midfield.
Noemie Game – Noemie took her first season of football in great spirits as she worked on improving her kick. She
was a fantastic listener and was always full of wonderful questions. She learnt to be a strong tackler who never
faced away from a challenge.
Millie Giuffrida – Millie was a smiling assassin this season. Every training or game no matter the weather she maintained her smile, both on and off the field. Her attack on the ball was instrumental in gaining possession. When she
wanted the ball there was nothing that could get in her way.
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Lucy Green – Lucy’s ruck work has developed tremendously this season. Learning how to use her body to protect
her space and listening for her rovers to tell her where to tap. Her knowledge of space helped her play strong roles
in both the midfield and in the forward line.
Olivia Howitt – Liv is an inspiration to our team. She was thrown a challenge that very few must face and had the
chance to leave football and this team behind her. Yet, she didn’t. Liv was present at most of our games and was
always a smiling face to cheer the team up after a loss. It is a pleasure to say that our team would not be the same
if it wasn’t for Liv being there.
Sophie Hume – Sophie was reliable all reason. She was always at the bottom of the contest and the first person to
lay a tackle pretty much every game. She never let her small stature limit her abilities. Leading by example when
being first to the ball and always backing up her team mates to maintain possession.
Charlotte Janson – Charlotte was a diverse player and never said no to a challenge. Whether that be working on
kicking and handballing at training or it be tackling the biggest opposition so that our team could maintain possession. She has been a valuable asset to the side this season providing her input and ideas in all areas of the competition season.
Phoebe Kellock – You couldn’t tell it was Phoebe’s first season of football. With her natural speed and agility, she
was a natural fit for the midfield. Her speed wasn’t the only thing that Phoebe excelled in. She took up the skills of
handballing and kicking very rapidly allowing her skills to be utilised in the midfield where she out ran and dodged
oncoming opponents.
Jemima McCann – All season the coaches debated whether to let Jemima play in the forward line because she had
an accurate kick and eye for finding space, or to play her defensively because she never let go of a tackle and managed to intercept those tricky balls. She provided leadership, friendship and a smile to all the new players involved
with the team this season.
Issy Mellor – Issy joined us this season a little bit tentative and nervous. However, this was quickly lost as she
gained the confidence to handball and later kick. By the end of the season Issy was in and under the play at the
bottom of the packs. She was always quick to get back up and do it all over again. Her confidence and skills with the
ball has improved drastically and will continue to with practice.
Sadie Preston – With an unfortunate start to the season we welcomed Sadie three quarters of the way through the
season. She has been an amazing addition to the forward line and she showed the team exactly what they have
been missing when she snagged a goal in her first game back.
Lauren Romanin – Lauren has developed immensely over the past four months. Her attack through the defensive
line is unrivalled. She has become a key part of our defensive line especially in the final game of the season where
she tackled 6 girls in one quarter of the game. Hopefully her tackling success gives her confidence to attack next
season the same way she attacks the ball.
Matilda Sternson – Matilda is a great playmaker. She always listens to instructions regardless of when they were
given. At the start of every quarter it is evident that she has listened and taken the advice onboard when she clearly
demonstrates everything that we have talked about working. Especially when it comes to not leaving your player.
Maddy Wilson – Maddy was a strong leader for our team. She is talented and vocal. She was always ready to give
everything a go and try 100%. Her smile always emerged when the bump and tackle bags were brought out at
training. This love of tackling will serve her well in the years to come.
Maddy W – The newest recruit to the team. Maddy joined us a little late however quickly became a major player.
With great marking abilities she became a strong centre half forward target. Her abilities which were quickly learnt
and applied lead to countless scoring opportunities for the team. The team is extremely lucky that she joined us
and not the sharks.
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Chloe Whiter – A well rounded player whom never complained where she was put on the field. Chloe was strong
through both the midfield and the forward line. Being first to the ball and snatching it out of the hands of the opposition. Her basic skills have developed tremendously and has found a new confidence.

Team Manager Report
The season started with bags, boots, training sessions, team lists, drink bottles and mud!
It was busy start for us all and game day tested our organisation and the commitment of our kids and parents. Each
time we asked someone to help out or fill a role, we received a resound 'yes! We can't thank you all enough for
making our job so easy this season. Rain, hail or sunshine everyone pitched in to make this the best season in so
many ways. A special thank you to David Coventry who did a amazing job as ‘runner’ and for the Flacks for providing snakes and oranges every week. It was also incredible to see our team pull together during the challenging
times when faced with injuries and serious ones. We are so proud of the way the girls and parents supported all
our injured players back to recovery often visiting them after hours and including them when they came to watch.
This role is a busy one yet such a rewarding one. We have loved getting to know the girls and all the great parents
in this team. It has been a pleasure to see Dave and Ines coach and watch each players confidence grow each and
every week. There is something very special about this group of girls and we will treasure this experience.

Emma Green and Anna Wilson
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COACH’S REPORT
Eagerness and excitement led to pre-season getting underway quite early this year for the u/14 Newtons, with the
team being one of the first at the club to appear on the training paddock. The boys’ commitment to making preseason training sessions was truly a testament to all players in the team and the u/14 group.
With several months of training under their belt, the boys were ready for the season to commence. With a fullstrength team, a dominant start to the season occurred. The team built fantastic chemistry with each other early and
there were promising signs in the first few weeks. Strong results against Templestowe in round one and Kew comets
in round two, had the team sitting nicely, undefeated and near the top of the ladder.
The strong start to the season would end there though, with the team picking up several injuries early in the year.
The boys battled hard over the next few rounds, with tough losses to Camberwell, Surrey Park, Hawthorn Citizens
and Ashburton dampening morale. To the boy’s credit, they showed perseverance on the field and at training and
came out each week fighting for a win. The boys would be rewarded with a terrific win over Park Orchards in the following week.
The next string of games would have mixed results for the team. With only several games remaining in the season, I
gave the boys the challenge of finishing the season strongly and enjoying every game that we played. In what was
our best period of footy, the boys looked to play with a real purpose and clear game plan. I am confident to say that
in the final stretch of the season, we really did produce some of our best footy.
This season has seen some great footy being played by both Glen Iris and our competitors. We showed that at times
we could certainly mix it with the best, however the difference being that we could not sustain our game play for
four quarters. With several losses stemming from just one poor quarter, the team were unable to place themselves
in finals contention.
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Whilst it is disappointing not to venture deep into the finals period, the way the boys conducted themselves this season, was admired by the coaching team. The attitude and commitment towards the season was exemplary and the
development of everybody’s skills was terrific to see. It has been a pleasure spending time with this group of boys
who brought enthusiasm, creativity and positivity to each game and every training session.
Thank-you to all parents who helped this season and who were brilliant in their positive support. Thanks to our sponsor, Genovese Coffee – your generous contribution to the club is much appreciated.
Thanks to Penny Cameron (Team Manager) and Nick Hart (Assistant Coach) for their tireless support throughout the
season, your help truly made the coaching job so easy.
Alex Stefanac

Henry Meggit (1): Henry is a very confident young player, and this helped him become one of the teams most important players. He loved getting in and under, putting his head over the ball and doing whatever it took to help put
the team in a winning position.
Will Hucker (2): Will proved another awesome addition to the side this season. His competitive nature and his football
intelligence allowed him to play a sweeping role off the half-back line. Will’s ability to read the play and rebound the
ball always provided us an avenue to goal. His classy skills and pace allowed him to beat opponents with ease and
played with consistency and courage each week.
Sam Bowman (4): Sam’s attitude towards this season was superb. Sam was a great utility player, playing in several
positions this season as required by the team and coaches. Sam always gave his all and always did the best thing for
the team, his pressure acts in the forward line were a standout each week.
Will Chambers (6): With his small stature, there lay a big heart on Will’s sleeve. He was always eager to learn down at
training, participating in all drills at 100%. This eagerness showed on game day as we often saw Will throwing himself
around to win the ball. It was great to see Will’s skills develop this year and see him often win each contest on game
day.
Louis Cameron (8): Louis became a key member of our formidable backline this season, his confidence growing with
every game, he never lost a one on one with the opposition forwards. Louis was an absolute pleasure to coach, always listening and looking to improve, it was great to see his skills develop throughout the season.
Henry Gray (9): Henry could always turn the game on its head. His ability to win the ball and his explosive pace out of
the contest proved a deadly set of skills. Henry loved competing out on the field and at training, showing his focus
and love of football. His natural ball winning ability was dynamic throughout the midfield. The way he could push
forward and impact the scoreboard showed his class and skill.
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James Hart (13): You would always know James would be doing well on the field when you couldn’t hear “Jeepers
Jim!” being yelled from the sideline. As the season progressed, you would hear this phrase less and less, a testament
to the improvement Jim showed on the field, becoming a key back for the side. Jim was always ready to attack the
contest and rarely would let the opposition win the easy ball.
Flynn Griffith (15): Flynn made the wing position his own this season. His pace and hard running provided us a perfect
transition into our forward line. Flynn always attacked the contest and his eagerness for competition was always admired by his coaches and his teammates.
Ben Lindeman (17): Ben was a pleasure to watch and coach this year. His attack on the footy could never be questioned and his ability to win the inside contested footy was second to none. This ability to win the hard ball and his
ferocity at every contest made it hard for every opposition.
Nick Carr-Mackenzie (18): Playing in a side with limited tall players, Nick seemed to find himself playing on kids a lot
taller than him each week. Nick was vital to the team and even though he would give away a head or two against an
opponent he would never let them beat him.
Will Brookes (19): Will’s attitude towards this season was superb. Will often showed key defensive skills down back
and restricted the oppositions ability to score. His unselfish contribution is a testament to his character.
Xander Mclean (20): Xander was luckless this season with injury, however when he did play he always proved to be a
dangerous player. A great utility player, being able to win matchups anywhere on the ground, always found himself
looking dangerous in front of goal.
Ned Crummy (21): Noodles made everything look easy. Whether that was during a flat-out sprint or in the far-left forward pocket, he would be able to kick goals with ease from anywhere. Loved by everyone at the club, Ned loved being out on the ground with his mates. Some serious contenders for goal of the year came from Ned’s left boot this
season.
Josh Bienert (22): Josh grew with every game this season, his ability to take on the game and use his dashing pace
down the wing proved the difference for us in several games. Watching Josh grow with confidence each game was a
highlight for the coaches.
Luke Teal (23): Luke’s ability to read the play and pick off stray kicks
was second to none. The combination of his height with his sticky
hands meant that Luke was rarely beaten in any marking contest.
Luke showed his grit and toughness in every game, always moving
the ball forward. His attack on the ball could never be questioned.
Luke’s ability to lead from the front on-the field and help his teammates is a true testament to his maturity and natural leadership.
Thomas Genovese (24): A running machine, Thomas was regularly
seen playing in the midfield and running off half back. He has great
running ability often seeing him taking the game on, he always
backed himself to beat his opponent. His ferocity around the contest and run and spread were vital assets for the team this season.
Gus Simpfendorfer (25): A recruit to the team this year, Gus’ ability
to run and break lines saw him really take control of many games.
Every time you saw Gus run into space, you knew no one would
catch him. Playing off half-back and in the middle, his run and carry
would help frame the teams attack. Gus’ ability to hit the scoreboard and assist so many team mates was a highlight.
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Ben Ball (27): Ben played in all positions this season, and wherever he played we always knew he was going to give
his all and help the team in a major way. Often putting his body on the line, Ben was instrumental in the team’s success.
Lachie Finster (28): Lachie’s commitment this season should be commended. Always down at training and always using his communication on game day, Lachie became a key forward and sometimes played down back this year. His
ability to act as a ‘swing man’ proved extremely valuable this season. Unlucky with injuries at times, Lachie always
helped his team mates and did the team thing on game day.
Jack Ball (30): Jack was another versatile player for us. He could play down back or up forward, this versatility was highly sought after in many games this season. Jack’s silky skills and clean hands proved a deadly combination.
Hugo Hughes (31): Hugo always found himself in the right position at the right time. His ability to find the ball in every
situation showed how well he read the game. Always being able to see what would happen before it did, he could
impact the scoreboard with ease. Hugo proved to be a true match winner for us on several occasions.
Ollie Iser (32): Ollie was an absolute rock down back. He has such a great football IQ and awareness of what needs to
be done. He is a coach’s favorite and was one of the most reliable players in the team. Each week everyone knew
what we were going to get out of him, rarely getting beaten in one on one contests. His ability to then run and carry
the ball forward out of the backline helped set up the team in attack.
Hugo Terzini (34): Hugo grew in stature each game. Hugo always got down
to training, often running from school footy and this commitment was
admired by the coaches. Often practicing his goal kicking after training,
Hugo became an excellent set shot and vital key forward. His ability to use
his strength to win key marking contests allowed Hugo to hit the scoreboard on several occasions each game and leading to him becoming our
leading goal-kicker.
Will Tanner (35): The coaching team often said Will showed a heart of a lion
in each game. It was always clear he wouldn’t give up in a game and
would always fight to win every contest until the final siren. His attitude
was first class and he became a dominant force in the league. His work in
the ruck always provided our midfielders first use of the footy and his follow-up work around the ground was terrific.
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COACHES REPORT—Gus and James

After starting on a high winning 3 out of our first 4 the Under 14 hangers were flying. The rest of the season did not
go how some may have liked from a win loss perspective, however, some of the footy that the boys played during
the year could’ve and would’ve beaten any side in the comp. James and I were able to get the boys to play and
attacking fast pace, run and gun style of footy that fit our team build. It was very pleasing to see these boys develop
their game over the year both personally and as a team. And the boys should be extremely proud and satisfied with
their efforts this season.
Firstly, we would like to thank the boys, they were welcoming from day one, and embraced us as new coaches
which made it easy for us which allowed them to get the best out of themselves. As first-time coaches both James
and I would like to thank the support of the parents as a whole, never once were we thrown into an awkward position and we always knew we could rely on any of you to back us up when needed. I especially would like to thank
the work of Paul Cooper as you would all know, Coops is an absolute gun and James and I were very lucky to have
him take us under his wing and teach us how to be better coaches. Nick Hill, Hilly our runner who would come to
every game rain hail or shine and run messages out to the boys for us, and for that we are extremely grateful. Mel
Levin making sure that we were able to keep enough boys out on the park. Mel had her hands full all season sometimes juggling 3 or 4 boys at once and for that we are very grateful. Finally, Georgie Bruce, no team can function
without a team manager and we have been blessed with one of the best, Georgie would always be first to the
ground and last to leave she organised goal boundary and umpire escorts every week and made sure they boys had
oranges and snakes, we were very lucky to have such a good team manager that did all that behind the scenes
work so that James and I could focus on coaching.
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PLAYER REVIEWS:

Angus Hughes—Gussy has been an important rock for us down back this year, however when thrown forward he
did not look out of his depth. His willingness to learn has meant that he has been a pleasure to coach. We wish
Hughesy the best with his future in footy and life
Angus McClusky - McClusky’s pace and endurance have been his main weapon this season. Running out full games
in the midfield. His determination will allow him to go a long way in footy.
Bailey Balot—Bails’ easy-going nature has meant as coaches he has been extremely enjoyable. To coach. Even
though bails asked us almost every week to play in the middle we knew he was to crucial to our defence, with that
long leg out of full back.
Bailey Levin - Bails’ improvement over the season has been very pleasing. Another crucial part of our backline but
like all of our team never looked out of place wherever his magnet was. His clean skills and outside work are crucial
for any footballer and he should be very proud of his season.
Bas Lester— Bas could play anywhere we asked him to, forward, back, middle, bas was always eager and always
gave us his best. His pace is a real weapon and should always back himself in the future.
Dylan McGee—Dyl was and absolute star for us, after throwing his magnet around early in the season we found Dyl
was a midfield/forward star. Unfortunately, Dyl missed a few games with illness but his start of the season should
give him confidence going forward with his footy.
Ed Nelson—Nels our deserved BNF winner. Nels has been a pleasure to coach with his willingness to learn it has
meant both of us as coaches have been able to pass on our knowledge. Nels should take enormous confidence into
his future season and I look forward to see him lining up for the Xavier 1st’s very soon.
Ed Dean-Pritchard—DP’s cheekiness along with his thirst to learn meant that he was a favourite of ours to coach.
And a deserved winner of our coaches award. DP understood that both of us as coaches have a good understanding
of the game and was always willing to do what we told him. We encourage him to keep listening to his coaches in
order to take that next step in his footy career.
Eddie Wilkinson—Wilko always did what we asked
we could through his magnet anywhere and he
would always give us 110%. A delight to coach Wilko
always want to improve and his keenness at training
and on game day should was very pleasing and this
will hold him in good stead for his future footy adventures.
Ethan Harpur—Eth/harps, another great swingman
of our team. Harps’ improvement really blossomed
when a few of the boys went away. Eth really stood
up when we needed him to and should be extremely
proud of his improvement. We wish harps all the
best with his future both in footy and life.
Hamish Bruce—Brucey/Hamma. Enthusiasm is one
of Bruceys real weapons. Whether it be training or
game day. Brucey loved to go into the ruck which is
a nice change. It’s not often as a coach you get that
luxury. Bruceys work down back is really what we as
coaches believed to be his other real weapon when
we needed to shut down full forwards we could always count on him.
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Jack Cannon—Cannons fun/cheeky energy was an essential part of the team. A much love member of the team
cannon could always get a laugh out of the boys and us. He like all the boys could go anywhere we put him and
after a bit of resistance at the start of the season he showed us his willingness to learn and be part of the team.
James Hill - Hilly an absolute delight to coach. Hill was one of the boys who played in the wing throughout the
year. A difficult role but essential to our game style. Hilly would always ask questions which is perfect for coaching
because it showed his eagerness to get better. He should be really proud of his improvement and we wish him the
best with footy and life in the future.
Savario Minor—Very early in the season we were made aware of Sav's talent (Sav magic). He was a valuable asset
up forward, often leaving us questioning how did he do that. Sav was a very exciting player to coach and wish him
the best with his development.
Seb Kritikides— Krita was a pleasure to coach, unlucky to get injured mid-season. He proved himself valuable in the
backline, with a fierce attack on the football and good decision making. Which will continue be good assets for him
as a footballer in the future.
Thomas Vorrath— Tom this season showed that he was a
modern day ruckman. Tom's strengths were not only in his
ability to win ruck taps or take highflying grabs in important
marking contests. Tom also proved he was hard at the footy
and not afraid to win his own ball. Toms an exciting player and
we wish him the best.

Tom Cochrane—New to the club this year nobody knew much
about Tom, but from his first game he impressed us. Tom has
very good ball use and is strong body around the contest.
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Tom Murphy—Murph showed signs of leadership both at
training and on game day, from round one. Murph quickly
showed us that he has an impressive ability to read the ball
and is also a very intelligent ball user. Tom has a bright future in the sport.
Will Maughan—A Natural, is Will Maughan. Often taking
big grabs off half back, often playing on. Maughan's ability
to read the play, know where to put himself and ability to
win the ball is of a very high standard. He impressed us
both and if he continues to play he could improve even further.
Will Roberts—Will or "Robbo", started the season as our
full back, he takes a strong mark and has a very good kick.
Later on Robbo got a run up forward and impressed there
too. A good baller winner and decision maker, we wish
Robbo the best over the coming years.

Max Cooper—Coops, a very hard in and under player with an amazing ability to win the ball. Over the season we
saw coops tackle some of the biggest kids in the competition and win some very important free kicks. He also
showed very good footy knowledge almost always spreading for the switch. A pleasure to coach and wish him all
the best with his footballing future.
Oliver McDonald—A very good runner, Macca was always going to be on the wing (although he may not have liked
it). Macca was very good on the wing for us not only because of his run but his willingness to win the footy and provide spread. Unfortunate to lose him to the snow season, Macca was an impressive player.
Rupert Clemenger— Unfortunately, Rupert didn't play too many games but the few times we saw him play, he
proved himself to be good footballer. With the ability to win the hard ball then surge the ball forward, we wish Rupert all the best with his future footballing decisions.
Rupert Simmons— Simmo, was a delight to coach, always listening to instructions and making his best effort to
implement those things into his game. We thought Simmo showed a lot of improvement over the duration of the
season and hope that he can carry that over to next
year if he wishes to continue playing.
Sam De Matteo— Sam was a pleasure to coach and
always took on board what we had too say. He
started the season in the backline proving himself
as a good defender and ball winner. But, a switch
up forward and we saw "Sammy D" improve again,
providing a dangerous option up forward. We loved
having him in our team.
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COACH’S REPORT
We had an incredible response this year with 32 players signing up to play for the Under 14’s. This was a great outcome for the Club overall and whilst it is incredibly positive, being just shy of enough girls for two teams did provide
some challenges in terms of having the girls play as much footy as possible. Regardless, we had a fantastic overall
season with 29 of our girls playing at least 8 games and the majority playing more. We had 8 girls make their Glads
debut and many lacing up a footy boot for the first time.
The Girls enthusiasm, commitment and sheer joy was evident week in week out and as such they were an absolute
pleasure to coach. Overall team highlights saw us win the Anzac Day Round Robin Tournament and make it all the
way to the Preliminary final missing a GF birth by just 3 points. The Girls had a great year with the most important
two things being that they improved dramatically across the board and had a heap of fun.
I would like to thank the girls themselves along with the parents who play such a key role in making this all work. In
particular Andrew Thompson as a brilliant Assistant Coach, Serena Gleeson as TM Extraordinaire, Lou King our intrepid trainer, along with David King, Tim Bayles, Bruce Pritchard, Sam Osborn, Craig Hutchison, Annie Williamson,
Gerald and Suzie Betts, Di Sneddon and Pete Stafford whom all chipped in in various ways. I’d finally like to thank
our extremely generous team sponsor The Humanity Foundation via Talya Cohen, who’s support makes such a big
difference and is most appreciated.

Simon Garlick
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19. Brigitte Batagol. Brigi had a fantastic season where her trademark speed and endurance made her incredibly
valuable for us and a nightmare for the opposition. Brigi’s kicking improved so much that it became a real strength
and weapon for us during the season. Huge potential to get even better again next year.
11. Charlotte Bayles. Charlotte was a most consistent performer for us playing a pivotal role mostly in the midfield. Charlotte uses her body very well and relishes the contest playing a critical sweeping role around the back of
packs and a kick behind the play.

8. Jasmine Betts. Jazzy was a star again this year playing a critical role both in the ruck as a physical presence
around the ball and moving forward and kicking goals. Jazzy has started bringing team mates into the play and freeing them up with handball when the opposition get drawn to her in numbers. Great leadership and consistency
from Jazzy throughout the year.
21. Bella Boffa. A brilliant first year for Bella who demonstrated incredible passion for the game, the contest and
her teammates. Bella used her physical strengths and her desire to compete and win to have a great impact for a
first year player. Another off season used to help improve her skills and game knowledge will see Bella develop further into an unstoppable force!
6. Scarlett Campbell. Scarlett did a brilliant job as a busy midfielder/forward who improved with every match she
played. Scarlett would not take a backward step from anyone and showed great courage and tenacity across the
year. Another player who will keep getting better every year.
27. Em Campbell. Em progressed significantly throughout the year and continues to show great promise. Em was
particularly valuable towards the end of the year winning some key one on one contests and playing a key role in
our Semi-final win.
14. Sophie Cohen. Sophie showed some fantastic signs during what was a great year of development. Sophie’s
assets of speed and mobility started to shine through late in the year and with another pre-season under her belt
will continue to rise a prominent member of the Glads team.
9. Siena Connell. Siena again played a critical role within the team with her unrelenting enthusiasm, commitment
and encouragement of her teammates being a highlight. Siena played a selfless role deep in attack or defence as an
anchor providing a critical focal point.

12. Estella Corvini. Estella had a terrific year playing in a variety of positions. Regardless of where she played,
Estella’s trademark attack on the ball or opponent would shine through. Her two key goals in our Semi Final win got
the team going and was an absolute highlight.
28. Tess Coshutt. Tess was a pleasure to coach in her first year as a Gladiator. Tess’s great strengths was her consistency and ability to play in a number of positions. By the end of the year Tess was one of our most reliable defenders and played a key role rarely being beaten.
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30. Eva de Carvalho Koch. Eva was
most valuable for us throughout the
year with her trademark booming left
foot a highlight. After a special request we moved Eva forward numerous times with great effect as she
showed great flexibility providing us
with another dangerous forward option.
33. Eliza Fry. Lizie had an awesome
year for us mainly as an ultra-reliable
defender but also through the midfield and at half forward. The most
impressive part of Lizie’s season was
the way she improved her one on one ability winning plenty of key contests at critical times.
2. Bridie Garlick. Bridie had another season of consistently high level performance as a dangerous onballer/
forward. Using her running ability to grind opponents into the ground and gather a lot of the footy, Bridie was also
able to hit the scoreboard as a regular goal scorer throughout the year.
22. Millie Gleeson. Millie again made a massive contribution to the team through her tireless efforts in the Ruck.
Mill would be a key igniter for the team by getting things going from the middle but also played a critical role by
proving a dangerous option when she moved forward.
17. Zara Hunter. Zara improved significantly again this year and showed the benefit of another season of effort
and application on the training track and concentration in games. Zara’s improved performance provided great value to the team in a number of positions.
29. Amelia Hutchinson. Millie had a great season performing some really important ‘run with’ roles through the
midfield and half back. Millie put her strong running ability to great effect and also applied a harder edge winning
critical contest at important times during the year.

10. Ruby King. Rubes again played a key role as a rock in the back half or as a handy speedy winger using her
dash to great effect throughout the year. Rubes is one of our most consistent and dedicated team members and is
always looking to support her teammates.
26. Daisy Le Deux. While Daisy’s prowess as a skier limited the games she played this year, she had a massive impact when she was available. Daisy’s strength, power and desire to win is evident every time she played and I know
Daisy’s teammates loved having her in the team.
32. Annabelle Mackay. Annabelle had a fantastic season in which she ended up playing a critical role as Centre
Half Forward. Annabelle trained well very week and her marking and kicking skills were outstanding by the end of
the year as she became a key part of the team.
18. Sarah McLellan. Sarah showed great improvement throughout the season really finding her straps in the back
half of the season. Sarah used her great running ability to find a lot of the ball sharing it with her teammate and
bringing them into the game with her creative handball skills.
42. Abbie Montague. Abbie was another great improver this year going from a debut and growing into a most
valuable player in the Ruck and as a key Forward. Abbie moved around the ground really well and started to play a
unselfish role in helping teammates all over the ground.
13. Sienna Opray. Sienna unfortunately suffered a shocking case of bad luck when she hurt her shoulder badly in
just her second game of the year. Sienna is a gun player and was sorely missed all year and we can’t wait to have
her back on deck in 2019!
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3. Rosie Osborn. Rosie was again a barometer for the team and was a key midfielder week in week out. Rosie
attack on the ball and her opponent was a highlight and something that would inspire her teammates every week.
Rosie loves to look after and stick up for her teammates.
16. Elizabeth Pritchard. Lizzie was again one of our most reliable and consistent players going about her business
with no fuss or fanfare every week. I can’t remember her being beaten by an opponent and she was also able to go
forward a few times kicking great goals for us at important times.

20. Sasha Rockman. Sash’s improvement was again clearly plain to see this year. Sash plays a brave game and
would always get straight back up after laying a great tackle or smother or being knocked over trying to help the
team. Another great contribution to the team this year.
25. Ella Sciberras. Ella had an outstanding season being the cornerstone of defence at Centre Half Back. Her
strength, marking ability and elusiveness make her a formidable player and although she didn’t like it, she was awesome for us when moved into the Ruck or Forward line as well.
15. Zara Smith. Zara was another quiet achiever who improved from being a rookie to an ultra-reliable player by
years end. Zara played mostly in the back half beating her opponent week to week however she also has great flexibility being able to move anywhere on the ground.
7. Matisse Stafford. Matisse had a fantastic season as an attacking half back flanker. Matisse not only runs hard
with the ball and gains significant ground for the team but she also attacks the ball and contest as hard as anyone in
the competition. A terrific year from Matisse.
23. Indianna Stubbings. Indi had her best year yet and was one of our gun midfielders all year. Using her strength
and athleticism, Indi was often a key initiator for us out of the midfield and her long runs and toughness around the
contest made her a key to our performance.
24. Sara Taylor. Sara showed promise as a marking forward from her very first training session. By the end of the
season she had learnt the game and improved so much she was a key reason that we played so well and won our
first final. Her combined height and athleticism make her a dangerous commodity.
4. Sasha Thompson. Another first year player, Sash showed incredible improvement from her first session to the
last game of the year. The fruits of her hard work and commitment showed in the first final when Sash played her
best game of the year playing a key forward role in the big win.
1. Alice Williamson. Alice was again one of our key prime movers from half back where her amazing game sense,
running ability and elusiveness meant she was a key to our teams performance. She was so influential that opposition teams started to try and defend her even though she was in defence herself!!

TEAM MANAGER’S REPORT—Serena Gleeson
It’s been another sensational season with this terrific group of girls
and parents. There’s a great spirit to the team both in the way the
girls approach and play the game and in the way the parents are so
supportive and helpful with all aspects of helping out the team.
We’re incredibly fortunate to not only have dedicated and experienced coaches in Simon and Thomo, but great back up from other
Dads who are happy to get their sportwear on for training and game
day. Special shout out to Kingy, Tim Bayles, Bruce Pritchard, Pete
Stafford, Craig Hutchinson and last but certainly not least our white
coated goal umpiring regular personality Sam Osborn!
It’s been an absolute pleasure to be part of this team.
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COACHES REPORT
It was an absolute pleasure to coach the Under 15 Hangers side for the 2018 season. With a strong base of existing
players and 10 new players joining the Club it was an exciting time for the Under 15’s cohort. We built a game plan
based on fast play and not being conservative with our ball use. Specifically, focusing on spreading strongly from
the contest and ensuring we transition the ball forward with efficiency. We also developed team values of Respect,
Discipline, and supporting each other in all aspects of the game. Our form in the second half of the season was sensational and we were rewarded by making it into the finals. All players should be proud of the hard work they put in
throughout the season to develop their skills further. Especially in supporting the development of their teammates.
As a team we achieved great things this year and I hope every player enjoyed their time at the Club.

Special thanks must go to Ash, our Team Manager whose commitment and dedication in the role was integral to
the success of the season. To Angelo (Assistant Coach) who provided vital support on match day. Also a big thank
you to the parent group in the way they supported the team and fulfilled the required roles on match day. Finally, a
big thank you to the playing group, well done on the season and I hope all of you continue your football journey
into 2019.

James Pacella
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COACHES PLAYER REVIEW
1. Marco Ritoli – Marco is a much-loved teammate and a valuable contributor to the team. Marco constantly used
his mix of pace and agility, often making it difficult for the opposition. For example, his game against Macleod was
exceptional.
2.Edward O’Brien – Ed developed throughout the season to be an invaluable member of our backline. He has great
skills and is a very good contested mark. His greatest asset is his determination to improve his own game whilst
assisting his teammates at every opportunity.
3. Thomas Brown – Tom is an extremely smart footballer. He knows where to best position himself to make an impact on the contest. Tom also had a great ability to spread into space and provide the next link in the chain.
4. Royston Roberts – After playing multiple positions, Royston developed into a crafty forward pocket and kicked
some exceptional goals. His attack on the ball was inspiring for his teammates.
5. Cameron Bratuskins – Cameron relished his time up forward with strong leads and nice goals. Gifted with good
skills and a great knowledge of the game, Cameron was an integral part of our team.
6. Sam Norman –Sam is gifted with exceptional pace and it was fantastic to see so many dashing runs through the
middle of the ground. However, this was also matched with determination to win the ball and great defensive displays. Well done Sam.
7. Nicholas Bare – Nick is a great asset to our team and a pleasure to coach. Blessed with a great overhead mark
and good foot skills, Nick played many positions and had an impact on all of them. He is an astute listener and can
always be relied upon to support his teammates.
8. Max McEwan-Smith – Max is a highly valued member of our team highlighted by his teammates appointing him
as Co-Captain for the 2018 season. Max is an extremely balanced footballer. He has great offensive abilities but his
defensive efforts drew most applaud from his teammates, constantly laying important tackles.
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9. Daniel Gambell – Daniel possesses great natural ability to evade traffic and sidestep opponents. It was exciting to
watch. Daniel also consistently played well and constantly impacted contests.
10. Ben Townshend –Ben is an integral part of our midfield structure. He has fantastic skills and is a natural ball
winner. Throughout the season it was great to see his defensive attributes on display and his two-way running was
exceptional.
11. Daniel Cohen –Daniel is a great inside ball winner and uses the ball superbly. His attack on the ball was an inspiration to his teammates. Daniel is also a smart footballer and knows exactly where to position himself to make the
most impact.
12. Alexander Brown – Alexander was a great contributor to the team, his work ethic defensively was superb. He
displayed very good football skills and constantly supported his teammates.
13. Oliver Cockerell – Oliver is a pleasure to coach. He is innovative, highlighted through recommending drills that
could improve the team. Also, Oli needs to be commended for winning our goal kicking contest at training and was
an important member of our forward line structure.
14. Rory Wheelhouse – Rory is another player whose attack on the ball was impressive. Rory was also an invested
player who lifted his game when the team needed. It was a pleasure to witness his sublime kicking skills on display
during training and games.

15. Ned Heasley – Ned relished in the opportunity of playing an attacking role off the halfback line. Ned possesses
great kicking skills and makes good decisions with the ball in his hands.
16. Lance Buesa – Lance was a much-loved member of our team and great listener. He is a gifted athlete with exceptional pace. His most cherished attribute is his pressure to win contests, especially when he was outnumbered.
Congratulations on a fantastic season Lance.
17. Ashton Coronica – Ashton is a very balanced footballer. He possesses great marking skills and reads the play
well to best position himself to impact contests. It was fantastic to see Ashton work hard to give his teammates options forward.
18. Patrick Fleming – Patrick is an extremely versatile player who played full back, forward, ruck and even as a rover. Pat’s greatest attribute is his ability to judge the flight of the ball and out mark his opponent, which he did in
almost every contest that came his way. Well done on a great season Pat.
19. Archie Clunies-Ross – Archie had a fantastic season and played an integral part of our midfield structure. His
ability to burst out of packs with pace and shrug off tackles was fantastic to watch. I look forward to seeing Archie
develop further.
20. Joseph Kerr – Joey is natural leader and this was encapsulated by his peers voting him to be Co-Captain for the
2018 season. Joey has fantastic kicking skills combined with excellent decision-making. It was a pleasure to coach
Joey and he was a highly valued member of our team.
21. Jack Bourke – Jack had a great season, highlighted by a game against St Mary’s where he delivered plenty of
flair and dash off the backline. Jack is a very good one-on-one player and reads the play exceptionally well.
22. Will Dunlop – Will’s versatility enabled him to play many positions throughout the season. When forward, Will
took control of the goal square, underlined by his 5 goal haul against Parkside. Also, he developed into a great ruckman for the team and gave our midfielders good service.
23. Ryan Apostolou – Ryan was our focal point of the forward line and finished the season as the leading goal kicker for our Division. Also, Ryan’s defensive abilities developed and his tackling pressure in the forward line was consistently present. Well done Ryan!
24. Gabriel Villiers De Casanove – Gabriel’s versatility was an asset to our team. Gabriel did his best work in the
midfield, weaving through traffic and kicking important goals for the team. Gabriel should be very proud of the season he played and is a great character to have around the Club.
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25. Jack Romanin – Jack has fantastic kicking and marking skills and these were on display countless times during
the season. Jack rarely lost a one-on-one contest, regardless of whether he was paying forward, back or in the ruck.
Well done on a great season Jack.
26. James Cooper – James played in many positions during the 2018 season and was extremely reliable and pivotal
in our forward line. With a good overhead mark and great set shot, James kicked goals for us at important stages in
matches.

27. Luca Vukelic – Luca is an extremely talented footballer that finds time and space in the thick of the contest. Luca’s ability to rebound the ball out of our defence was integral to our ability to transition the ball forward. Luca has
had a brilliant first season at Glen Iris and he should be very proud of his contribution and hard work.
28. Max Burn – Max was the rock of our defence and often our last line in stopping the opposition scoring. Max
continued to deliver for his team, always beating his opponent and driving the ball forward. Well done Max.
29. Digby Newton-Brown – It was most pleasing to see Digby develop into a valuable player for our team. Digby’s
attack on the ball was excellent. He always worked hard and was dedicated at training and in games to support his
teammates.
30. Luca De Matteo –Luca had a fantastic season for the U15 Hangers. Luca cemented his spot on the wing and provided plenty of run and dash through the middle of the ground & was pivotal in our transition of the ball forward.

31. Luke Augerinos – Luke was a pillar of strength in both our forward line and backline. Luke’s command of the
goal square was highlighted in particular against Macleod where he was exceptional in assisting many goals and
kicked 3 great goals himself!

TEAM MANAGERS REPORT—Ash Smith
What a great year with 10 new families joining the club and team this year from Hawthorn Citz. Nothing like footy
to forge new friendships. I loved watching the boys grow and improve as players and as young men. I think every
boy had his big moment in the sun, stepping up with a great performance and effort to show why he is an important part of this team. Thank you to James and Angelo Pacella and to our trainer Kieran O’Brien for doing such
a great job bringing these boys together and getting them playing so well as a team. Playing with your mates is
what footy is all about and that was clearly happening. They played for each other.
Special thanks to the parents who did match day roles all season: Chris Townshend and Michael Vukelic– our
boundary umpires; Matt Clunies- Ross – in the goals; Wendy Brown and Deb Benger - our trainers (and Deb’s
matching green gum boots); Tim Wheelhouse and Darren Bourke – our umpire escorts. Adele Townshend and the
whole Citz Crew for buying and preparing the oranges and snakes all year.
To all parents, thankyou for chipping in to help on match days, often asked to jump in at the last minute. You are
why these boys are great lads!
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TEAM MANAGER’s REPORT—Marc Heine
It has been another fantastic year being a part of this wonderful group of boys, coaches and parents. To make it
into 3 Grand Finals in a row is in itself an amazing achievement. To lose all 3 is a bitter pill to swallow but I have no
doubt that it will build resilience within this group. As a coaching group we could not have asked for more effort on
the day, we were so proud of the way they fought right to the end.
Firstly, I would like to thank all of the parents for their support during the year, you are a great group and you make
my job very easy, especially on game day. Special thanks must go to the following people; Kelly Aitken for providing Oranges, Snakes and Food for every game, she offered right off the bat and was there every week, no questions
asked; Jason Dann for running all year; James Jackson for being our trainer; Tim Nelson for waving the flags; Neil
McLennan for running the boundary when needed and Tiger Robenstone for running water
Our year started as per usual in very slow fashion as we were not able to access an oval to train on, resulting in only
2 training sessions before the first game!!
We welcomed 2 new faces into the team, Hugo Abbott and Ari Aitken, who came over from Hawthorn Citz, after
been left stranded, along with another 8 lads who joined our U15 Hanger side. Both Hugo and Ari fitted right into
the team, Ari holding down a spot in the back 6 all year and Hugo played both forward and on the wing, and just
got better as the year went on. Unfortunately Hugo injured his hamstring in the first final and missed the Grand
Final.
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With Sam Elliott back at the helm, effectively the same side as last year and some growing over the off season, we
went into the season very confident that we could again be super competitive and ultimately go one step further
than we did in 2017.
Sam’s messaging was again very simple: As a team you have the collective ability to beat anyone BUT… You need to
turn up ready to play every week. It’s not just going to happen if you are not willing to play for each other and walk
off the field knowing that you left it all out there!!
What transpired in the first half of the year was again a mixed bag. Granted we had our injury concerns, Sam Darcy
missed the first part of the year with a broken toe, Billy Bryan and Ed Findlay also missed a number of games. That
aside we still had patches in games where we let ourselves down with a lack of effort and care for each other.
We went into the school holiday break with 5 wins and 3 losses. Two of our losses in particular, to Fitzroy in round
2 and St Mary’s in round 6, it was simply a lack of effort and desire to attack and win the footy, that handed our
opponents comfortable wins.
On the flip side, we had 2 standout performances before the holidays. In round 3 we comfortably knocked off Boroondara for the first time since 2016 by 5 goals. It was a complete 4-quarter performance right across the ground
and gave the lads the belief that their best was good enough.
Then in round 8 against Fitzroy with only 15 players to half time, and 3 U14 fill ins after half time, we handed Fitzroy their first defeat of the year. It was a win built on a lot of heart and determination, Sam and I could not have
been prouder of the lads that day. There were some outstanding individual performances on that day but most importantly they played for each other.
The second half of the year was best described as very disjointed, out of the 7 remaining games, we had one washout, one forfeit and also a game against Fitzroy that we forfeited due to a lack of numbers. On top of this our injuries started to mount up; Andrew Mathieson broke his thumb in the YJFL Rep game, and missed 6 weeks. In round
12 v Boroondara we lost both George Watson and Will
Preston to season ending injuries, George broke his
collarbone and Will sustained a small fracture in his
hip. Josh Nelson and Hugo Bromell missed multiple
games to concussion.
At this point I have to make special mention of George
Watson. What we all witnessed on that day against
Boroondara is the most courageous acts that I have
ever seen in a game of junior footy. Firstly he was taken down in a tackle, arms pinned, the force of the
tackle broke his collarbone and a free kick was paid to
them for holding the ball. His opponent then kicked
the ball into George who was up and standing the
mark, he collected the ball and George then tackled
him and was awarded a free kick. George’s kick then
also went into the man on the mark, he collected it
and was tackled again, it was a truly amazing act of
courage for his team mates.
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All this aside we again went into the finals knowing that our best was absolutely good enough and we now only had
Will and George unavailable due to injury. This year’s final series was like déjà vu, as we were up against St Mary’s
in week 1 and Fitzroy in week 2.
The first final was another typical St Mary’s game. We generally controlled the game in the first half which, as per
usual, started to frustrate both their player and supporters. This resulted in plenty of niggle just before half time!!
Thankfully halftime came when it did, as we were getting sucked in, which Sam communicated to the lads in no uncertain terms on the ground before we went in!!
The second half was a completely different storey, we switched on mentally and started to get reward for our
efforts on the scoreboard. We broke their spirit and ran out 58 point winners, 10-18-78 to 3-2-20.
The following week against Fitzroy was a similar story. We were slow to start, mainly due to their attack on the ball.
They had come to play, and their intent on ball and man was very evident. To our credit we settled and from half
way through the first quarter to half time we piled on 7 goals to zip!!
It was a complete team performance and set up the game for us. To their credit they kicked 5 goals to our 3 after
halftime and actually got in within 14 points late in the last quarter, but goals to JT and Angus Symons put the game
to bed. The end result was 11-10-76 to 6-14-50. It was a great win built on what we spoke about throughout the
year, turning up to play, playing for each other and leaving everything out on the field.
In am not 100% sure what to say about the Grand Final!! I know that the lads were extremely disappointed and it’s
probably fair to say that unfortunately we were just out played. We certainly didn’t have our share of luck, with
injuries going into and during the game, and some fairly dodgy Goal Umpiring decisions, but that’s just the way it
rolls some days!!
They are an extremely talented and physical side, and they again thoroughly deserved to win. At the end of the
day, we could not be prouder of this group. They have taken some serious hits this year and they found a way to
get to the last day again. I am sure that this experience will just continue to build their resilience and belief in each
other.
Thanks for another great year, I have thoroughly enjoyed my role as Team Manager. They are a wonderful group of
young men, you are a great group of parents and I look forward to it all again next year.
And finally a special thanks to Sam for job that he has done
with the boys, as I said in the rooms after the Grand Final, he
loves these boy’s like they are his son’s and his messaging is
not so much about game plans and tactics, but about respect for each other and the sacrifices that you are willing to
make for your mates, in order to achieve team success.

Cheers Marc
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PLAYERS REVIEW
Harry Robenstone: Enjoyed a great year taking his game to a new level. Harry added more versatility to his game
throughout the year playing an attacking role across half back. His leadership qualities have really shown through.

Scott Beilby: Scott is a very versatile player who can play all areas of the ground. It was great to see Scott rewarded with selection in the state team. Scott has really demonstrated his leadership qualities on field, directing traffic
and setting up his teammates behind the ball.
Angus Symons: Incredibly consistent year on ball and high half forward. Gus’ pressure is an absolute highlight of
his game. Very brave and always does what is asked of his coach and teammates. Gus has improved dramatically
laying the ball off to teammates in better positions which has taken his game to a new level.
Hamish Heine: Very clever player who is an asset at both ends of the ground. Creates space for his teammates
with clever use of angles. As a younger member of our team fits in really well and a pleasure to coach. Hamish has
really improved his contested ball this year and makes him an incredibly hard match up for opposition.
Sam Darcy: Another versatile player who can play any key position and later in the year being a tall wingman.
Sam had an interrupted season with a broken toe (stay out of the kitchen Sam). Sam has wonderful hands below
his knees for his height and skills to match. Sam is willing to learn which will hold him in good stead for the future.
Angus McLennan: Controls the backline and adds composure to teammates around him. Co-Captain for the year
and has done an outstanding job leading his mates. Angus can match up on any size forward which adds such flexibility to our side.
Hugo Birks: The use a Hugo’s voice is really impressive, always encouraging and instructing in a positive way. Hugo
is really brave in the air and his confidence has grown as the year has progressed. Hugo is willing to do any job for
the team and very flexible as he can play in all areas of the ground.
Ari Aitken: Really reliable contributor to our team. Ari being a new member of the team has fitted in really well
with all the other boys. Ari follows instruction extremely well and plays anywhere required.

James Meggit: Another versatile player who plays a variety of roles, being able to play in the ruck and on a wing
says it all. James is very athletic and uses his pace well to be a very hard match up for opposition teams. Unfortunately, James has suffered with shin splints through the finals series which has hampered his involvement.
Will Preston: Very reliable back man who does the right thing at the right time. Will allows his teammates to be
creative around him as he locks down on an opposition opponent. As with a couple of the other boys, Will suffered
a significant injury late in the season which ruled him out for the finals series.
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Hugo Abbott: Another that has joined the Gladiators this year after not playing football for six years. Very
neat player who has wonderful foot skills. Has flourished on the wing when he has allowed to use his pace and
skills to create opportunities for our forwards.
Tom Nelson: Leads to great positions across half forward and has a very strong overhead mark. Later in the
year has played as a tall, strong wingman which has provided a link to the forward line for our half backline. At
times Tom has even played in the ruck for us demonstrating his versatility in all areas of the ground.
Hugo Bromell: A tough onballer who’s work ethic is second to none. Wins contested ball more often than not
and his defence running has become a real feature of his game. Hugo has added other aspects to his game
playing across half back providing great drive for our team.
Josh Nelson: Has really improved his game throughout the year. Another with strong hands who leads to dangerous positions. Josh’s courage is never question and always puts his body where most people
wouldn’t. His attack on the ball is second to none.
Andrew Mathieson: The other Co-Captain of our team Andrew is an
incredibly unique player who can play any position on the ground. Andrew gives our team such flexibility and gives the coach such confidence in throwing the team around. Andrew missed six weeks through
the season with thumb surgery and was truly missed throughout that
period. Another great season from Andrew.
Billy Bryan: Dangerous forward who uses his speed and agility to slip
opposition players. Another consistent goal kicker and again provides
versatility to our forward line. Billy is improving constantly and creates
opportunities for others in our forward line.
Ingo Damersmith: has had another outstanding year. After spending
last year at full back has spent most of the time at Centre Half Forward
this year. Ingo has wonderful hands and when confidence is high can
rip a game apart.
Lachie Jackson: Very cleaver player with clean hands. Very dangerous
around goal and proves a big headache for opposition teams. Lachie
has developed his game further this year to spend some time in the
midfield.
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James Tsakonas: Had another outstanding year. JT is a very
brave player who gives his all at all times. Uses his speed,
power and agility to break away from stoppages. JT’s work
ethic is amazing as he barely spends anytime outside the
midfield. He constantly wills himself to each contest and
willing to push outside his comfort zone.

George Watson: A tough half back that only knows one
way and that is attacking the ball with ferocity. Very brave in
the air and happy to put is body on the line whenever required. Suffered a significant injury late in the season which
not only saw him miss finals but his 100th game. Despite this
has always turned up to games and when possible training
to support the other boys.
Bailey Dann: A wonderful athlete who has shut down a
dangerous forward from opposition teams. Great team player who is very disciplined always putting in his all. Bailey has
also spent time on the wing which allowed him to display his
athletic ability.
Henry Brown: Very consistent performer who is a prime
mover in our midfielder. Highly respected teammate who
leads by example. Excels at the contested ball and continually drives the ball into attack. Henry had a fantastic year coming third in the league best and fairest also being selected in
the state team, a wonderful achievement.
Ed Findlay: Ed is a great character of the team. He had a frustrating year with injury but has fought back to
be an integral part of our final series. Ed is a very popular member of the team and it shows how he gives everything for his teammates.
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COACH’S REPORT
Jumping onboard a previous premiership winning team as a first season Coach was definitely daunting! However, I
could not have imagined a more welcoming group of girls and parents. It was a rocky start to the season losing girls
to exchange, Howqua and Year 9 School plays: we suffered some tough losses. The girls up-beat spirit kept us all
going, and as a coach I came into my own with the positive reinforcement and guidance. The division was split into
two after 3 games, and from then on we focused heavily on developing clean skills, getting the ball to our advantage, 45 degree kicking and backing one another up, knowing already the girls were talented athletes! Struggling with 13 players some weeks, the girls (many in their first year) rose to the occasion. They stood up for one
another when challenged with some competitive teams. Battling as a team each week, the respect and trust they
instilled in one another grew, providing some entertaining passages of play. The last couple of games were tough
over the line, but making it to the finals series each individual played their best football and there was no clear best
player in both the preliminary final and Grand Final.
I would like to express how grateful I am for all the support this season. You have all been incredibly encouraging
and without your dedication and trust I don’t think I would have enjoyed this season and developed as a coach as
much as I have! The way that Glen Iris support Girls football is so special and I feel they are really paving the way
with the equal opportunities and involvement around all aspects of the footy!
To the entire parent group, you have been so kind and caring, and I want to say a massive thank you for coming
along to cheer even on those cold days! To Melissa as trainer, Keith on the water, Mitch on the boundary, Dunc as
runner, Simon (as trainer as well) and Albert and Jeff for helping me each Friday night, you have been the best team
and I cannot thank you enough for your tireless effort. You made each game run so smoothly and never failed to
provide humour!
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To David Gorton (& Sandie!), Team Manager is definitely not an easy job and organising me is not an easy task at
all, but you made it seem effortless, the season went so smoothly because of you and we are all so thankful. Finally,
Andy, I do not think I could have had a better person to have mentored me. You have so much patience and have
guided me through the whole season, I have felt that you have had my back 100% of the time and having you by
my side not only boosted my confidence but I have learnt so much. Thank you to our sponsors, especially Bear Projects!
I can’t wait for 2019, see you back next year, GO gladiators!
LIV VESELY

PLAYER REVIEWS:

Lucy Campbell. Lucy absolutely relished in her opportunities this year playing a key role on the wing and the forward. She ran hard and approached each training and game with the same focused mindset. She improved out of
sight over the season, smashing the last 5 games with her fierce tackling and pure determination at each contest.
Lucy demonstrated great tenacity across the season.
Elodie Ferrali. Best & Fairest Award 2018. Elodie has been incredibly consistent across the entire season. For her
first season of football she has shown tremendous grit and is quick, agile and confident with the ball. It has been
fantastic to see her dominate through the midfield week in and week out, and her performance during both games
and at trainings prove she is a worthy winner of the Best and Fairest Award.
Maddie Hardy. It has been phenomenal having Maddie in our team this season. Maddie approached each week
with a calm and collected attitude, and using her brilliant ability to read the play she saved games for the team.
Maddie can shut down the best of players stopping them from getting a touch at all. You were absolutely
‘instrumental’ this season Maddie.
Sophie Gorton. (Vice-Captain) Best Forward Player Award. It is not often you see a footballer as versatile as Sophie
Gorton. She has some of the cleanest skills in the league, playing through the middle field she scoops up the ball
effortlessly and converts the near impossible goals. Sophie has grown in her confidence as a leader throughout the
season, learning from her fellow captains & team mates. She is more than deserving of the Best Forward Player this
year being the leading goal kicker for the season.
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Sophie Gough. (Vice-Captain) Best Defender Award. Sophie Gough was a passionate team-player and leader this
season. It’s hard to say that you will see a player with more ferocity and fearlessness. Sophie has a relentless approach to tackling, marking and stopping goals and the whole team love seeing the ‘flare’ she adds to every contest. She has been a perfect co-vice-captain and her open-mindedness at trainings and reliability each game has put
her in the perfect position to continue to smash her footy. The winner of the Best Defender Award was welldeserved.

Eliza Seymour. I cannot say I have seen someone find an individual role on the football field and play it as well as
Eliza. She reluctantly took the wing position and absolutely transformed as a player, dominating games with her
fast run and brilliant footy smarts. With Eliza’s quick hands and one of the most accurate drop punts in the league
she attacked the game putting pressure on her opponents. We lost her to injury in the latter part of the season, it
would have been more than advantageous to have her in the final series, can’t wait to see her next year.
Greta Mahony. Greta is carefree player, pushed deep in the back line or the forward line she works incredibly
hard to play her role. She has clean hands and brilliant vision through packs. Greta has a strong repertoire of skills,
and showed everyone her long-range and pin point accuracy kicking in the final half of the season. Coming into her
own, she had some terrific games on the ball where she showed admirable persistence.
Ruby Seymour. Ruby Seymour began the season drifting up towards the forward lines, captilising the opportunity to set up some great goals. With a break midway through the season, she came back with a fiery spirit Ruby gave
it her all at trainings and games earning a run on the wing. She grew as a player; determined to get to contests,
tackling the physicality of the game ‘head-on’ and proving her football experience with stylish kicking.
Lara Greening. Bear Projects Courage Award. Lara has had a fantastic season. She has shown on numerous occasions her ability to burst through packs with her powerful acceleration. Lara has played an excellent role when positioned in both the backline and forward line, finding an outstanding position in the backline for our grand final
and having an influential impact. Lara has showed patience and diligence at every training and game this year and
her hard work paid off on the football field.
Louisa Reinke. ‘Loula’ has come along to every training and game with infectious enthusiasm and her can-do attitude has been highly beneficial to her own football game. Louisa worked diligently to improve her kicking technique and her tackling throughout the season was superb. She fought hard for the ball whilst staying on her feet
and attacked every contest with great courage!
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Charlotte Roberts. With her first exposure to footy this year, Charlotte showed positive spirit and took on feedback with gusto! Charlottes kick has improved astronomically and she worked hard getting the ball to our advantage in every game. As her confidence builds and with the continuing improvement we saw in her game
throughout the season I expect that Charlotte will really come into her own next year.
Alexandra McCulloch. (Captain) Runner-up Best & Fairest Award, Grand-Final Best on Ground. ‘Lexie’ from the first
game dove into the role of Captain. ‘Lexie’ is a powerful half-back; with damaging intercept marks and evasive
‘don’t argue’ skills that showed her great experience. She lead by example, taking on the huge responsibility with
patience and her easy-going nature. She organised her team mates on the field and always strove to improve herself. Polishing it all off with the BOG in the Grand Final and the Runner Up B&F Gladiator.
Emily McAllister. Em made an unbelievable effort this year across the season. Her improvement was astronomical. Her focus and trainings demonstrated to all the girls the value of perseverance and her natural athleticism
shone through on game-days scoring her two goals! Her tackling efforts were extraordinary, sadly we lost her to
the Ski season but we can’t wait to have her back in 2019.
Bridget Vogel-Paul. Bridget had a very strong season finishing high up in the votes. Her ability to play both forward and ruck has been essential to the team. Given a role, Bridget plays it to a tee. She does an excellent job using
her athleticism to outrun opponents. Bridget brought her fun nature to trainings, and worked to improve her kicking on angles. With a strong start and her dedication to the team I’m excited to see what she will bring next year.
Claire Gray. Claire’s tireless commitment to trainings and all over the field on game day does not go unnoticed by
us. Her ruck and midfield work have been the difference in many close games. She uses her height to her advantage
and makes impressive long leads to open space. Congratulations on a powerful season Claire, cannot wait to see
more run down goal saving tackles next year!
Georgina Gough. Watching the effortless nature of Georgie’s football is always a pleasure. It was tough not having
the 107 game player for the entire season but each game she played with her insane natural ability. Showing confidence kicking centering balls and creating options for her team mates, she is a brilliant role-model for the girls.
Georgie will be a crucial in the U16 line up next year.
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Mardi Bruce. Mardi is a very determined player. With solid-tackling and great physical strength she demonstrated how much she cares for each of her teammates. Mardi plays a strong tagging role and runs hard into contests,
attacking the ball without hesitation. I can’t wait to see what Mardi will bring when she plays an entire season with
the Glads next year.
Claire Hill. Best First Year Player Award. Claire has been one of the best assets to our team this year. Her ruck efficiency would be close to 100% winning majority of her taps she finds her players with ease. Her relentless ruck
work improved every single game. Claire looked so relaxed on the field whether it be a saving mark in the backline,
a handball to one of the midfielders or a scoring opportunity in the forward line. She has been so consistent and it
will be exciting to see her strong overhead mark next year.
Charlotte Allen. The first half of ‘Charlie’s’ season could not be faulted. She played a key role up forward, and impacted in the back-line when we needed her. Charlie is a superb listener, responding positively to any feed-back.
She led by example at trainings, is much loved by her team mates, and so even after her heart-breaking injury, was
an important leader in the team!
Chloe Joubert. At the start of the season ‘Joubs’ demonstrated her outstanding endeavor to make tireless efforts
at the footy and her awesome composure when we had the ball. She anticipates the ball so well, and always looks
for a loose team-mate. Losing her to a broken arm was such a shame but we will be happy to see you next year!
Martha Conheady. Martha is the epitome of a team-player, she was so attentive and so keen to work on every
aspect of your game during the training sessions and games she was able to attend. In the games she played she
did all the little things to benefit the team, performing some great shepherds in the Grand-Final. Her quick handballs out of congestion would have been very beneficial in every game and we look forward to next year!!

Isabella Bufe. Finding a comfortable place on the wing, Bella used her damaging run to smash the game open.
She exerted all her effort into benefitting her team-mates, and in our Grand-Final was seen at every single contest.
Her athleticism is amazing and her advantageous kick and overhead marks were key in our win!
Maxie Diamontopolous. Her incomparable passion and on field presence was missed for the majority of this season. Coming back for the final series her creativity and work-rate were incredible. Barging through packs with confidence, Maxi the pint-size turbo engine bounced from contest to contest getting the ball forward in any way possible.
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Coaches Report— Jeremy King
The start of the 2018 season witnessed an eclectic mash of personality, ability and experience drifted onto Righetti oval some with boots, some without, mostly all with pony tails, to walk straight over the top of the shiny yellow Sherin to
compare new snapchats, insta, texts, swap “gath” gossip or raleigh in groups to do all, (a pattern which continued each
Friday). The initial display wasn’t far from the “mighty ducks”. In fact without significant recruitment from some of our
players, we might not have been a “going concern”. Thanks to those internal recruiters!
Our pre-season / post rowing consisted of most girls (and coaches) learning new names, how to mark, kick, handpass and
the rules of footy. Some were fit, others nearly fit. GIJFC inaugural girls’ team members (2012), Pish and Annabelle J-K,
pulled the boots on again and welcomed back Yiota, Sophie Tanner, Laura and Steph M from last season to form a silent,
but spiritual leadership group.
Our season was highlighted by an excellent win against Ivanhoe in round 1, and then stringing 3 out of 4 late in the season when we started to really work well as a cohesive unit and understand our positional function on the field. However
the greatest satisfaction from the coaching side was the incredible overall skill improvement by every player. How enjoyable it was for Scott and myself to witness girls who had and hadn’t played before, backing into packs, taking overhead
marks, kicking long and short, handballing, shepherding and talking – all with positive effect. Over the season, the conglomeration and transformation of 27 individual girls, into a very good solid team, was pure joy to observe, help and to
be a part of. As a coach to watch our players come off the ground after successive and heavy losses, with massive smiles
on their faces (and sometimes caked in mud) is just fantastic and something everybody involved should remember for
the team spirit, and character, we had trademarked for our GIJFC 2018 under 16 Girls team. It’s been fantastic for me as
coach, and Scott as assistant, to be a part of this great team journey over the season – well done girls!
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Team Manager’s report
As always, I get rather despondent
when the season comes to end, as I lose
my purpose in life until next March.
However, I have very much enjoyed this
season – seeing a new group of girls
learning footy skills, having fun and enjoying the cameradie. 21 out of 27 were
“rookies” this year. I do think footy is
different from almost all other sports
which girls play, and it is often an unexpected dimension of the game which
the girls enjoy. With so many new to
the game, it was clearly going to take
some time to match it with the more
experienced teams. I still don’t know how we managed such a comprehensive win in game 1! Nevertheless, thereafter it took us 7 or so games before we recorded our next win. But regardless of the results, we have been competitive all year and the speed of improvement has been very impressive. Jeremy and Scott did a great job building
the girls skills and confidence – a big thank you to them for all the time put in.
Our dedicated team of trainers have had a demanding year – more injuries than I can ever remember (in 6 years) –
and apparently it has been the same for other girls teams too this year. The tag team of Fiona, Brydie, Janet, Tracy
and Sam have done an exceptional job looking after the girls. Fingers-crossed we will never have such an injureddogged year again. A special thank you must also go to our sponsors – Dave and Lizzie McCleery’s MCP Financial
Services, who have generously supported the club and our team this season. Please do make MCP your first port of
call if you are in need of financial services. Finally, a big thank you to the parent group who continue to do their
official duties on match day without complaint – and often put their hand up for more. The mutual support and
camaraderie on the touch line is a key part of the strong team spirit we enjoy.
I do hope we’ll see everyone again next year…. Go Gladiators!
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Amy Luff (1) Amy gained in confidence during the year. The later she stayed out on Saturday, the better she seemed to play
on Sunday. Very much the team player and played with passion on and off the field.
Stephanie Padgham (2) Every team needs a Padg. Light but quick and fearless. Good ball skills (5 goals) and relentless commitment to the team. Didn’t miss a game all year. Well deserved the guernsey with the AFLW development squad and look out
2019 as she will be on top watch.

Lily Goodyear (4) Desperately unlucky to suffer successive injuries. Terrific that she supported the team all season despite
the setbacks and we hope that she gets another crack in 2019.
Penny Montgomery (5) Penny’s first year for GIJFC was terrific and she was a consistent developer over the season, showing
courage and great attack on the ball. Penny got stuck in and always worked hard – if she was worried by the size of her opponents she never showed it. Work on the kicking over the summer and she will shine brightly next season.
Maie Cumbrae-Stewart (6) Who would have thought that Maie hadn’t played before. An in-an-under specialist, with plenty of
ticker. We loved to see her 3rd, 4th and 5th efforts. A cheery smile and seemingly able to bounce up from any knock. A really
hard worker who often caught the eye of the B&F voters.
Emily Chambers (7) A quiet achiever in defence, with speed to the ball. Facing down her fears to be the first to a contest;
the Apple hasn’t fallen far from the tree in the Chambers household. The only other girl who played every game. A joy to have
as part of the team.
Alice McCleery (8) Sneaking 5 goals, Alice worked hard up front to make a contest. Plenty of chat to go with it but not afraid
to get stuck in. Great build for footy – we look forward to more next season.
Alice McGinty (9) The acrobatics training probably helped those high leaps in the ruck. One of the fastest improvers over the
season. Skills and confidence have grown together and never complained about the load. Keep up the practice over the summer and you’ll be smashing it next year.
Elise Keenan (10) How we missed Elise’s drive and speed when she was out. Great to see her back for the last game and performed like a star. This one has huge potential – height, strength, speed and skill – and is going to be awesome.
Annabelle Johnson-King (11) Played a tough inside mid / forward role most of the season. Missed 5 games injured. Kicked 3
goals. J-K was our leading tackler, and played without fear in the contest. Backs into packs, good long kick and mark overhead.
Consistently noted in score involvements. Coaches favourite player!
Charlotte McCleery (12) The reluctant ruck – especially when the other girls bit and scratched! Charlotte bravely took them on
and kept at it. She and her sister certainly confused the opposition and the occasional coach!
Charlotte Brooks (14) Great to see Brooksey back on the field after a year or two away – a great boot and increasingly grew in
confidence, making a contest at every opportunity and playing her role for the team.
Isabelle McDonald (15) Izzy was in and out of the team, but displayed
real commitment with her speed and contest at the ball. Her skills improved throughout, so we hope to see her return next year.
Amelia Jamieson (16) No coincidence the team started winning when
Jamo returned. Great team play and hard worker all day. Lovely ball drop
and strong in the tackles. Another one with huge potential for this game.
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Pish Myers (17) 99 reasons to like this one, except when she ignores her dad.
Good tactician and tidy skills. Not enough pre-season training this year, but she
was certainly firing by the end. Pish shared leadership and experience and gave
the new girls confidence. Nominated for the Oakleigh Chargers.
Sophie Tanner (18) The crowd loved to watch ol’ speedy carve through the opposition, putting the “don’t argue” to good use and a roosting kick to go with it.
Single-handedly must have contributed over 70% of our metres gained this season. Hopefully the Sandringham Dragons make the most of this nominee. Sophie has been invited to the YJFL awards dinner (28 Aug) Good luck Sophie!
Zoe Meggitt (19) Another one of the unlucky ones and another wonderful supporter of the team. Zoe showed huge potential
early in the season, with B&F votes to show for it. Hopefully a full recovery over the off-season and we’ll get to see all she has
to offer next season.
Annabel Whiter (20) We just got used to Whitey smashing through the packs. Another legend in the making and a crowd
pleaser, with ferocious tackles and a long kick. Stopped a few times early on before she gave off the ball, she learned to run
and pass to great effect. Another nominee for the Sandy Dragons.
Steph Murphy (21) Our top goal scorer (12). Could be relied on down back and up front to stop the opposition and put the
ball to good use. Steph brought her experience and a cool head to provide leadership and stability to the new girls. Also nominated for the Sandy Dragons.
Laura Edmonds (22) Laura was a quiet contributor to the team, using her height and speed to good effect. Also unlucky to
receive a couple of knocks this year. She has hung up her boots after 61 appearances for the Gladiators – great effort Laura.
Yiota Plevritis (23) The silent assassin – another experienced player who could be relied on to lead by example and lay tackle
after tackle. A great left foot too – popular with the B&F voters. Played through injury and needs a good rest over the summer
to recover to full form. Congrats on the 51-Game milestone.

Holly Newton (24) Another one who seemed to play better on no sleep! A great team contributor with lots to offer and rapid improvement over the season. Summer practice will see Holly improve even more next year.
Erin Joy (26) Five goals including a bag of 3 in Round 7 against Banyule. Strong and speedy, she was always keen to make a
contest up forward. Erin is a great team contributor and has lots to offer the sport.
Ruby Carroll (28) The Enforcer! Along with Jamo, Ruby’s return gave her team mates confidence. Never afraid to make a contest, Ruby worked hard for the ball and enjoyed getting stuck in – especially to those ‘Hoes! But not just the muscle, skills coming on well too.
Liv Colquhoun (33) Frustrated by recent dental work, poor Liv missed more footy than she would have liked. A stalwart competitor, she could be relied on to make the tackles stick. Skills have also improved throughout the season. Looking forward to
more next season.
Emily Giffard (34) A late entry to the party, but we loved having Em on board. Tall and strong she matched it with the best in
the ruck and worked hard right across the ground. Popular with the B&F voters, Em has the physique and the skills to go far.
Amanda Shearer (35) Our second top scorer (8) Amanda is a natural leader who put in constant effort and also polled frequently with the B&F voters. Obviously loving her first year of footy, the coaches can’t wait to have her back for more next
year.
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COACHES REPORT

The Glen Iris Colts started the season a little bit short on numbers and the team was predominantly made up of
bottom agers. We played most weeks with 16-18 players and battled manfully against our opponents. We won 2
out of our first 9 games, often falling just short due largely due to having no one on the bench. This didn’t deter our
players nor our supporters. We were lucky to possess the best team manager in the country in Dave Oliphant and
the best second in charge, Pat Burke, who both assisted us in gaining the return of a few colts from last year. This
was the spark the boys needed to reinvigorate themselves for a second half of the year charge up the ladder. Our
major focus on possession football changed to a quick ball moving, bold and attacking side as the boys gelled and
gained consistency with each other.
We played every game like it was a knock out final and the boys rallied to win the final 6 games of the home and
away season to place ourselves in 3rd position on the ladder heading into finals. Our focus of playing for the jumper
and as a team led us to 2 finals wins and a grand final berth. A lacklustre first quarter of the Grand Final left us playing catch up for the rest of the game. However, on the back of a massive coaching spray and rev up by skipper Gus,
the boys got on the march and got right back in the game. We were within a kick for 90% of the last quarter but
were unable to capitalise on countless opportunities and fell agonisingly short. Although we didn’t win the premiership, the boys developed as footballers, including learning different styles of play and improving their skills but
more importantly developed as young men and I’m sure the sting of not winning the Grand Final will drive them to
succeed playing football in the following years.
Ed Russell
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PLAYER REVIEWS
Angus Bailey. Having improved his fitness throughout the season, Angus has become one of the teams best lockdown defenders. Quick and more than capable of taking an intercept mark, Angus has often been the start of our
counter attacks. A big preseason could help him take his game to the next level.
Louis Burke. Louis was our kick out specialist and seasoned warrior down back. Not shy to take the game on in
tricky situations. His form in the later part of the season saw him get in the coaches votes multiple times. Unfortunately for both Louis and the team, his season was ended early due to a thumb injury.
Jesse Castan. A very talented, tall but mobile forward, who throughout the season provided us with many highlight plays when we were able to steal him away from School Football. Jesse’s professionalism and leadership was a
great asset to our team both on and off field.
Joe Clausen. Joe showed glimpses throughout the season of the player he could become. Capable over head and
strong, with a bit more confidence he could become a fierce key defender.
Will Cooper. Will was the leading goal kicker for the Colts in 2018. Able to play both in attack and defense, his
marking ability and kicking always gave our team a chance at victory. A highlight of the team’s season was when
Will kicked 10 goals straight in round 15.

Tom Cullen. Being the first choice ruckman for his school footy meant that Tom often played Glen Iris footy
battered and bruised. When fully fit and firing, Tom proved to be a fantastic tap ruckman who was able to provide
some structure down back and be a target up forward when needed.
Austin Crow. A horror run of injury plagued Austin’s season, as he missed the majority. Fortunately for the team
he arrived back earlier than expected and was able to contribute to the teams end of season success and finals
campaign. A hard at it small forward, who is always able to pick out his team mates in the best spot.
Seb Dalton. Seb was an important cog in our midfield this season. He is quick, strong and never stops running.
Always finding himself in good space, Seb is an intelligent footballer who isn’t shy to take the game on. His late season form saw him collect multiple votes from the coaches.
Tom Hill. Being a late addition to our team, Tom slotted in perfectly to the back six. A confident defender who
reads the game well and breaks lines, he is an unselfish player always looking for teammates in good positions. Our
team gathered a lot of confidence having Tom in the backline.
Rex Hooper. Rex was our Vice Captain this season. Well respected by
his peers, but feared by his opponents. Rex was able to play any position on the ground. The sort of player you would follow into battle, on
numerous occasions Rex set the standard of toughness our team wanted to play with. A true Gladiators veteran, he celebrated his 150th
game this season.
Max Howden. Max is an ever reliable defender who held down the
fort multiple times throughout the season. A silent but deadly player,
the phrase “Actions speak louder than words” comes to mind when
summing up Max. Unfortunately a broken wrist saw his season cut
short, which was a real blow to the team.
Lachy Hughes. An absolute character, Hughesy is one of the most
loved Colts boys who would always give 100% on the field. He follows
instructions to the very finest detail, never shirks a contest, and is explosive off the half back flank. I encourage Lachy to work on his kicking
this off-season and he will return to the club as a Heath Shaw 2.0.
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Sam Kavanagh. Having recovered from a serious knee injury, Sam was a late joiner to our team. He had an immediate impact on the Colts team. Sam is a crafty goal sneak, deadly from anywhere inside the forward 50. As unselfish as they come, he always looks for teammates in better positions and provides pace to our forward line. If I
could liken Sam to an AFL player, it would be Devon Smith.
Tom Kelly. Tom is a popular player in the rooms. Always able to crack a joke and put a smile on his teammates
faces. We saw glimpses of the player Tom could be throughout the season. He capable of sneaking forward to kick
a few goals, but also able to provide grunt in the backline.
Charlie McDonald. Perhaps one of the most charismatic players Glen Iris will ever see. Charlie is not the most
gifted footballer, but his loyalty to his team and desire to improve his skills make him a player coaches would love
to have in their team. With a little focus, Charlie has the ability to become a great player.
Sam McDougall. Sam suffered a shocking break to his wrist in preseason. It was a pleasant surprise to see him
return early from injury and contribute to our forward line in the later part of the season. Sam has a nose for goals
and leads at the ball well. With an improved fitness level, Dougs will become a strong key forward.
Luca Messina. Luca is a coaches dream wingman. Quick, skillful, with a raking left foot, Luca was always able to
provide our team with a spark. Having experimented with him in multiple positions throughout the season, we
found Luca a home on a wing where he played some terrific football. A player to watch in the future.
Will Moloney. Yet another player with a long-term injury. When we were able to get Will in the team he played his
best footy in the ruck, where he constantly impressed the coaches each week. A highlight of his season was when
Will went back on the ground after breaking his hand and kicked a goal to put us in front, late in the game against
Brunswick.
Connor Nicolau. Connor joined our team in the middle of the season. He is a hard nut, who throws himself at opposition players and the ball. Connor provided many pressure acts throughout the season, which inspired his teammates.
Angus Oliphant. Gus was the Colts and Club captain for 2018. An inspirational leader on the field, his actions and
style of play would often be without regard for his own safety. This season he played multiple roles for the team, all
of which he did with explosiveness and poise. Gus embodies everything that it means to be a Gladiator.

Seamus O’Shannassy. Seamus is as courageous as they come. For a boy with a light frame, he throws himself into
every opposition player and never shirks a contest. His ability to find a teammate with a handball through traffic
made him a valuable member of our midfield.
Dan Orgill. There is one word to sum up Dan… WEAPON. Dan is a silky midfielder, who always seems to have more
time and space than any other player on the ground. Thanks to Dan’s ability to run with the ball and kick on both
legs, our forwards were never starved of a chance to pluck the ball inside 50. Every game Dan played for the Colts
only helped to inspire his teammates to victory.
Josh Palazzo. An absolute hulk of a boy, Josh is tough, gritty footballer who was never afraid to push himself.
Josh played majority of the season in the backline, but at times provided support in the ruck. I fear for any opposition player who has Josh P running at them.

Max Pinchbeck. Built like the proverbial brick outhouse, Max is a contesting bull. Throughout the season he
would tear a game apart with his strength and dash. He sets the highest standards for both himself and the team.
Max is a gentleman on and off the field. On numerous occasions, after cleaning up opposition players, Max would
check to see if they were alright. These actions sum up his character.
Charlie Phillips. Unfortunately, Niggles and injuries have plagued Charlie’s season. When he was fit and firing the
Colts had themselves a genuine A Grader. Charlie is a highly intelligent footballer, with terrific vision, pace and kick.
He was a highly valued cog in the midfield machine. It was a shame to see him play limited games.
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Griffin Schultz. Griffin provided our team with outstanding ball use off the back
flack or wing. His composure with ball in hand and tackling expertise made him a force to be reckoned with any
time he put on the Glen Iris jumper.
Max Suttle. Max was a versatile and crafty player for the Colts in 2018. His ability to sniff out goals made him a
genuine threat in the forward half of the ground. However, his kicking skills were also used in the backline. Every
team needs a player like Max.

Ben Symons. Big Benny Symons is a contested marking king. Put it on his head and he’ll clunk it. He was often our
main forward target throughout the season. On a few occasions Ben tore a game apart by kicking a bag of goals.
One of Ben’s admirable qualities is his loyalty to the club and his teammates. Benny Symons bleeds Gold & Blue.
Will Taylor. Throughout the season, Will showed us that at times when he puts his mind to it, he is capable of
taking the game on and wreaking havoc on the opposition. He is a tough nugget who was always in and under
packs. His tackling pressure was a major asset to the team.
Albert Upjohn. Albert was a delight to coach. His attitude towards improving his game and work ethic on the
field are admirable qualities. When he was fired up, no opposition could get in his way. One of the highlights of the
team’s season was Albert kicking 6 goals against Brunswick and winning us the game.
Woody Whitford. If Woody is to continue playing footy in the future, his coach should definitely consider using
him as a tagger. His niggle and ability to throw his opponent off their game was important throughout the season.
He is a well respected and loyal teammate, who was always willing to fly the flag for the Gladiators.
Ollie Williamson. Look out for Ollie inside the forward 50. Always sitting at front of the pack or at the drop of the
ball, his silky foot skills and agility make Ollie a very difficult opponent to man up on. He recovered well from a fractured wrist to provide the Colts with zip in our forward line.

Special Mentions
The 2018 Colts players and Coaches would like to thank the following boys for filling in throughout the season
when we were short on players: Nick Bryan, Marcus Emmett, Tom Furphy & Will Hart.
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TEAM MANAGER’S REPORT—David Oliphant
It was a tale of two halves for the Colts this season. The side ending up playing 18 games for the year. After nine
rounds we only had 2 wins on the board which were both stirring come from behind victories against Brunswick.
There were 2 losses by less than a goal, one of which was from a kick after the siren, another 2 losses were after we
were leading at 3 quarter time, whilst in the other 3 we were comprehensively beaten. Injuries and player availability had hampered us a lot and we struggled to get 16-17 players on the park between rounds 5-9.
After Round 10 it was a different story. The injection of some older age colts and players returning from injury coupled with better availability boosted the playing stocks significantly. We won 6 games on end and stormed into the
final four finishing 3rd on the ladder. We then won our way through to the Grand Final with solid victories against
Fitzroy and Preston. Up against the Boorondara Hawks in the last game of the season the boys ultimately come up
short by 13 points in tough conditions. It was a commendable effort from all the team given after Round 9 finals did
not even look a remote possibility. Our first year coaches Josh Richards and Ed Russell did a superb job with the
boys and their unwavering enthusiasm even at the toughest moments was what kept the team going until the
breaks come our way. They were ably supported by Scott Crow and Pat Burke performing the running duties and
Zali Rayment and Ellie White as the trainers. In summary it has been an immensely successful year, one of which all
the boys can be very proud of. Lastly I would like to thank the parent group for their for wonderful support
throughout the season for both coaches and support team.
David Oliphant
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With only a handful of girls who signed up for the U/18 Youth Girls gladiators team, we were really unsure if we
were going to be able to play at all this year. But with some careful guidance and help from the club, we were invited to join forces with the Camberwell sharks. Five girls ended up joining the sharks and spent or season switching
between the gold and the blue and the Camberwell Sharks jumper.
After taking some time to learn all the girls’ names and their different abilities we started to play some good football together. We were welcomed into the Camberwell sharks with great enthusiasm given their low numbers and
with the help and support from Pat Di Natalie and Nick Hooper, we started to form a bond born around footy. We
became a blend of two clubs and became the “Cambiris Sharkinators”.
We managed to develop our skills further and create a balanced field including a strong transition from the midfield
to the forward line. We were also able to strengthen our defence and learn how to run the ball off the backline.
Our forwards spent many hours practising their goals and learning how to lead forward into a prime position creating the area, “Patricia’s Paddock.”
We finished our season third on the ladder with a hopeful run into the finals. When our first final approached we
were prepared and ready to play our best. After a hard-fought battle in a low scoring game, we were beaten by one
point as the Bullants got a goal in the final minute of the game. Despite this, all of us played a great game of football and didn’t stop trying until the siren sounded. This season was one of the most enjoyable seasons of football
and we thank the Camberwell sharks for their support.
Special thanks to our amazing coaches Pat and Nick for all their support and guidance throughout the season. I
would also like to thank our team manager Kath for all your hard work during the season and our trainer Travis for
the endless strapping and help when one of us got injured! And lastly would like to thank both clubs for making the
“Cambiris Sharkinators” possible which formed many new friendships and a season none of us will ever forget.

Atlanta Stubbings
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2018 Season Results
DATE
15 Apr

22 Apr
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TIME

VENUE/COURT

8:30 Victoria Road Reserve (Under 10 Red 2018)

HOME TEAM

AWAY TEAM

6.9-45

Hawthorn Citizens B

Vs

Glen Iris H

4.5-29

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Green 2018)

7.14-56

Glen Iris H

Vs

Camberwell 3

2.4-16

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 12 Blue 2018)

7.10-52

Glen Iris G

Vs

Whitehorse Colts

0.0-0

10:00 Binnak Park (Under 10 Blue 2018)

3.2-20

Parade St Damians

Vs

Glen Iris V

2.7-19

11:00 Warrandyte Reserve 1 (Under 15 Girls (1) 2018)

5.2-32

Warrandyte

Vs

Glen Iris

12.9-81

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Brown 2018)

3.8-26

Glen Iris H

Vs

Hawthorn Citizens F

2.3-15

11:30 Whatmough Park (Under 12 Gold 2018)

9.4-58

St Marys B

Vs

Glen Iris N

2.1-13

11:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

0.0-7

Glen Iris A

Vs

Kew Comets

0.0-54

11:30 W J Cox Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

0.0-0

Fitzroy F

Vs

Glen Iris H

7.8-50

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 12 Green 2018)

18.10-118 Glen Iris H

Vs

Greythorn

5.1-31

11:30 Burwood Reserve Top (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

1.2-8

Ashburton

Vs

Glen Iris

4.9-33

11:30 Alfred Crescent (Under 11 Black 2018)

1.1-7

Fitzroy 3

Vs

Glen Iris N

5.6-36

11:30 Balwyn Park Upper (Under 10 Gold 2018)

5.7-37

Canterbury B

Vs

Glen Iris N

4.7-31

11:30 Allard Park (Under 13 Blue 2018)

10.6-66

North Brunswick

Vs

Glen Iris G

5.3-33

13:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 13 Girls Gold 2018)

1.0-6

Glen Iris

Vs

Kew Comets 1

17.18-120

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 15 (1) 2018)

7.7-49

Glen Iris G

Vs

St Marys B

4.7-31

13:00 Stradbroke Park (Under 15 (4) 2018)

17.14-116 Kew Rovers W

Vs

Glen Iris H

3.7-25

13:00 Bulleen Park Oval No.1 (Under 14 Gold 2018)

5.3-33

Templestowe

Vs

Glen Iris N

9.6-60

13:00 Burwood Reserve Bottom (Under 11 Brown 2018)

3.2-20

Ashburton R

Vs

Glen Iris G

5.7-37

13:00 Ivanhoe Park (Under 16 Girls (1) 2018)

2.5-17

Ivanhoe

Vs

Glen Iris

12.4-76

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Green 2018)

10.9-69

Glen Iris H

Vs

Greythorn

5.2-32

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Girls Gold 2018)

4.18-42

Glen Iris

Vs

Ashburton

1.5-11

15:00 T H King Oval (Colts (3) 2018)

4.4-28

Glen Iris

Vs

Park Orchards B

4.5-29

8:30 Victoria Road Reserve (Under 10 Blue 2018)

7.8-50

Hawthorn Citizens D

Vs

Glen Iris V

2.3-15

9:30 Springfield Park West (Under 13 Brown 2018)

0.2-2

Whitehorse Colts

Vs

Glen Iris H

16.11-107

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Green 2018)

3.3-21

Glen Iris H

Vs

Warrandyte

3.0-18

10:00 Ramsden St Reserve (Under 12 Blue 2018)

6.9-45

Fitzroy 2

Vs

Glen Iris G

2.2-14

10:00 Alfred Crescent (Under 10 Gold 2018)

3.5-23

Fitzroy 1

Vs

Glen Iris N

6.2-38

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 11 Brown 2018)

2.6-18

Glen Iris G

Vs

Camberwell 2

2.2-14

10:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

8.5-53

Glen Iris H

Vs

Fitzroy W

5.5-35

11:30 Pitcher Park (Under 13 Girls Gold 2018)

4.3-27

Parkside

Vs

Glen Iris

3.2-20

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 12 Gold 2018)

2.0-12

Glen Iris N

Vs

Park Orchards R

7.7-49

11:30 Binnak Park (Under 11 Black 2018)

6.10-46

Parade St Damians

Vs

Glen Iris N

4.2-26

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Blue 2018)

4.7-31

Glen Iris G

Vs

Hawthorn Citizens D

4.2-26

12:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

0.1-1

Glen Iris

Vs

Fitzroy

10.5-65

13:00 Pitcher Park (Under 14 Girls Gold 2018)

7.6-48

Parkside

Vs

Glen Iris

0.0-0

13:00 Lynden Park Upper (Under 11 Girls 2018)

4.5-29

Camberwell

Vs

Glen Iris A

7.3-45

13:00 Victoria Road Reserve (Under 12 Green 2018)

0.0-0

Hawthorn Citizens A

Vs

Glen Iris H

21.14-140

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Gold 2018)

12.10-82

Glen Iris N

Vs

Kew Comets 1

9.5-59

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 15 Girls (1) 2018)

2.6-18

Glen Iris

Vs

Surrey Park

9.8-62

15:00 Victoria Park (Collingwood) (Under 15 (1) 2018)

9.13-67

Fitzroy 1

Vs

Glen Iris G

3.5-23

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 15 (4) 2018)

14.15-99

Glen Iris H

Vs

Macleod

2.5-17

15:00 T H King Oval (Under 16 Girls (1) 2018)

0.1-1

Glen Iris

Vs

Bulleen Templestowe 7.20-62

15:00 Gordon Barnard Upper (Under 14 Green 2018)

8.7-55

Kew Rovers

Vs

Glen Iris H

6.14-50

15:00 Gillon Oval (Colts (3) 2018)

8.8-56

Brunswick

Vs

Glen Iris

8.9-57
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DATE
29 Apr

6 May

TIME

VENUE/COURT

HOME TEAM

AWAY TEAM

8:30 Stintons Reserve (Under 10 Red 2018)

7.13-55

Park Orchards B

Vs

Glen Iris H

0.2-2

8:30 Whatmough Park (Under 11 Black 2018)

2.1-13

St Marys T

Vs

Glen Iris N

10.5-65

10:00 Ivanhoe Park (Under 11 Green 2018)

5.2-32

Ivanhoe

Vs

Glen Iris H

3.2-20

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 12 Blue 2018)

2.0-12

Glen Iris G

Vs

Balwyn

9.13-67

10:00 Citizens Park Reserve (Under 11 Girls 2018)

0.2-2

Richmond

Vs

Glen Iris H

10.10-70

10:00 Springfield Park West (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

6.5-41

Whitehorse Colts

Vs

Glen Iris

3.3-21

10:00 Victoria Park Lower (Under 10 Gold 2018)

4.6-30

Kew Comets 1

Vs

Glen Iris N

9.7-61

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Brown 2018)

10.11-71

Glen Iris G

Vs

Fitzroy 1

1.1-7

10:00 Victoria Park Upper (Under 10 Girls 2018)

9.2-56

Kew Comets

Vs

Glen Iris

2.4-16

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Brown 2018)

9.10-64

Glen Iris H

Vs

St Marys

2.5-17

11:30 Doncaster Reserve (Under 12 Gold 2018)

16.13-109 Beverley Hills R

Vs

Glen Iris N

0.0-0

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 12 Green 2018)

10.5-65

Glen Iris H

Vs

Camberwell 2

3.2-20

11:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 10 Blue 2018)

4.10-34

Glen Iris V

Vs

Camberwell 3

4.3-27

13:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 13 Girls Gold 2018)

1.1-7

Glen Iris

Vs

Park Orchards

12.15-87

13:00 Gordon Barnard Reserve (Under 15 (1) 2018)

4.7-31

Boroondara Hawks 1

Vs

Glen Iris G

9.10-64

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 14 Gold 2018)

9.9-63

Glen Iris N

Vs

Camberwell

16.9-105

13:00 AK Line Reserve (Under 16 Girls (1) 2018)

11.10-76

St Marys

Vs

Glen Iris

2.2-14

13:00 Citizens Park Reserve (Under 13 Blue 2018)

10.13-73

Richmond

Vs

Glen Iris G

2.1-13

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Green 2018)

15.15-105 Glen Iris H

Vs

Ivanhoe

4.4-28

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Girls Gold 2018)

4.7-31

Glen Iris

Vs

Kew Rovers W

2.3-15

15:00 Whatmough Park (Under 15 (4) 2018)

12.12-84

St Marys W

Vs

Glen Iris H

9.8-62

15:00 Kevin Bartlett Complex (Under 15 Girls (1) 2018)

5.6-36

Richmond

Vs

Glen Iris

1.0-6

15:00 T H King Oval (Colts (3) 2018)

5.9-39

Glen Iris

Vs

Preston Bullants R

10.6-66

8:30 A.J.Burkitt Oval (Under 10 Blue 2018)

8.1-49

Banyule F

Vs

Glen Iris V

0.9-9

8:45 T H King Oval (Under 10 Girls 2018)

0.0-0

Glen Iris

Vs

Richmond

13.3-81

9:30 Telfer Reserve (Under 12 Green 2018)

1.3-9

Bundoora

Vs

Glen Iris H

14.4-88

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Green 2018)

6.6-42

Glen Iris H

Vs

Whitehorse Colts

5.2-32

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 12 Blue 2018)

3.6-24

Glen Iris G

Vs

Banyule B

5.2-32

10:00 A.J.Burkitt Oval (Under 10 Gold 2018)

10.5-65

Banyule G

Vs

Glen Iris N

1.4-10

10:00 Stintons Reserve (Under 11 Brown 2018)

5.4-34

Park Orchards R

Vs

Glen Iris G

6.8-44

10:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 10 Red 2018)

9.9-63

Glen Iris H

Vs

Camberwell 4

1.6-12

11:30 Springfield Park East (Under 14 Girls Gold 2018)

14.6-90

Whitehorse Colts

Vs

Glen Iris

2.0-12

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 12 Gold 2018)

0.0-0

Glen Iris N

Vs

Richmond B

17.13-115

11:30 Doncaster Reserve (Under 11 Girls 2018)

3.0-18

Beverley Hills

Vs

Glen Iris A

5.2-32

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 11 Black 2018)

19.9-123

Glen Iris N

Vs

Kew Comets 2

1.1-7

12:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

2.7-19

Glen Iris H

Vs

Parkside

1.0-6

13:00 Canterbury Sports Ground (Under 13 Brown 2018)

0.0-0

Canterbury

Vs

Glen Iris H

13.12-90

13:00 Bulleen Park Oval No.1 (Under 15 (1) 2018)

12.9-81

Glen Iris G

Vs

Warringal 1

5.1-31

13:00 Surrey Park (Under 14 Gold 2018)

22.17-149 Surrey Park

Vs

Glen Iris N

6.3-39

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 15 Girls (1) 2018)

0.0-0

Glen Iris

Vs

Park Orchards R

28.15-183

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Blue 2018)

1.5-11

Glen Iris G

Vs

Templestowe

5.5-35

13:00 Warrandyte Reserve 1 (Under 14 Green 2018)

6.4-40

Warrandyte

Vs

Glen Iris H

9.12-66

13:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

10.5-65

Glen Iris

Vs

St Marys

2.4-16

15:00 Victoria Park Upper (Under 13 Girls Gold 2018)

6.12-48

Kew Comets 2

Vs

Glen Iris

0.0-0
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TIME

VENUE/COURT

HOME TEAM

AWAY TEAM

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 15 (4) 2018)

3.7-25

Glen Iris H

Vs

Ashburton G

16.11-107

15:00 T H King Oval (Under 16 Girls (1) 2018)

4.5-29

Glen Iris

Vs

Heidelberg

4.13-37

15:00 C H Sullivan Memorial Park (Colts (3) 2018)

15.8-98

Parkside R

Vs

Glen Iris

8.8-56

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 12 Black 2018)

9.9-63

Glen Iris G

Vs

Kew Rovers W

0.0-0

10:00 Surrey Park (Under 10 Gold 2018)

5.4-34

Surrey Park B

Vs

Glen Iris N

6.3-39

10:00 Beverley Road Oval (Under 11 Brown 2018)

1.2-8

Banyule DC

Vs

Glen Iris H

7.8-50

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Gold 2018)

4.9-33

Glen Iris G

Vs

Parkside

3.2-20

11:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 10 Red 2018)

8.5-53

Glen Iris H

Vs

Preston Bullants W

8.3-51

11:30 Kevin Bartlett Complex (Under 11 Girls 2018)

4.3-27

Richmond

Vs

Glen Iris A

4.3-27

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 12 Brown 2018)

2.3-15

Glen Iris N

Vs

Glen Iris H

6.3-39

11:30 Lynden Park Upper (Under 11 Black 2018)

1.8-14

Camberwell 4

Vs

Glen Iris N

9.5-59

11:30 Pitcher Park (Under 13 Girls Brown 2018)

2.3-15

Parkside

Vs

Glen Iris

6.6-42

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 14 Girls Brown 2018)

5.4-34

Glen Iris

Vs

Ivanhoe

0.2-2

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Gold 2018)

3.5-23

Glen Iris H

Vs

Camberwell 1

8.9-57

13:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

12.8-80

Glen Iris H

Vs

Camberwell

1.0-6

13:00 C H Sullivan Memorial Park (Under 15 (4) 2018)

7.7-49

Parkside

Vs

Glen Iris H

13.4-82

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 16 Girls (2) 2018)

2.2-14

Glen Iris

Vs

Ivanhoe

5.6-36

13:00 Lynden Park (Under 13 Blue 2018)

13.8-86

Camberwell 2

Vs

Glen Iris G

0.1-1

13:00 Warrandyte Reserve 1 (Under 15 Girls (2) 2018)

4.4-28

Warrandyte

Vs

Glen Iris

5.8-38

14:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

4.5-29

Glen Iris

Vs

Surrey Park

2.3-15

15:00 Stradbroke Park (Under 15 (1) 2018)

3.5-23

Kew Rovers B

Vs

Glen Iris G

14.10-94

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Gold 2018)

5.4-34

Glen Iris N

Vs

Hawthorn Citizens E

12.14-86

15:00 Rathmines Rd Reserve (Under 14 Green 2018)

8.7-55

Hawthorn Citizens G

Vs

Glen Iris H

6.7-43

15:00 Gillon Oval (Colts (3) 2018)

8.9-57

Brunswick

Vs

Glen Iris

10.7-67

8:30 Burwood Reserve Bottom (Under 10 Black 2018)

3.4-22

Ashburton B

Vs

Glen Iris V

3.2-20

8:30 Whatmough Park (Under 10 Gold 2018)

0.0-33

St Marys B

Vs

Glen Iris N

0.0-44

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 10 Red 2018)

16.6-102

Glen Iris H

Vs

Macleod G

4.1-25

10:00 Templestowe Reserve (Under 12 Brown 2018)

3.2-20

Templestowe

Vs

Glen Iris N

10.4-64

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Black 2018)

8.6-54

Glen Iris N

Vs

Greythorn

2.0-12

10:00 Stradbroke Park (Under 11 Gold 2018)

6.2-38

Kew Rovers B

Vs

Glen Iris G

2.4-16

11:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

3.2-20

Glen Iris A

Vs

Park Orchards

5.4-34

11:30 Macleod Park (Under 12 Black 2018)

0.2-2

Macleod

Vs

Glen Iris G

9.16-70

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Gold 2018)

5.2-32

Glen Iris H

Vs

Ivanhoe B

8.5-53

11:30 Pitcher Park (Under 11 Girls 2018)

1.0-6

Parkside

Vs

Glen Iris H

7.6-48

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 12 Brown 2018)

4.7-31

Glen Iris H

Vs

Ivanhoe

1.1-7

11:30 Warringal Park (Under 11 Brown 2018)

4.4-28

Heidelberg

Vs

Glen Iris H

4.4-28

11:30 Balwyn Park (Under 13 Blue 2018)

8.7-55

Balwyn Y

Vs

Glen Iris G

4.4-28

13:00 Whatmough Park (Under 15 (1) 2018)

19.9-123

St Marys B

Vs

Glen Iris G

5.8-38

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 15 (4) 2018)

1.2-8

Glen Iris H

Vs

Warringal 2

8.13-61

13:00 Victoria Park Upper (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

3.6-24

Kew Comets

Vs

Glen Iris

5.6-36

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Girls Brown 2018)

4.3-27

Glen Iris

Vs

Hawthorn Citizens L

3.2-20

13:00 Koonung Reserve Bulleen (Under 14 Green 2018)

12.3-75

Kew Comets 2

Vs

Glen Iris H

4.10-35

13:00 Stintons Reserve (Under 15 Girls (2) 2018)

1.2-8

Park Orchards B

Vs

Glen Iris

7.8-50

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 16 Girls (2) 2018)

0.4-4

Glen Iris

Vs

Surrey Park

3.5-23
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15:00 Burwood Reserve Top (Under 14 Gold 2018)

13.15-93

Ashburton R

Vs

Glen Iris N

5.11-41

15:00 T H King Oval (Colts (3) 2018)

6.6-42

Glen Iris

Vs

Fitzroy 2

8.9-57

8:30 Lynden Park (Under 10 Red 2018)

2.4-16

Camberwell 4

Vs

Glen Iris H

14.7-91

8:30 T H King Oval (Under 11 Brown 2018)

5.5-35

Glen Iris H

Vs

Ashburton R

4.5-29

9:30 Heidelberg Park (Under 12 Brown 2018)

4.2-26

Heidelberg

Vs

Glen Iris H

2.2-14

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 12 Black 2018)

16.8-104

Glen Iris G

Vs

Beverley Hills N

0.1-1

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Gold 2018)

6.5-41

Glen Iris G

Vs

Canterbury

2.3-15

10:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 10 Black 2018)

7.8-50

Glen Iris V

Vs

Fitzroy 3

6.7-43

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 12 Brown 2018)

7.15-57

Glen Iris N

Vs

Ashburton G

7.3-45

11:30 Victoria Road Reserve (Under 11 Black 2018)

4.3-27

Hawthorn Citizens A

Vs

Glen Iris N

9.6-60

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Blue 2018)

4.8-32

Glen Iris G

Vs

Park Orchards B

8.7-55

11:30 Burwood Reserve Top (Under 14 Girls Brown 2018)

7.7-49

Ashburton

Vs

Glen Iris

4.4-28

12:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 10 Gold 2018)

12.8-80

Glen Iris N

Vs

Ashburton R

6.2-38

13:00 Lynden Park Upper (Under 11 Girls 2018)

1.8-14

Camberwell

Vs

Glen Iris A

3.0-18

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Gold 2018)

10.14-74

Glen Iris N

Vs

Park Orchards R

4.4-28

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 14 Green 2018)

4.7-31

Glen Iris H

Vs

Kew Comets 2

13.3-81

13:00 Gordon Barnard Reserve (Colts (3) 2018)

24.9-153

Boroondara Hawks 1

Vs

Glen Iris

8.5-53

13:00 Gillon Oval (Under 15 Girls (2) 2018)

3.6-24

Brunswick

Vs

Glen Iris

1.5-11

13:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

6.8-44

Glen Iris

Vs

Richmond

5.5-35

15:00 Rathmines Rd Reserve (Under 13 Gold 2018)

6.4-40

Hawthorn Citizens F

Vs

Glen Iris H

10.9-69

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 15 (1) 2018)

10.2-62

Glen Iris G

Vs

Boroondara Hawks 1 9.10-64

15:00 T H King Oval (Under 15 (4) 2018)

4.5-29

Glen Iris H

Vs

Fitzroy 2

6.11-47

15:00 A.J.Burkitt Oval (Under 16 Girls (2) 2018)

5.6-36

Banyule

Vs

Glen Iris

4.7-31

15:00 Doncaster Reserve (Under 13 Girls Brown 2018)

5.2-32

Beverley Hills

Vs

Glen Iris

1.0-6

10:00 Victoria Park Lower (Under 12 Black 2018)

1.1-7

Kew Comets 2

Vs

Glen Iris G

6.9-45

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 10 Black 2018)

10.14-74

Glen Iris V

Vs

Surrey Park W

2.2-14

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Gold 2018)

5.8-38

Glen Iris G

Vs

Camberwell 1

2.3-15

11:30 Doncaster Reserve (Under 11 Girls 2018)

1.3-9

Beverley Hills

Vs

Glen Iris H

1.0-6

11:30 C H Sullivan Memorial Park (Under 12 Brown 2018)

5.2-32

Parkside

Vs

Glen Iris N

3.2-20

11:30 Templestowe Reserve (Under 12 Brown 2018)

3.10-28

Templestowe

Vs

Glen Iris H

4.4-28

11:30 Burwood Reserve Top (Under 11 Black 2018)

3.3-21

Ashburton B

Vs

Glen Iris N

7.10-52

11:30 Macleod Park (Under 10 Gold 2018)

11.14-80

Macleod B

Vs

Glen Iris N

3.4-22

11:30 Alfred Crescent (Under 11 Brown 2018)

4.14-38

Fitzroy 1

Vs

Glen Iris H

2.4-16

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 13 Blue 2018)

2.3-15

Glen Iris G

Vs

North Brunswick

4.8-32

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Girls Brown 2018)

7.3-45

Glen Iris

Vs

Canterbury

0.0-0

12:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 10 Red 2018)

9.12-66

Glen Iris H

Vs

Fitzroy 4

5.3-33

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 15 (4) 2018)

3.10-28

Glen Iris H

Vs

Ashburton R

5.7-37

13:00 AK Line Reserve (Under 14 Gold 2018)

13.7-85

St Marys B

Vs

Glen Iris N

5.12-42

13:00 Beverley Road Oval (Under 14 Green 2018)

11.13-79

Banyule S

Vs

Glen Iris H

8.5-53

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 15 Girls (2) 2018)

5.5-35

Glen Iris

Vs

Warrandyte

6.1-37

14:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

8.10-58

Glen Iris

Vs

Hawthorn Citizens L

1.2-8

15:00 T H King Oval (Under 15 (1) 2018)

7.6-48

Glen Iris G

Vs

Fitzroy 1

5.7-37

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 16 Girls (2) 2018)

4.7-31

Glen Iris

Vs

Ashburton

6.5-41

15:00 Gordon Barnard Upper (Under 13 Girls Brown 2018)

1.1-7

Kew Rovers W

Vs

Glen Iris

2.6-18
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03 Jun

15:00 Telfer Reserve (Colts (3) 2018)

6.9-45

Bundoora

Vs

Glen Iris

6.7-43

17 Jun

10:00 Citizens Park Reserve (Under 10 Red 2018)

2.0-12

Richmond B

Vs

Glen Iris H

9.14-68

10:00 Clifton Park West Oval (Under 10 Black 2018)

3.5-23

Brunswick W

Vs

Glen Iris V

12.9-81

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 11 Black 2018)

7.2-44

Glen Iris N

Vs

Banyule VC

1.0-6

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Brown 2018)

4.5-29

Glen Iris H

Vs

Preston Bullants

2.3-15

10:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 10 Gold 2018)

1.0-6

Glen Iris N

Vs

Hawthorn Citizens C

12.7-79

11:00 Bulleen Park Oval No.1 (Under 14 Gold 2018)

1.2-8

Glen Iris N

Vs

Heidelberg

11.10-76

11:30 Whatmough Park (Under 12 Black 2018)

7.2-44

St Marys T

Vs

Glen Iris G

3.4-22

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 12 Brown 2018)

3.2-20

Glen Iris N

Vs

Fitzroy 1

0.2-2

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 12 Brown 2018)

7.3-45

Glen Iris H

Vs

Ashburton G

1.0-6

11:30 Olney Oval (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

2.3-15

Fitzroy

Vs

Glen Iris

1.3-9

11:30 Pitcher Park (Under 13 Blue 2018)

3.2-20

Parkside

Vs

Glen Iris G

11.7-73

12:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

12.7-79

Glen Iris H

Vs

Glen Iris A

3.1-19

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Green 2018)

6.12-48

Glen Iris H

Vs

Kew Rovers

5.4-34

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 15 Girls (2) 2018)

12.15-87

Glen Iris

Vs

Park Orchards B

0.4-4

13:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 13 Girls Brown 2018)

4.9-33

Glen Iris

Vs

Preston Bullants

1.4-10

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Gold 2018)

0.6-6

Glen Iris H

Vs

Macleod

2.1-13

15:00 Stradbroke Park (Under 15 (4) 2018)

1.2-8

Kew Rovers W

Vs

Glen Iris H

5.7-37

15:00 T H King Oval (Under 16 Girls (2) 2018)

2.2-14

Glen Iris

Vs

Camberwell

2.3-15

15:00 Preston City Oval (Colts (3) 2018)

12.8-80

Preston Bullants R

Vs

Glen Iris

4.3-27

7.5-47

Richmond Y

Vs

Glen Iris V

5.6-36

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 11 Black 2018)

10.8-68

Glen Iris N

Vs

Park Orchards B

0.0-0

10:00 Canterbury Sports Ground (Under 10 Gold 2018)

5.6-36

Canterbury B

Vs

Glen Iris N

2.3-15

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Gold 2018)

1.1-7

Glen Iris G

Vs

Kew Comets 1

9.8-62

10:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 10 Red 2018)

7.3-45

Glen Iris H

Vs

Preston Bullants W

10.13-73

11:00 Ford Park 2 (Under 16 Girls (2) 2018)

7.4-46

Ivanhoe

Vs

Glen Iris

3.4-22

11:30 Stradbroke Park (Under 12 Black 2018)

5.2-32

Kew Rovers W

Vs

Glen Iris G

0.2-2

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 12 Brown 2018)

1.1-7

Glen Iris H

Vs

Parkside

2.1-13

11:30 Stintons Reserve (Under 11 Brown 2018)

12.10-82

Park Orchards R

Vs

Glen Iris H

2.4-16

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Blue 2018)

5.4-34

Glen Iris G

Vs

Ivanhoe W

4.5-29

12:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

0.0-2

Glen Iris A

Vs

Kew Comets

0.0-62

13:00 Koonung Reserve Bulleen (Under 12 Brown 2018)

4.3-27

Ashburton R

Vs

Glen Iris N

7.4-46

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Gold 2018)

4.8-32

Glen Iris N

Vs

Templestowe

5.10-40

13:00 Olney Oval (Under 13 Girls Brown 2018)

2.3-15

Fitzroy

Vs

Glen Iris

0.0-0

13:00 Citizens Park Reserve (Under 14 Girls Brown 2018)

3.4-22

Richmond

Vs

Glen Iris

3.5-23

13:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

2.7-19

Glen Iris H

Vs

Richmond

2.2-14

15:00 Balwyn Park (Under 13 Gold 2018)

12.9-81

Balwyn B

Vs

Glen Iris H

2.4-16

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 15 (4) 2018)

8.4-52

Glen Iris H

Vs

Bundoora

7.9-51

15:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

8.10-58

Glen Iris

Vs

Whitehorse Colts

1.5-11

15:00 Koonung Reserve Bulleen (Under 14 Green 2018)

16.14-110 Kew Comets 2

Vs

Glen Iris H

1.1-7

15:00 T H King Oval (Colts (3) 2018)

30.17-197 Glen Iris

Vs

Parkside R

0.1-1

15:00 Gillon Oval (Under 15 Girls (2) 2018)

1.2-8

Brunswick

Vs

Glen Iris

1.2-8

10:00 Macleod Park (Under 10 Red 2018)

4.6-30

Macleod G

Vs

Glen Iris H

9.4-58

24 Jun

15 Jul
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8:30 Kevin Bartlett Complex (Under 10 Black 2018)
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DATE
15 Jul

22 Jul

TIME

VENUE/COURT

HOME TEAM

AWAY TEAM

10:00 Ramsden St Reserve (Under 12 Brown 2018)

4.2-26

Fitzroy 1

Vs

Glen Iris H

8.11-59

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 10 Black 2018)

6.3-39

Glen Iris V

Vs

Parade St Damians

2.1-13

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Brown 2018)

1.2-8

Glen Iris H

Vs

St Marys B

8.12-60

10:00 Bulleen Park East (Oval No. 2) (Under 11 Gold 2018)

3.8-26

Bulleen Templestowe

Vs

Glen Iris G

3.2-20

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 12 Black 2018)

4.3-27

Glen Iris G

Vs

Macleod

7.9-51

11:30 Templestowe Reserve 2 (Under 11 Girls 2018)

0.0-77

Templestowe

Vs

Glen Iris A

0.0-35

11:30 Victoria Park Upper (Under 11 Girls 2018)

11.5-71

Kew Comets

Vs

Glen Iris H

2.0-12

11:30 Greensborough Park (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

2.3-15

St Marys

Vs

Glen Iris

10.12-72

11:30 Macleod Park (Under 11 Black 2018)

6.6-42

Macleod

Vs

Glen Iris N

5.6-36

11:30 Templestowe Reserve (Under 13 Blue 2018)

10.6-66

Templestowe

Vs

Glen Iris G

7.3-45

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Girls Brown 2018)

6.1-37

Glen Iris

Vs

Kew Rovers W

3.6-24

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 15 (1) 2018)

13.9-87

Glen Iris G

Vs

St Marys B

9.8-62

13:00 Lynden Park (Under 12 Brown 2018)

3.7-25

Camberwell 1

Vs

Glen Iris N

5.1-31

13:00 Koonung Reserve Bulleen (Under 14 Gold 2018)

2.10-22

Kew Comets 1

Vs

Glen Iris N

17.14-116

13:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 10 Gold 2018)

2.2-14

Glen Iris N

Vs

Fitzroy 1

4.3-27

13:00 Warrandyte Reserve 1 (Under 15 Girls (2) 2018)

3.6-24

Warrandyte

Vs

Glen Iris

4.6-30

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Gold 2018)

4.1-25

Glen Iris H

Vs

Greythorn/Kew

3.3-21

15:00 Bulleen Park Oval No.1 (Under 15 (4) 2018)

3.1-19

St Marys W

Vs

Glen Iris H

11.14-80

15:00 Surrey Park (Under 16 Girls (2) 2018)

0.9-9

Surrey Park

Vs

Glen Iris

4.0-24

15:00 T H King Oval (Colts (3) 2018)

17.8-110

Glen Iris

Vs

Park Orchards B

1.5-11

10:00 Pitcher Park (Under 11 Girls 2018)

4.7-31

Parkside

Vs

Glen Iris A

6.6-42

10:00 Heidelberg Park (Under 12 Brown 2018)

5.15-45

Heidelberg

Vs

Glen Iris N

3.4-22

10:00 Surrey Park (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

2.1-13

Surrey Park

Vs

Glen Iris

0.1-1

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 11 Black 2018)

1.0-6

Glen Iris N

Vs

Camberwell 4

9.4-58

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 10 Gold 2018)

4.4-28

Glen Iris N

Vs

Heidelberg

5.7-37

10:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

4.2-26

Glen Iris H

Vs

Park Orchards

2.13-25

11:30 Zerbes Reserve (Under 12 Black 2018)

4.7-31

Beverley Hills N

Vs

Glen Iris G

11.5-71

11:30 Lynden Park Upper (Under 10 Red 2018)

4.10-34

Camberwell 4

Vs

Glen Iris H

2.2-14

11:30 Camberwell Sportsground (Under 13 Gold 2018)

6.7-43

Camberwell 1

Vs

Glen Iris H

3.0-18

11:30 Greensborough Park (Under 10 Black 2018)

4.3-27

St Marys W

Vs

Glen Iris V

6.11-47

11:30 Greensborough Park (Under 10 Black 2018)

4.3-27

St Marys W

Vs

Glen Iris V

6.11-47

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 11 Brown 2018)

2.5-17

Glen Iris H

Vs

Ashburton G

8.8-56

11:30 Pitcher Park (Under 11 Gold 2018)

10.8-68

Parkside

Vs

Glen Iris G

3.3-21

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Blue 2018)

2.2-14

Glen Iris G

Vs

Camberwell 2

5.8-38

12:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 13 Girls Brown 2018)

4.7-31

Glen Iris

Vs

Parkside

2.9-21

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 15 (1) 2018)

5.4-34

Glen Iris G

Vs

Boroondara Hawks 1 17.9-111

13:00 Burwood Reserve Bottom (Under 12 Brown 2018)

5.4-34

Ashburton R

Vs

Glen Iris H

6.7-43

13:00 Macleod Park (Under 15 (4) 2018)

1.4-10

Macleod

Vs

Glen Iris H

26.15-171

13:00 Lynden Park (Under 14 Gold 2018)

3.5-23

Camberwell

Vs

Glen Iris N

7.8-50

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 14 Green 2018)

3.3-21

Glen Iris H

Vs

Hawthorn Citizens G

12.13-85

Park East (Oval No. 2) (Under 14 Girls Brown
13:00 Bulleen
2018)

1.3-9

Bulleen Templestowe

Vs

Glen Iris

2.6-18

13:00 Domeney Reserve (Under 15 Girls (2) 2018)

4.9-33

Park Orchards B

Vs

Glen Iris

6.2-38

15:00 T H King Oval (Under 16 Girls (2) 2018)

3.4-22

Glen Iris

Vs

Banyule

2.9-21

15:00 Righetti Oval (Colts (3) 2018)

13.4-82

Glen Iris

Vs

Brunswick

7.4-46
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29 Jul
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TIME

VENUE/COURT

8:30 Gordon Barnard Upper (Under 11 Black 2018)

HOME TEAM

AWAY TEAM

3.2-20

Greythorn

Vs

Glen Iris N

0.3-3

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 11 Gold 2018)

3.0-18

Glen Iris G

Vs

Kew Rovers B

10.5-65

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 12 Black 2018)

6.6-42

Glen Iris G

Vs

Kew Comets 2

2.3-15

11:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 10 Red 2018)

6.8-44

Glen Iris H

Vs

Fitzroy 4

4.3-27

11:30 Ivanhoe Park (Under 13 Gold 2018)

3.4-22

Ivanhoe B

Vs

Glen Iris H

4.2-26

11:30 Templestowe Reserve 2 (Under 11 Girls 2018)

0.0-46

Templestowe

Vs

Glen Iris H

0.0-10

11:30 Camberwell Sportsground (Under 12 Brown 2018)

2.4-16

Camberwell 1

Vs

Glen Iris H

1.4-10

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 11 Brown 2018)

6.2-38

Glen Iris H

Vs

Heidelberg

4.3-27

13:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

2.8-20

Beverley Hills

Vs

Glen Iris A

5.3-33

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 12 Brown 2018)

5.2-32

Glen Iris N

Vs

Ivanhoe

3.4-22

13:00 Schramms Reserve (Under 15 (4) 2018)

3.11-29

Doncaster

Vs

Glen Iris H

9.4-58

13:00 Burwood Reserve Top (Under 16 Girls (2) 2018)

2.7-19

Ashburton

Vs

Glen Iris

1.0-6

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Gold 2018)

5.4-34

Glen Iris N

Vs

Surrey Park

12.6-78

14:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

6.6-42

Glen Iris

Vs

Kew Comets

2.2-14

15:00 Victoria Road Reserve (Under 13 Girls Brown 2018)

6.11-47

Hawthorn Citizens L

Vs

Glen Iris

2.2-14

15:00 T H King Oval (Under 13 Blue 2018)

0.2-2

Glen Iris G

Vs

Balwyn Y

4.3-27

15:00 Doncaster Reserve (Under 14 Green 2018)

11.11-77

Beverley Hills

Vs

Glen Iris H

4.11-35

15:00 Koonung Reserve Bulleen (Colts (3) 2018)

3.4-22

Fitzroy 2

Vs

Glen Iris

15.6-96

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Girls Brown 2018)

2.2-14

Glen Iris

Vs

Warrandyte

4.4-28

8:30 Whatmough Park (Under 12 Black 2018)

4.11-35

St Marys T

Vs

Glen Iris G

4.4-28

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 12 Brown 2018)

7.8-50

Glen Iris H

Vs

Glen Iris N

0.2-2

10:00 Kevin Bartlett Complex (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

3.3-21

Richmond

Vs

Glen Iris

7.5-47

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Black 2018)

7.13-55

Glen Iris N

Vs

Hawthorn Citizens A

1.1-7

10:00 Canterbury Sports Ground (Under 11 Gold 2018)

7.7-49

Canterbury

Vs

Glen Iris G

0.3-3

10:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 10 Red 2018)

9.9-63

Glen Iris H

Vs

Richmond B

3.6-24

11:00 Bulleen Park Oval No.1 (Under 15 Girls (2) 2018)

4.3-27

Glen Iris

Vs

Warrandyte

9.11-65

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 13 Gold 2018)

7.9-51

Glen Iris H

Vs

Hawthorn Citizens F

2.1-13

11:30 Lynden Park Upper (Under 11 Girls 2018)

4.4-28

Camberwell

Vs

Glen Iris H

2.7-19

11:30 Burwood Reserve Bottom (Under 11 Brown 2018)

6.3-39

Ashburton R

Vs

Glen Iris H

5.11-41

11:30 Stintons Reserve (Under 13 Blue 2018)

4.10-34

Park Orchards B

Vs

Glen Iris G

6.7-43

11:30 Ford Park 2 (Under 14 Girls Brown 2018)

0.1-1

Ivanhoe

Vs

Glen Iris

5.14-44

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 15 (1) 2018)

6.12-48

Glen Iris G

Vs

Warringal 1

2.10-22

13:00 Doncaster Reserve (Under 13 Girls Brown 2018)

2.5-17

Beverley Hills

Vs

Glen Iris

3.2-20

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 14 Green 2018)

1.4-10

Glen Iris H

Vs

Richmond

12.10-82

13:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

1.9-15

Glen Iris A

Vs

Richmond

11.11-77

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 15 (4) 2018)

4.9-33

Glen Iris H

Vs

Ashburton R

5.4-34

15:00 Lynden Park (Under 16 Girls (2) 2018)

2.1-13

Camberwell

Vs

Glen Iris

7.12-54

15:00 Rathmines Rd Reserve (Under 14 Gold 2018)

10.12-72

Hawthorn Citizens E

Vs

Glen Iris N

8.10-58

15:00 T H King Oval (Colts (3) 2018)

9.6-60

Glen Iris

Vs

Boroondara Hawks 1 6.9-45

10:00 Righetti Oval (Under 11 Black 2018)

1.3-9

Glen Iris N

Vs

Ashburton B

2.9-21

10:00 T H King Oval (Under 11 Brown 2018)

4.3-27

Glen Iris H

Vs

Fitzroy 1

1.2-8

10:00 Lynden Park (Under 11 Gold 2018)

8.11-59

Camberwell 1

Vs

Glen Iris G

2.2-14

11:30 Righetti Oval (Under 12 Black 2018)

4.9-33

Glen Iris G

Vs

Kew Rovers W

0.7-7

11:30 Ferrie Oval (Under 11 Girls 2018)

1.3-9

Glen Iris A

Vs

Park Orchards

2.0-12

2018 Season Results
DATE
12 Aug

19 Aug

TIME

VENUE/COURT

HOME TEAM

AWAY TEAM

11:30 Ivanhoe Park (Under 12 Brown 2018)

1.2-8

Ivanhoe

Vs

Glen Iris H

2.4-16

11:30 T H King Oval (Under 12 Brown 2018)

10.4-64

Glen Iris N

Vs

Templestowe

1.3-9

11:30 Allard Park (Under 13 Blue 2018)

4.7-31

North Brunswick

Vs

Glen Iris G

5.3-33

13:00 Victoria Road Reserve (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

1.6-12

Hawthorn Citizens L

Vs

Glen Iris

8.4-52

13:00 Ferrie Oval (Under 13 Girls Brown 2018)

3.7-25

Glen Iris

Vs

Kew Rovers W

6.6-42

13:00 T H King Oval (Under 14 Green 2018)

0.0-0

Glen Iris H

Vs

Banyule S

20.21-141

13:00 Righetti Oval (Under 15 Girls (2) 2018)

2.0-12

Glen Iris

Vs

Park Orchards B

8.9-57

15:00 Stradbroke Park (Under 15 (1) 2018)

6.9-45

Kew Rovers B

Vs

Glen Iris G

15.21-111

15:00 Ramsden St Reserve (Under 15 (4) 2018)

10.6-66

Fitzroy 2

Vs

Glen Iris H

4.6-30

15:00 Righetti Oval (Under 16 Girls (2) 2018)

2.7-19

Glen Iris

Vs

Ivanhoe

10.9-69

15:00 Bulleen Park Oval No.1 (Under 14 Gold 2018)

7.4-46

Glen Iris N

Vs

Ashburton R

9.10-64

15:00 T H King Oval (Colts (3) 2018)

19.9-123

Glen Iris

Vs

Bundoora

3.1-19

SEMI FINALS

Semi Final 2

10:15 Rathmines Rd Reserve (Under 12 Black 2018)

2.5-17

St Marys T

Vs

Glen Iris G

3.5-23

Semi Final 1

10:15 Lynden Park Upper (Under 11 Girls 2018)

9.7-61

Glen Iris H

Vs

Richmond

4.4-28

Semi Final 2

10:15 Victoria Park Upper (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

7.7-49

Fitzroy

Vs

Glen Iris

0.2-2

Semi Final 2

10:15 Bulleen Park East (Oval No. 2) (Under 11 Black 2018) 1.0-6

Hawthorn Citizens A

Vs

Glen Iris N

13.4-82

Semi Final 1

10:15 Binnak Park (Under 11 Brown 2018)

6.9-45

St Marys B

Vs

Glen Iris H

4.2-26

Semi Final 1

10:15 Doncaster Reserve (Under 14 Girls Brown 2018)

4.10-34

Glen Iris

Vs

Bulleen Templestowe 0.2-2

Semi Final 1

12:30 Kevin Bartlett Complex (Under 13 Gold 2018)

6.6-42

Balwyn B

Vs

Glen Iris H

6.3-39

Semi Final 1

12:30 Gordon Barnard Reserve (Under 15 (1) 2018)

10.18-78

Glen Iris G

Vs

St Marys B

2.3-15

Semi Final 2

12:30 Macleod Park (Under 12 Brown 2018)

5.9-39

Glen Iris H

Vs

Camberwell 1

5.1-31

Semi Final 1

12:30 Victoria Park Upper (Under 13 Girls Brown 2018)

2.1-13

Preston Bullants

Vs

Glen Iris

2.4-16

Semi Final 1

14:45 Ford Park (Under 15 (4) 2018)

8.9-57

Bundoora

Vs

Glen Iris H

3.5-23

Semi Final 1

14:45 Gordon Barnard Reserve (Colts (3) 2018)

7.15-57

Glen Iris

Vs

Fitzroy 2

2.6-18

Semi Final 2

Park West (Oval No.3) (Under 15 Girls (2)
14:45 Bulleen
2018)

3.9-27

Warrandyte

Vs

Glen Iris

6.10-46

26 Aug

PRELIMINARY FINALS

Preliminary

10:15 Springfield Park West (Under 11 Girls 2018)

14.17-101 Templestowe

Vs

Glen Iris H

0.0-0

Preliminary

10:15 Beverley Road Oval (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

5.1-31

Glen Iris

Vs

Surrey Park

1.2-8

Preliminary

10:15 Templestowe Reserve 2 (Under 13 Girls Brown 2018)

2.3-15

Hawthorn Citizens L

Vs

Glen Iris

1.1-7

Preliminary

12:30 Koonung Reserve Bulleen (Under 15 (1) 2018)

6.14-50

Fitzroy 1

Vs

Glen Iris G

11.10-76

Preliminary

12:30 Macleod Park (Under 14 Girls Brown 2018)

4.5-29

Ashburton

Vs

Glen Iris

4.3-27

Preliminary

14:45 Templestowe Reserve (Colts (3) 2018)

4.5-29

Preston Bullants R

Vs

Glen Iris

10.8-68

3 Sept

GRAND FINALS

Grand Final

10:15 Warringal Park (Under 12 Brown 2018)

4.3-27

Glen Iris H

Vs

Ashburton G

2.9-21

Grand Final

10:15 Doncaster Reserve (Under 12 Girls Gold 2018)

3.1-19

Fitzroy

Vs

Glen Iris

7.4-46

Grand Final

10:15 Zerbes Reserve (Under 11 Black 2018)

6.2-38

Glen Iris N

Vs

Camberwell 4

5.5-35

Grand Final

10:15 Beverley Road Oval (Under 15 Girls (2) 2018)

5.1-31

Glen Iris

Vs

Park Orchards B

3.6-24

Grand Final

12:30 Binnak Park (Under 12 Black 2018)

4.1-25

Glen Iris G

Vs

St Marys T

6.3-39

Grand Final

12:30 Warringal Park (Under 15 (1) 2018)

12.6-78

Boroondara Hawks 1

Vs

Glen Iris G

8.6-54

Grand Final

14:45 Warringal Park (Colts (3) 2018)

6.6-42

Boroondara Hawks 1

Vs

Glen Iris

4.5-29
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